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Eindhoven, June 1987
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Summary

This study concerns the modelling of industrial systems in relation to their
automation. Automation of industrial systems includes both organizational
and technological aspects and requires an understanding of several engineering disciplines; production and machine control being investigated here.
Models and modelling play a prominent part when automating industrial
systems, since it is difficult to formalize any part of a system without
preparing a model of its behaviour. However, due to the increasing size and
comple.xity of modern industrial systems, their behaviour is becoming
increasingly complex. As a result, partial solutions can emerge and they
stand in the way of using an integral approach to automation.
In order to gain a better understanding of the role played by models during
systems development, the nature of modelling has been examined in relation to problem-solving. Attention is paid to the so-called structured
approaches for solving problems of automation. The purpose of a structured
approach is to provide a means of managing the complexity of both the system and the development process. This procedure is based on a world view,
and thus, it influences the way a system is structured, i.e. the way a model
is built. It can be argued that many problems in industrial automation arise
from the operational world view in this discipline.
This study introduces the "process interaction approach" as a new way of
modelling industrial systems, an approach that includes a world view, as
well as, tools to work with this world view. Its concepts reflect the idea
that an industrial system can be regarded as a set of concurrent processes
which interact through the exchange of objects. The idea of parallel
processes, itself, is not new: examples of the world view can be found in the
fields of discrete event simulation and computing science. Applying it to
the development of industrial systems, however, is indeed new. Through
this approach, it was possible to describe the sequential, the parallel, as well
as the non-deterministic aspects of an industrial system, in one and the
same model.
The development process was divided into three phases, namely,
specification, validation and implementation and, subsequently, tools have
been presented to support each of them. The specification tool provides a
combination of graphical representation and natural language to define a
system's purpose and its essential properties in a model. The validation tool
uses simulation to gain an insight into the system's performance. And,
finally, the implementation tool provides facilities for real-time control in
order to build the new system, so that it becomes incorporated into the real
world.
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In the light of the objective to use an integral approach, all three tools had
to be based on the concepts of processes and interactions and they were examined to see to what extent the representations produced in one phase
could serve as a starting point for successive ones. The study concludes
with two illustrations and a reflection on the results achieved.
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Sa.men vatting

Bij het automatiseren van industriele systemen spelen modellen en modelvorming een belangrijke rol. lmmers, het is onmogelijk ook maar enig deel
van een systeem te formaliseren, zonder zich vooraf een beeld te hebben
gevormd van de eigenschappen van dat systeem. De toenemende omvang en
complexiteit van de huidige industriele systemen maakt het echter steeds
moeilijk.er deze eigenschappen in hun geheel te overzien. Hierdoor kunnen
deeloplossingen ontstaan, die een integrale aanpak in de weg staan. Bij het
automatiseren van een industrieel systeem moet er aan ta] van organisatorische en technische aspecten aandacht worden besteed. Dit onderzoek heeft
zich beperkt tot de produk tie- en machinebesturing.
Teneinde de rol van modellen bij de ontwikkeling van industriele systemen
beter te begrijpen is onderzoek verricht naar de aard van modelvorming bij
het oplossen van problemen. Met name is daarin aandacht besteed aan het
gebruik van zogenaamde gestructureerde methoden voor het oplossen van
automatiserings-problemen. Het doel van dergelijke method.en is tweeledig.
Zij dienen niet alleen om structuur aan te brengen in de complexiteit van
het te ontwikkelen systeem, maar tevens om de complexiteit van het project, waarin het systeem wordt ontwikkeld, hanteerbaar te maken. Aan een
gestructureerde methode ligt een wereldbeeld ten grondslag. Dit wereldbeeld
beinvloedt de wijze waarop een probleem kan worden gestructureerd en
daarmee hoe een model kan worden gebouwd. In dit proefschrift wordt
betoogd dat veel problemen in de industriele automatisering, een gevolg zijn
van het wereldbeeld dat daarbij wordt gehanteerd. Vervolgens wordt de
"proces interactie benadering" beschreven als een nieuwe benadering voor
het modelleren van industriCie systemen. Deze benadering voorziet naast een
wereldbeeld tevens in gereedschappen die het mogelijk maken om volgens
dit wereldbeeld te werken. De concepten die door de benadering worden
gehanteerd, weerspiegelen het inzicht dat een industrieel systeem kan worden opgevat als een verzameling parallele processen, die door interacties met
elkaar samenhangen. Het idee van parallele processen is op zich niet nieuw.
Voorbeelden van dit wereldbeeld warden ondermeer aangetroffen in de
discrete simulatie en de informatica. Het idee om deze manier van denken
toe te passen voor de ontwikkeling van geautomatiseerde industriele systemen, is echter wel nieuw. Zodoende wordt het mogelijk om zowel de
sequentiele, de parallele als de non-deterministische aspecten van een industrieel systeem in een model te verenigen.
De ontwikkeling van een industrieel systeem kan worden verdeeld in een
drietal stadia - te weten: de specificatie, de validatie en de implementatie en voor ieder stadium wordt een apart gereedschap gepresenteerd. Het
specificatie gereedschap dient om de functie en de essentiele eigenschappen
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van bet systeem vast te leggen en maakt voor dit doel gebruik van een corn-·
binatie van grafiscbe afbeeldingen en natuurlijke taal. Het validatie
gereedscbap dient om inzicbt in bet systeemgedrag te k.rijgen en is gebaseerd
op simulatie. En bet implementatie gereedschap biedt de faciliteiten voor
real-time besturing, waarmee bet mogelijk. is bet systeem te bouwen en te
laten werken in de werkelijkbeid. Teneinde een integrale benadering
mogelijk te maken, zijn alle drie de gereedscbappen gebaseerd op de concepten van processen en interacties. Er is onderzocht in hoeverre de
beschrijvingen uit de verscbillende stadia op elk.aar aansluiten. Het proefschrift besluit met twee voorbeelden ter illustratie van het gebruik van de
proces interactie benadering en een nabescbouwing van de bereikte resultaten.
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Chapter 1

Automation of Industrial Systems
Een man van kennis heeft geen geheugen
[Castaneda, 1972].

1.1 Introduction
Today, it is not possible to think of society without including industrial
systems. Factories, distribution centres and harbours are typical examples
of them. The operations in an industrial system can be described as the
manufacture, handling and transfer of products. These operations are performed by three kinds of processes, namely production processes, transport
processes and control processes. All processes take place simultaneously and
relate with each other through the exchange of products and information.
Processes may be continuous or discrete. Continuous processes alter a
system's state smoothly with time, many examples of which can be found
in petro-chemical industries. In discrete processes, the changes occur
abruptly, as can be seen in automobile manufacture.
Industrial systems can be studied from several perspectives, such as from
an economic, sociological or technical point of view. This study examines
the industrial system from the perspective of production automation. The
automation of industrial systems concerns both technological and organizational aspects and requires an understanding of several fields in engineering
[Rooda, 198 7]. Firstly, there are the fields of materials science and production technology. Since products are made from materials, an understanding
is needed of the properties of these materials and the ways that they can be
processed or manufactured. The combination of this knowhow and the
desired properties of a future product, such as its shape and size for example, determines the successive production steps and the machines, tools and
equipment to be used. Consequently, knowledge is required about the construction of machines and their mechanical behaviour. Knowhow of socalled transducers, the sensors and actuators which form the interface with
control, is another component needed for successful automation. And
finally, one should be conversant with concepts and strategies needed for
machines and production control. The task of production control is to coordinate the activities of different processes and to look after the dispatch of
production orders. This study concentrates on the fields of production and
machines control.
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The last decade was witness to enormous growth in the application of
computer-based solutions to complex industrial problems. Unfortunately,
this continually increasing complexity exacerbates new problems and
difficulties that have become increasingly apparent as time passed. Automation and modelling are closely related issues; since, it is not possible to formalize just any part of a system without forming a picture of its operations. Models are built according to a world view and it is felt that many
problems and difficulties encountered with industrial automation have their
origin in the world view prevailing in this field. The primary objective of
this study, therefore, was to develop a new approach to the modelling of
industrial systems which would provide a better starting point for their
automation. The approach had not only to provide an appropriate world
view, but tools to work according to this world view as well. Hence, a
second objective was to investigate the suitability of the tools developed.
This chapter continues with a short review of the history of industrial systems and then examines the problems currently encountered in their automation. The last section discusses some general ideas underlying the
approach presented in this study.

1.2 History of industrial systems
Our present day industrial systems are the result of a great number of
technical and organizational changes in the system of production which
have been taking place for more than two hundred years. According to
Pieterson ( 1984), this development can be divided into three significant
periods, each period adding a new dimension to the production process.
This section will discuss these periods.
Firstly, there was the Industrial Revolution, here referred to as the 'first'
industrial revolution. The developments during this era, which started
around 1770, were characterized by mechanization and division of labour.
The system of production radically changed from a domestic-oriented system to a factory-oriented system. The domestic system was based on individual production and craftsmanship, industrial activities being dispersed
round the homes of workers. The factory, on the other hand, concentrated
the means of production in one place, thus accelerating and increasing outputs. Fundamental to the new system was the regulation and supervision of
work. by a manager so that decisions on the quantity and quality of production were taken by management instead of individual workers.
The cotton industry was one of the first to introduce mechanization. Examples being the "Spinning Jenny" (1764), the "water frame" (1768), the
"mule" (1774) and the "power loom" (1787), all of these inventions
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involved mechanical spinning and weaving to replace hand operations. Initially, these machines were powered by unreliable sources of energy like:
wind, water, animals or men. It was not until 1782, when Watt improved
Newcomen's "fire engine", that the steam engine could be used as a universal source of power, which brought about rapid mechanization. An important aspect of mechanization was the need for mechanisms to enable an
efficient use of the available power. Early examples of such control mechanisms are Watt's governor for the steam engine (1782) and the application of
camshafts.
One of the most profound developments in the organizational structure of
production systems was the division of labour. As a result of his search for
methods and means which could improve both quantity and quality of production, Wedgwood was one of the first to put in practice this concept, in
about 1790. In his porcelain factory, the potters no longer made the complete product, but performed just a few operations in its manufacture. The
positive effect of this on productivity had been already stressed by Adam
Smith in 1763, before the start of the Industrial Revolution. His statement
was based on the view of a production process as a sequence of specialized
operations, which could be performed separately. This conception led to
continuous efforts to mechanize as many production steps as possible. Productivity had become a matter of rational organization of the production
process. Man was no longer considered as the maker of a product, but as the
supplier of labour.
The second period started around 18 75 and lasted until WW I. This
'second' industrial revolution was characterized by the application of science
to innovation of production systems. Science became an important production factor and laboratories were founded to support production. An example of this lucrative liaison is the chemical industry, where thorough
research yielded new, more efficient production methods. Another characteristic was the rise of 'polytechnical' education.
Technical improvements were achieved through the successes of science.
Examples are the development of the internal combustion engine and the
electric motor, springing from new concepts in physical chemistry and
electrical engineering respectively. Both developments contributed greatly to
the further mechanization of transport and production systems at the
beginning of this century. New methods of machine control were developed,
such as 'automatic' hydraulic and pneumatic control mechanisms and, in
the wake of the electric motor, the technology for electrical switches.
The introduction of the electric motor enabled a different way of organizing
the production process too. Until then production layouts had been dominated by the rigidity of the mechanical power transmission. The application of electrical power overcame this constraint. A typical example of these
new opportunities was the introduction of the assembly line by Ford in
1913.
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Mass production, however, was not a matter of technical change alone. It
also contained new organizational insights as provided by 'scientific' theories
lik.e Scientific Management and later Behaviorism.
Scientific management, or Taylorism, named after its developer Taylor, is
characterized by an extremely rational optimization of labour. Its key principles are a strict distinction between planning and work, and the idea that
there is only "one best way of doing the job". It was the task of management to discover this way by means of extensive time and motion studies
and to translate them into planning, by prescribing the best sequence of
motions for each work.er. These motions had to be finished within a
predetermined time, which, on its turn, served as a measure for the production rate. Man was considered as one machine among other machines. This
was a conception shared with behaviorism. The social and political implications of this conception are well known.
Although true' scientific management was only put into practice to a limited
extent, its ideas have strongly influenced the organization of most factories.
From then onwards, management formed a separate category in the company. In the following decades the task of planning grew into a much
broader interpretation which was supported by the theories developed by a
new independent discipline: "management science". A striking illustration
of these new ideas was the decentralization of management at General
Motors in the years from 1920 to 1925. Many aspects of today's organization of the production system can be traced back to this period. The
notions of 'staff' and 'line', for example, sprang directly from the first principle, whereas, the second principle still lives on in the field of Operations
Research.
The third period started during WW II and, in fact, it still continues. It
was initiated by the break-through of the electronic computer. The first
generation of computers commenced with the MARK 1 ( 1944), the ENIAC
(l 945) and the EDVAC (1952) that were used for military and scientific
purposes [Randell, 1975]. The EDV AC was based on the concept of the
'stored program' as developed
Von Neumann. A concept that still forms
the basis for almost all computer architecture. The rapid developments in
electronics, marked by the transistor in 1958, the integrated circuits (ICs)
in I 964 and the chip around 1970, opened much wider fields of application.
Today, the computer has found its way into most aspects of society.
Another important characteristic of this period was the development of disciplines like Operations Research [Morse, Kim ball, 1951] and Cybernetics
[Wiener, 1948], which provided a methodological basis for the application
of mathematical models for decision-making, optimization and control systems. The rise of the computer obviously contributed to their success as it
offered the computational power required for the evaluation of their
models. The reverse of this success is the temptation to confuse the model
with reality, and to adapt an instrumental perception of scientific truth and
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improvement: "True is what works".
The notion to be bracketed together with the computer is 'automation':
automation, in both the administrative and the industrial sector. In the
admistrative sector, automation starts with replacing monotonous labour,
but finally results in entire 'business information systems' that support
efficient decision-making, as well as in 'office automation' for efficient working and communication.
The phenomenon of automation in industry, in itself, is not new. In process
industry, for example, analogue control systems which enabled 'automatic'
processing were already common practice. Another example is the
widespread application of electro-mechanical circuits as a means of discrete
control. A new belief is that many practical problems could be solved due
to the coming of computers. In particular, the freely programmable
microprocessor led to a considerable improvement. A typical example of this
development is the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), which can be
seen as the electronic equivalent of the switch-board. Other successful
applications can be found in NC and CNC machines and robots. The flexibility and small size of today's microprocessors open the doors to endless
applications when the hardware is considered. It seems to be possible to
tackle problems of ever increasing size and complexity.

1.3 Industrial systems today
The developments outlined in the previous section cannot be considered
autonomous. They are closely interwoven with changes in the economical,
social and political climate. In fact, each period yields its own concepts of
ideal production. Today's ideal demands efficiency and flexibility of production. These requirements arose under the influence of increasing competition
in a market of stagnant growth: the sellers' market of the Sixties changed
into a buyers' market. The flexibility of production systems can be seen as a
function of a system's versatility and its responsive power. From this point
of view, a flowshop system relates poor versatility to highly responsive
power, and a jobshop good versatility to low responsive power. Consequently, the ideal system occurs when great versatility can be combined
with great responsive power. The computer seems to be an excellent aid to
achieve this ideal.
Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMSs) have been developed with this conviction in mind. The first flexible manufacturing system, the "SYSTEM 24",
was installed by Molins Machine Company in 1967 and was used for the
milling of small- to medium-sized workpieces [Williamson, 1967, 1968]. It
was not until the end of the Seventies, however, that FMSs started to be
used on a larger scale. Warnecke ( 1985) estimated that about 230 systems
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were in use all over the world. Descriptions of some of the most advanced
FMSs can be found in Renault ( 1983), Guha (1985) and Hammer (1985). In
spite of technical improvements since the introduction of SYSTEM 24, a
major break-through has not been accomplished yet. The function of systems is restricted by many constraints aiming at increasing their efficiency.
Examples of such constraints are a limited product range, the application of
universal machines and linear routing, all of which obviously affect the
system's flexibility. It is not surprising that this problem has arisen though.
An FMS can be interpreted as an 'automated' jobshop. Jobshops always give
a rather messy impression, due to the fact that several jobs of divergent
kinds are in progress at the same time. The synchronization between the
jobs is not readily apparent and it usually requires improvisation. The
belief that such synchronization can be automated, is closely related to the
success of Operations Research in finding 'optimal' decisions. The nature of
the problem, however, is much too complex to suit such decision-making.
Improvisation is a very informal method of decision-making and it depends
largely on a 'feeling' for the current situation and 'intuition' of what will
come. The computer, on the other hand, requires an explicit program. It
must be clear that it is hard to translate such fuzzy decision-making into a
computer program.
Another example of the problems of automation concerns the application of
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). The compact size of the microprocessor and its relatively easy programming have made it attractive to use
PLCs for problems of increasing size and complexity. The method of programming PLCs, however, is based on 'switch' logic which barely covers the
scope of a microprocessor and, thus, limits its range of applications. In order
to overcome such restrictions, PLCs have gradually been extended with a
variety of features, which allow a much wider application. Programming,
on the other hand, remains essentially the same for reasons of compatibility. This implies, however, that the solution to a problem always has to be
formulated in terms of 'switch' logic, even if the problem does not reflect
this need. This clearly complicates the programming.
The examples show an interesting parallel. The problems described both
spring from an instrumental perception of reality. To begin with, the computer enables existing successful theories to be used for larger problems.
The next step is the application to similar problems by making minor
adjustments to the programs. This similarity, however, is suggested more
by the adjustments than by the 'real' nature of the problem. Whereas, the
nature of the problem gradually changes, the solution is largely determined
by parallels with other problems in the perspective of the computer. It
seems as though the interpretation of a problem has been shifted from the
world outside to the world inside the computer. The computer has become
an instrument of universal problem-solving, instead of being a useful means
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for solving a certain category of problems.
A typical result of this way of problem-solving is that only those problems
are tackled that happen to suit the computer (short term success).
CAD/CAM is an example of this. Inevitably, this leads to fragmentary
solutions, because the problem is not seen in its full context. Gaps and overiaps arise, which seriously interfere with the linking of partial solutions. As
a reaction to this proliferation of mutually incompatible concepts and tools,
new 'solutions' - such as: the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP)
[General Motors, 1986] and the Real-time Control System (RCS) proposal
of the National Bureau of Standards [Albus et al., 1981, 1982] - have
emerged in order to provide the desired integration. These solutions, however, reflect a technical interpretation of the problem. The gaps between the
available solutions are understood as technical shortcomings and thus
technical concepts for overcoming these are provided. These shortcomings,
however, are the symptoms of the problem, not the problem itself. Again,
solutions were developed which have been inspired rather by the abilities of
the computer than by the nature of the problem.

1.4 Towards an integral approach
The previous section described how perceiving automation problems from
the computer's (software) point of view leads to ad hoe and partial solutions in production control and machines control. Thus producing a fragmentary structure which lacks any real opportunities for integration. Consequently, an approach is required which provides a better abstraction from
the current methods of implementation. This approach should concentrate
on the application and consider all operations of an industrial system
together. It should offer ideas for both production control and machines
control as well as for integrating them.
Integration also concerns the pr,ocess of systems development. Although this
process cannot be defined as a detailed step-by-step procedure, it is possible
to give some global indication of the progression of a system under development. In this perspective, three phases can be recognized: the specification,
the validation and the implementation of the system-to-be. The transitions
between these three phases are not readily apparent. Rather, the distinction
between phases will be suggested by the nature of the activities, more than
by the recognition of attainable milestones during the development process.
In fact, each phase includes something of the other two, because in each
phase the system may undergo modifications, which, in their turn, will
require specification, validation and implementation. Still, the nature of the
activities gradually changes: from abstract and qualitative during
specification, to exact and quantitative during validation and, finally,
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concrete and realistic during the implementation.
The activities during the specification phase are concentrated on an analysis
of the problem and the formulation of an initial solution to the problem in
terms of the specilication. A specification is an abstract model of the
system-to-be which defines its purpose and records its essential properties
without considering the system's implementation. Swartout and Balzer
( 1982) warned that specification and implementation are not separate
issues; simply because each specification can be seen as the implementation
of a specification on a higher level. The question, therefore, is to find a suitable abstraction rather than an ultimate one. From here, there are two
ways of searching for such an abstraction. The first way is a formal one. It
uses mathematics as its means of abstraction which comes closest to the
ideal of an implementation-free approach. ln subsequent steps, it tries to
work its way down to the field of application. This way is known as formal specification [Cohen et al, 1986; Gehani, McGettrick, 1986]. A consequence of this approach is, however, that it is not always possible to find a
way to implement a specilication in the field of application. Where the formal approach is essentially theoretical, the second approach is practical in
nature and starts from the application. It tries to provide an abstraction for
only those implementing limitations that interfere with a proper understanding of the field of application. Quite obviously, the abstraction
obtained by this approach is not as implementation-free as a formal one.
The approach taken in this study is the practical one.
The validation phase involves all the activities to demonstrate the soundness of the specification. The most reliable way of validation is to examine
the behaviour of a model in the real-world environment in which it has to
function. In most cases however, this validation method is not very practical, since it requires implementing the model in its target environment.
Solutions to this problem include the development of prototypes or simulation models. Both models are similar in that they incorporate an implementation of the essential properties of the system-to-be. The difference
between prototyping and simulation is that a prototype must be tested in
the target environment itself, whereas, a simulation model includes a model
of the environment also. Consequently, prototyping is only practical when
testing the model does not seriously interfere with the normal behaviour of
the target environment, or when this environment c.an be copied without
too much effort. Neither of these cases applies to industrial systems; therefore, simulation is preferred for the validation of such systems.
In the implementation phase, the transformation of the model to the real
world takes place. All actions are taken to prepare the system for its operation. This phase, in fact, is often associated with the actual automation of
the system. Ideally speaking, the necessary hardware and software should
not be selected or developed until this moment. It has already been mentioned that such a line of action is not very realistic though.
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From the previous paragraphs, it can be concluded that systems development involves a lot of modelling. The specification is a model, the validation
requires a model, whereas the implementation is based on these models.
Chapter 2 takes a closer look at the nature of modelling. Chapter 3 introduces the concept of processes and interactions as a world view for modelling industrial systems. Chapter 4 explains this concept in more detail and
presents a language to represent specification models. Chapter 5 discusses
the conversion of such models into simulation models for the purpose of
validation and Chapter 6 considers the conversions required to obtain an
implementation of the model. In Chapter 7, two case studies are described
for the purpose of illustration and Chapter 8 presents a reflection on the
study.

Chapter 2

The Way of Modelling
And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name.
[Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream]

2.1 Problem-solving
Modelling and problem-solving are closely related. issues. Actually, modelling and re-modelling can be seen as the engineer's way of solving a problem. To get a better understanding of the role of models for solving
engineering problems, this chapter starts with some reflections on the nature
of problem-solving in general.
What is a problem ? The following definition can be found in Webster's
Third New International Dictionary: "(A problem is) an unsettled matter
demanding a solution or decision and requiring usually considerable thought
or skill for its solution or decision".
This definition shows that merely noticing an unsatisfactory situation does
not make it a problem. The conviction that this situation has to be removed
is required too. The solution to a problem always can be formulated in
terms of a system, which can be more or less abstract. The solution to an
engineering problem is a 'real-world' system which has to satisfy a human
need.
The process of problem-solving is not very straightforward. Problemsolving is a recursive process as well as a process of trial and error. Usually, the initial formulation of a problem is rather vague, because it is not
yet clear what is the exact problem nor what kind of system is required for
its solution. Hence, the first step towards a solution is to analyze the problem, which should reveal the objectives, the specifications, the environment
and the feasibility of the system-to-be. Once the problem has been stated
clearly, the actual solving may start.
Solving problems means finding a strategy which will meet the requirements. Strategies are developed in a step-by-step manner. The initial strategy is usually rather abstract which will result in an equally abstract
implementation that is unsuitable for the real world. This discrepancy
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causes the recursion: the implementation has to be analyzed in order to for- .
mulate new problems which require less abstract strategies for their solution. The recursion comes to an end when the strategies have become so
obvious that their implementation in the real world is trivial. Up to that
moment the implementation should be a model which at least enables
further talking and thinking about the problem. It may occur that a strategy cannot be implemented. This will mean that the strategy devised does
not solve the problem adequately and that a different strategy will be
required on the current level or any of the higher levels of abstraction. This
is where trial and error comes into problem-solving.
There are two factors that can seriously interfere with effective problemsolving, namely incorrect information and a lack of creativity. These factors will be. discussed in the following sections. Firstly, however, a closer
look. is taken at the thinking process, since problem-solving is primarily an
activity of the mind.

2.2 The thinking process
The development of symbols is essential for thinking. Man creates symbols
for things on many different levels of abstraction. There are symbols for
objects, ideas, theories, concepts and so on [Dreyfus, 1972; Hofstadter,
1980]. An experienced chess player, for example, is able to think of positions and strategies; whereas, a beginner will concentrate on the separate
pieces and the moves that he can make. Obviously, the experienced player
approaches the game on a higher level of abstraction.
New symbols can be developed from existing ones by association. This
mechanism enables everyone to build his own world of symbols in which
his thinking process takes place. Since every symbol is associated with other
symbols, the world of symbols can be compared with a network of roads:
the nodes (junctions, places, towns) correspond to the symbols and the
roads to the associations. According to this model, thinking can be considered like travelling throughout the network.
The route to be taken is not known in advance, but is chosen during the
journey. The route will depend on the destination and the context of travelling. For example, a businessman probably will prefer to travel by car on
the highway, whereas a tourist will enjoy cycling along the country roads.
Choosing the wrong context may cause critical turnoffs to go unnoticed, to
be missed or even rejected by mistake. As a result, the destination may
never be reached.
After arriving at a node, it is possible that a shorter route from the previous
to the current node is discovered; this means that an improved insight has
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been gained and, as a result, a part of the network may turn into a symbol
itself. A city, for example, can be regarded as a network of streets, but it is
a node in a larger network too; obviously, the latter interpretation reflects
the better insight.
Culture has a big effect on the forming of symbols, i.e. the way associations
are made can be very personal. This is not surprising, since it determines
part of the context of travelling. This influence can be illustrated by the
following example: each language contains words and expressions which are
hard to translate. The English notion 'understatement', for instance, can
only be translated into another language using a digressive description.
Although every person uses his own world of symbols, he is still able to
communicate with other people. Apparently, each world of symbols is
developed from a common set of fundamental symbols available to all people. This set acts as a reference for communication. Its symbols can be
recognized in the network metaphor as mountains, rivers, lakes and forests.
They form the landscape (context) in which the nodes and roads are
located.

2.3 Correct information
It will be obvious that no problem can be solved properly, if the information on the problem is incorrect. Incorrect or incomplete information creates
the wrong context for the thinking process.
Information is acquired through analysis and a good analysis can provide
that information is correct and complete. However, there are several factors
which interfere with the quality of the analysis, namely:
-

communication problems,
the changing nature of requirements,
the lack of proper analysis tools,
documentation problems.

Communication problems arise from the lack of a common language
between the user and the engineer of a system. The user thinks about the
system in terms of the real world. He envisages the system as a set of men
and machines, which produces the results he wants. The engineer's approach
is more abstract. He thinks of the system in terms of strategies, which may
achieve the desired results. The implementation in the real world is of later
concern to him.
Requirements are bound to a specific purpose or situation. Hence, a change in
this context may need different requirements. The engineer should keep an
eye open for these changes. If he does not modify the requirements
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accurately, his analysis may easily lose its value.
The lack of proper analysis tools makes it difficult to spot the real problem
in complex systems. Most of the existing analysis tools
like simulation,
for example - are quantitative by nature. Quite often however, much of
the data required for a quantitative check. is not known until the system
has been implemented in the real world. Therefore, tools are needed which
help the engineer to check. his strategies qualitatively too. A major feature
of such a tool should be the possibility to partition the problem meaningfully and understandably.
Good documentation is vital for the successful completion of an analysis.
Even the best analysis may become worthless due to a poor documentation.
The main problem concerning documentation is avoiding ambiguity. Narrative text is not always the best way to document. Especially for more complex systems, it easily causes the documentation to tum into a novel instead
of being concise and unambiguous. ("Say it with pictures" is often a helpful
motto.)

2.4 Creative thought
Many poor solutions result from non-creative processes of thought. Noncreative thought corresponds to travelling along only well-known roads of
the network model. A creative journey, on the contrary, is characterized by
trying less-known roads and discovering new routes and places; however,
there are factors that interfere with this. Although these factors prevent us
from losing the way during a journey of thought, they may block creativity
as well. Several blocks are acknowledged [Adams, 1976; Ack.off, 1978]:
blocks in perception, emotional blocks as well as social and cultural blocks.
Blocks in perception are caused by knowledge and experience. Problems are
solved by habit. The problem-solver is prevented from perceiving the problem correctly, or from seeing the necessary information. He just sees the
problem in a prejudiced way.
Emotional blocks have their origin in fears. Especially, the fear of failure, of
criticism, of uncertainty, or even the fear of relaxing.
Social and cultural blocks arise from the environment in which the
problem-solver works and the culture in which he was raised. Value judgements play a prominent part in this matter. Often, blocks are the result of
what is 'done' and what is 'not done'. The problem-solver is subject to
social and cultural standards.
How can these road blocks be overcome? It must be stressed that, above all,
creativity is stimulated best by motivation. This motivation can be derived
from two factors, the relevance of the problem and the satisfaction of doing
the job. Both factors are closely related and cannot be considered separately.
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This point of view shows, once more, that good analysis is of major importance. Good analysis not only removes blocks to perception, but also provides the necessary motivation. Or, as Thring and Laithwaite (1977) stated:
"The preparatory step is not only to work out what is the exact problem,
but also to make up your mind that it is really worth solving".
Usually, emotional blocks are eliminated unconsciously. The moment one
really decides to solve the problem, these blocks have already been overcome.
Social and cultural blocks are the most difficult to tackle. Still, they can be
avoided by concentrating on the technological aspects in the first place.
Economic and political aspects should only be considered when a choice
between several alternatives has to be made.

2.5 Structured approaches
Ever since there have been problems, man has been searching for ways to
facilitate the process of solving them. Many efforts have been undertaken to
create some universal theory of problem-solving which would apply to all
kinds of problems. Famous examples are the attempts of Leibniz at the
beginning of the eighteenth century, the International Encyclopedia of
Unified Science [Neurath et al., 1955] and the General Systems Theory
[Bertalanffy, 1968; Laszlo, 1972]. All attempts, however, were less successful than expected and in fact only strengthened the belief that problemsolving is more an art than a method. Still, the application of a structured
approach can really speed up the process of problem-solving and improve
the quality of solutions. The positive effect of such approaches can be
understood from the following.
A structured approach aims to reduce the complexity of the system under
development. This complexity is twofold: the complexity of the system
itself and the complexity of the development process. For both kinds of
complexity, a structured approach should provide concepts and tools.
The concepts concern the way that a problem can be structured. They constitute a language in which the thoughts of the problem-solver can be
expressed. The purpose of this model is to facilitate both the thinking process and communication concerning the problem. The importance of the first
aspect is easily understood from mathematics. The idea of applying
mathematics without having any means to express one's thoughts is very
hard to imagine. The second aspect is even more obvious. Models should
provide easy means of communication, otherwise, any teamwork or checking on the problem and its subsequent solution will be impossible.
Language and thought are closely related. Although language itself does not
determine thought, its underlying concepts can certainly dominate the state
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of mind in which thought processes takes place [Anderson, 1985]. This
state of mind can be compared to the context of travelling as meant in the
network metaphor mentioned earlier, the concepts defining the set of symbols and associations to be used. Different concepts will suggest different
routes through the network which, in their tum, may give different
outlooks on the problem. A humorous illustration of this consequence was
used by Maslow (1966) who supposed "(. ..)it is tempting, if the only tool
you have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it were a nail." This statement, on the other hand, also indicates that concepts not only direct but
also constrain the thinking process. It is interesting to note that, according
to this viewpoint, 'complexity' is more a matter of perception than something inherent to the problem. Consequently, the concepts should suit the
field of application.
The most important quality of the concepts is that they should provide
abstraction, not only in the sense of removing detail, but also in the sense
of 'separation of concern'. It should be possible to model a system's relevant
aspects, as well as, to compose or decompose objects into more or less
powerful objects, thus allowing us to view at the system at different levels
of abstraction. A second quality is simplicity which means that the concepts
should offer only a small set of primitives and constructors from which
new objects can be created. And finally, the concepts should be expressive
which means that the route between the desired application structures and
their models should be as natural as possible.
The tools tend to support the development process by providing facilities
for the specification, the validation and the implementation of models based
on the concepts. These facilities not only concern the representation and
manipulation of the models, but also their verification in order to ensure
their internal consistency during development.
A basic facility is the representation of the language constituted by the concepts. The tools should provide conventions for the notation of the primitives and constructors associated with the language and the new objects
created from them. As a matter of course, these conventions should agree
with the language's syntax and semantics. The tools should also allow for
manipulating the model, such as creation, modification, deletion or storage
and retrieval of models. Furthermore, they should include facilities which
enable the supervision and allocation of work on the model. And finally,
the tools should facilitate the verification of models in order to ensure their
internal consistency during development. This can be achieved by providing higher order operations which may prove whether the model is internally consistent or not.
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2.6 Requirements for modelling industrial systems
From the above, it will be clear that concepts and tools are closely interwoven. The requirements listed below, therefore, influence both the choice
of the concepts and the choice of the tools for a structured approach. An approach to the modelling of industrial systems ought to meet the following
requirements:
l. The approach should provide concepts which are appropriate to the field
of application. The concepts underlying the language should be
sufficiently powerful to express the behaviour of the substantial class of
real-world systems and, ideally, should be able to cope with sequential,
non-detem1inistic and parallel aspects of those systems.
2. The approach should produce models which provide a common base of
understanding to both the writer and reader of these models. Communication problems can be prevented in this way. For this reason, the
approach should preferably use graphic notations in combination with a
restricted use of natural language. Often, a picture is easier to understand than narrative text. Pictures may also stimulate creative thinking,
since they can be modified easily and usually have a less formal nature.
3. The approach should enable a modular approach to be used whose systems can be divided into parts which are easier to understand. Such division also provides the opportunity to allocate work on the system in a
sensible way.
4. The approach should allow working in a centre-out fashion. A centreout approach allows the modeller to specify the system cores first. These
contain the primary processes which correspond to the intentions of the
system. From the cores, the modeller can further specify the system topdown, as well as bottom-up.
5. The approach should produce models which are both consistent and reliable. Consistency means that no element or relationship will appear in or
be absent from the system without intention. Reliability means that the
system does not perform unintentionally.
6. The approach should provide a well-structured documentation, which is
concise, unambiguous and very accessible. Such documentation should
make the system comprehensible, flexible and maintainable and be easy
to 'walk through'. Documenting should be an integral part of the process
of systems development. When a system is modified, its documentation
should be updated simultaneously. Consequently, the documentation
will always be up-to-date.
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· 7. The approach should allow for interactive use on a computer. The
modelling of complex systems produces considerable amounts of paper
which makes it to difficult to maintain an overall picture. The use of
automated tools can prevent this trouble.

Chapter 3

The Concept of Processes and Interactions
Happy in our own world
[Johnson, 1978]

3.1 Introduction
In software engineering the desire for better quality led to a large number
of structured tools for systems development. Usually, these tools are part
of a methodology that aims at improving management of the system's life
cycle [Boehm, 1981]. Most of the tools provide separate techniques for
modelling 'functions' or 'data'. This distinction is based on the ideas of
Jackson ( 1975), Ross and Schoman ( 1977), Teichroew and Hershey (1977),
Constantine and Yourdon (1979), Gane and Sarson (1979) and others. A
comparative review of the best-known tools and methodologies can be
found in Peters (1981), Olle (1982) and Martin and McClure (1983).
Recent developments show a tendency towards the integration of structured
tools in automated development environments, often referred to as so-called
workbenches [Dignum et al., 1986].
In view of the - rather instrumental - parallel between software systems
and automated industrial systems, the concepts and tools of a number of
widely accepted methodologies have been examined for their applicability to
the development of industrial systems [Overwater, 1984 ]. The methodologies studied were Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT)
[SofTech, 1976], Structured Ananlysis and System Specification (SASS)
[DeMarco, 1978] and Systematrix (SMX) [Jaederlund, l 980a,b]. The study
revealed that the concepts and tools, used by these approaches, concentrated
on the 'data performance' of systems rather than on their 'real-time performance'. After all, this is hardly surprising, as all of them were developed
for the automation of administrative systems which, apparently, do not
require the modelling of dynamic aspects. Thus, modelling industrial system according to such concepts would mean that only the 'recipe' of the
production can be described and that the interplay of men and machines
involved must be left out of consideration. Experience with Flexible
Manufacturing Systems, however, has shown that the correct modelling of
these aspects is of vital importance for successful production automation.
Some approaches have been modified to fit real-time applications. A characteristic example is the approach taken by Ward and Mellor ( 1985). They
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introduced state diagram techniques in addition to the use of 'data flow
diagrams' and 'entity relationship diagrams'. A practical objection to 'state
diagrams' is, however, that they are difficult to manage as the size of the
system increases; this problem is also encountered when programming
PLCs. A theoretical objection is the artificial distinction between control
flow and data flow. Statement control is confused with condition synchronization. A further objection is that the real-time aspects are seen as a third
dimension, whereas, they are an integral part of the problem.
When considering the difficulties of automating industrial systems more
fully, it becomes apparent that they are related to the fact that the
approaches taken so far attempted to create an explicit representation of a
system's activities as a single sequence of statements. This implies, however,
that the operations must be structured as a sequence of events; whereas, in
fact, many operations take place simultaneously. Therefore, it seems to be
more natural to model industrial systems as a set of concurrent processes.
An approach which allows for such modelling is the process interaction
approach. The next section will introduce the concepts underlying this
approach.

3.2 Systems, processes and interactions
In the previous chapters, the word 'system' was mentioned several times
without giving a proper explanation. In this chapter, the concept of a system is discussed in relation to the concepts of process and interaction.
The notion 'system' is rather vague and is often used to indicate something
large and complex, such as a factory, harbour or computer. But systems are
not necessarily large and complex. Smaller things like machines, cars and
chips can be considered to be systems just as easily. A characteristic of systems is that they consist of elements and relationships. A system can be
formally described as an arbitrary set of elements, which are mutually
related [Rooda, Boot, 1983a]. The relationships in a system describe the
coherence between its elements, i.e. they determine the system's structure
and behaviour. Relationships with elements outside the system determine
the system's purpose. Industrial systems include processes and interactions.
Both processes and interactions are relationships between elements. To illustrate these notions a simple bottling plant will be considered which converts ingredients and empty bottles into bottles filled with a product. The
system contains a tank where a liquid is mixed with an acid to produce a
predetermined blend of certain pH, and a bottling line for filling empty bottles with the blend. After being filled, the bottles are replaced by empty
bottles from a waiting line (see figure 3.1 ). The liquid, acid and bottles do
not perform any actions in the system and are referred to as passive elements. Passive elements are not necessarily physical, but may represent
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Figure 3.1 The Bottling System.
signals or data too. Processes in the system determine the way that passive
elements are converted into one another and, consequently, can be interpreted as relationships between these elements. The bottling system, for
example includes a blending and a bottling process which convert liquid and
acid into blended product, and empty bottles and blended liquid into filled
bottles respectively. The processes and passive elements represent the
system's static structure.
A system's dynamic structure, on the other hand, is determined by the
active elements in the system and the interactions between them. Active
elements, in contrast to passive elements, perform actions and bring about
changes in the system's state. Interactions are relationships which determine
the way that the active elements cooperate. Through the interactions, the
active elements influence their mutual behaviour. Such an interaction, for
example, is found between the tank and the bottling line in the form of the
blended product. When the tank fails to supply blended product, the bottling line cannot continue. Another important interaction implies that a bottle can only be filled when the pH of the liquid is within specifications. A
human operator, for example, would be able to take care of this, so that he
would be an additional active element taking control actions. The interaction between the operator and the tank would comprise, for instance, a
pH-meter reading; whereas, his interaction with the bottling line could be
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effected through a signal controlling the bottle supply gate. The system also
interacts with its environment, such as, for example, through the collection
of empty bottles and the delivery of filled ones.
From the previous example, it will be clear that processes are performed by
active elements. The tank performs the blending process, the bottling line
takes care of the bottling process and the operator is in charge of the control
process. Jt also shows that active elements cooperate through the exchange
of passive elements, thus, showing how interactions are effected by passive
elements. This way of modelling is called the process interaction
approach. It involves a relationship between the processes, active elements,
interactions and passive elements. This approach makes it possible to combine a system's static and dynamic structure into one and the same model.
A process is defined as a set of changes of state in a system produced by an
active element. These changes can be regarded as transformations of the
attributes (or their values) of other elements [Rooda, Boot, 1983a]. The
process establishes the environment in which an active element operates and
prescribes the connections between the actions to be taken. It depends on
their nature whether these actions can be performed simultaneously or have
to be executed in sequence. In the former case, a process must be interpreted
as a set of processes. In the latter case, the process contains actions for three
different operational modes: initiation, normal operation and handling
exceptions. The three modes are mutually exclusive, which means that the
active element performs actions for each mode at a time. Switching from
mode to mode takes place according to control structures underlying the
process description.
The state of an active element can be either awake or asleep. An active element is called awake, whenever it is engaged in an action that produces a
change of state in the system. Otherwise, it is said to be asleep.
An interaction is defined as the transfer of a passive element (or its contents) in order to achieve cooperation between active elements. Through an
interaction, a passive element (or its contents) is made available to other
active elements. Cooperation has two different aspects, synchronization and
communication [Andrews, Schneider, 1983). Therefore, two fundamental
exchanges are discerned in this study: a discrete and a continuous mechanism. The discrete mechanism emphasizes the synchronizing quality of an
interaction, while, the continuous uses the communicative quality. Both
provide a 'send-type' operation (S-action) and a 'receive-type' operation
(R-action) through which the interaction is accomplished.
The discrete mechanism ensures that passive elements become available
depending on the system's state. The contents of a passive element have no
relevance to the mechanism. The mechanism defines a buffer with an unlimited size. Passive elements can be placed in the buffer by performing an S-
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action. There, they are held until the receiving process is ready to handle
them. The retrieval of an element is achieved by means of an R-action. The
R-action has a blocking nature which means that the receiving process goes
to sleep when the buffer is empty. The process is awok.e at the moment new
elements become available. This explains the synchronizing effect of the
mechanism: each time a passive element occurs, the receiving process can be
triggered. The blocking nature of an R-action, on the other hand, may cause
a process to remain blocked forever. Such a condition can be prevented, for
example, by imposing a time limit on the R-action. In that case, the receivprocess will be activated either, by the arrival of a passive element, or
by the appearance of a timeout. By definition, the buffer is unbounded, this
guarantees that the operation of an S-action can never block the process.
The continuous mechanism ensures that passive elements are always available irrespective of the system's state. Not the availability, but the contents
of the passive element are affected by changes of state. This explains the
communicative effect of the mechanism. The mechanism constitutes a continuous link. through which the contents of a passive element are communicated. The sending process updates the contents by means of S-actions,
whilst the receiving process can read it by performing R-actions. R-actions
do not remove the passive element, but only make a copy of its contents.
Consequently, R-actions are always completed immediately and never block.
the operating process.
The scope of an interaction is not confined to a single pair of active elements. Several active elements may deliver to and retrieve from the same
buffer, or update and read the contents of the same passive element. Obviously, one active element on each side is minimal; otherwise, there will be
no 'interaction'. In the case of just one sender and one receiver, the interaction is called simple. Otherwise, the interaction is called compound.
It is assumed that S- and R-actions are performed mutually exclusive and
that competition is fair, this means that there is no chance of a competing
active element being 'starved'.

3.3 Discussion
The concept of process was based upon the ideas of Dijkstra ( 1965, 1968 ).
Similar concepts can be found in the fields of discrete event simulation and
concurrent programming. Concepts used for simulation are, for example: the
class process in Simula67 [Dahl et al., 1970], the class entity in DEMOS
[Birtwistle, 1979], and the process construction in S84 [Rooda et al., 1984].
The process construction in Concurrent Pascal [Brinch Hansen, 1975], the
task construction in ADA [ANSI, 1983] and the process construction in
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PORTAL [Businger, 1985] are concepts applied to concurrent programming.

All these concepts were implemented in an environment where, usually, the
number of processors available was smaller than the number of processes to
be executed. The concept of process presented in this chapter, however,
assumes that each process is executed by its own active element. As a consequence, processes and active elements always relate to each other. An active
element can be interpreted as an instance of a process description. In fact,
identical processes are the result of different instances of the same process
description. For this reason, it is harmless to mix up the notions of a process
and an active element.
A similar remark can be made about interactions. The notion of an interaction refers to a phenomenon. Talking about the interaction can be done
either by describing the effect or by pointing out the passive element
involved. The occurrence of the passive element can be interpreted as an
instance of the interaction description, which means that talking about the
interaction means talking about the passive element that is being
transferred.
The distinction between a continuous and a discrete mechanism of interaction is a practical one. From a theoretical point of view, each mechanism can
be expressed in terms of the other. The effect of the continuous mechanism,
for example, can also be found by taking the object from the queue and
returning it as soon as its contents has been read or updated, provided that
these operations take place instantaneously. It is much easier, however, to
abstract from this 'implementation' and to understand such interaction in
terms of its continuity. Also, the synchronizing effect of the discrete
mechanism can be represented equally well by means of an integer value for
the number of objects available. Apart from 'busy waiting', this construction also implies that the contents of objects remain invisible, since they are
not transferred. Most objects involved in interactions, on the other hand,
are not empty, which makes the construction impractical.
The discrete mechanism was based upon synchronization primitives known
from concurrent programming [Andrews, Schneider, 1983). As a result, it
can be used to express several of these primitives.
When passive elements without any contents are exchanged, the mechanism
closely resembles the semaphore of Dijkstra (1965). The discrete mechanism, however, overcomes two disadvantages of the semaphore, namely its
inability to convey passive elements (and thus their contents) explicitly and
the unconditional nature of the P-operation.
Also, the mechanism can be interpreted as an asynchronous message-passing
mechanism with a time-constrained receive action. Synchronous messagepassing, i.e. the handshake mechanism, can be effected by means of two
discrete interactions. Such a synchronization may be required to gain control
over the sequence in which the passive elements arrive. A pair of discrete
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interactions can also be used to limit the size of a buffer. Another primitive
that can be expressed, is ADA's rendezvous mechanism [ANSI, 1983]. The
rendezvous mechanism has a similar effect as the handshake mechanism,
thus, it can also be effected by a pair of discrete interactions. Conditional or
selective entry calls and accepts can be modelled by using time-constrained
receive actions.
The choice between a primitive with an asynchronous or a synchronous
nature is largely a matter of taste. Hoare (1985), for example, pleaded for a
synchronous primitive. He argued that ( 1) in order to avoid irregularities
such as deadlock, the length of a buffer should be unbounded, which unfortunately can lead to serious problems of implementation efficiency. (2)
Unbounded buffers also complicated the mathematical treatment by the fact
that every network became an infinite- state machine. (3) Buffers stood in
the way of rapid and controllable interactions between humans and computers, since they could interpose delay between a stimulus and response. If
something went wrong in processing a buffered stimulus, it was much more
difficult to trace the fault and recover from it. (4) A synchronous primitive
closely matched a physical realization on wires which connect processing
agents. Such wires could not store messages. (5) It closely matched the
effect of calling and returning from subroutines within a single processor,
copying the values of the parameters and the results. (6) When a buffer was
wanted, it could be implemented as easy as a process; and the degree of
buffering could be precisely controlled by the programmer.
Apparently these considerations sprang from the point of view of implementation. Another point of view is the field of application. In the case of
modelling industrial systems, each of Hoare's arguments can be 'disproved'.
The first argument does not hold to the same extent, since a buffer is an
essential feature of industrial systems. Without any buffer capacity, many
systems would not be able to function effectively. When, on the other hand,
buffers become overloaded, this will surely mean that the system is not
working well, and that a different solution will be required. With respect to
the second argument it must be noted that the huge number of states is
characteristic of an industrial system, and, indeed, it is impossible to create
a suitable mathematical model of such a system so that it can be solved
either analytically or numerically. The third argument is refuted by the
fact that there is no reason to believe that a synchronous mechanism will
guarantee a quick response. When the system cannot handle a stimulus, it
does not make any difference whether the stimulus is stored or rejected. The
argument of poor traceability is also relative. The rejection of a stimulus at
the beginning of a pipeline can easily be caused by a bottleneck at its end. In
such a case, an unbounded buffer between the processes in the pipeline
would provide better traceability. Disproving the fourth argument follows
directly from the nature of industrial systems, where buffers and storage
play such an important part. An asynchronous primitive would thus permit
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a more direct representation in a model. The fifth argument springs entirely
from the implementation of computer programs and, therefore, does not
hold for industrial systems. And finally, the sixth argument can easily be
converted by stating that, whenever needed, a synchronous mechanism can
always be formed by a pair of asynchronous primitives.
In the next chapter, tools to describe processes and interactions will be
introduced and the process interaction approach will be discussed in more
detail.

Chapter 4

Describing Processes and Interactions

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a language for modelling industrial systems which is
based on the process interaction approach. In accordance with the requirements mentioned in chapter 2, this language combines graphic notations
with a restricted use of natural language. The graphical part is formed by
the Process Interaction Diagram (PRIND), the textual part by the Diagram
Documentation (DIDOC). A Process Interaction Diagram is a graphic
representation of a system showing the processes taking place and the
interactions between them. Each Process Interaction Diagram is associated
with a Diagram Documentation in which these processes and interactions
are documented. Models represented in the language must obviously consist
of at least one PRIND and one DIDOC, but may be expressed as structures
of PRINDs and DIDOCs as well. In this way the language can represent
parallel processes as sequential routines.
When modelling industrial systems, it does not always make sense to
describe all the processes and objects in detail. Referring to them as being
'physical' will usually be sufficient. According to Rooda and Arentsen
( 1983), for example, industrial systems can be divided into several production units. Products flow from unit to unit, each unit transforming the products in some way. Simultaneously with the flow of matter, data elements
are passed through the system in order to carry the information required to
control the system on all levels. A production unit contains processes on
four different levels. On the uppermost level, production planning is performed. The processes on the second level take care of production scheduling, whereas, the third level can be considered as the interface between the
tlow of information and the flow of materials. And finally, on the lowest
leYel, the actual production operations are performed. From the viewpoint
of production automation, the processes on the three control levels require
specification only, as the 'real-world' processes already exist. The fact that
these processes are not specified does not mean that they are irrelevant to
the problem; unquestionably, they form part of the operational conditions.
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4.2 The Process Interaction Diagram
Process Interaction Diagrams (PRINDs) are subject to a number of conventions and rules which apply to the drawing and generation of them. In this
section these conventions are discussed.
A process is represented by a 'bubble'. Each bubble has a name, it should
explain the nature of the process (see Figure 4.1).

8
Figure 4.1 Representation of processes.
An interaction is represented by a bar with at least one incoming and one
outward arrow (Figure 4.2, left part). Arrows entering the bar indicate
S(end)-actions. Leaving arrows denote R(eceive)-actions. In case where the
interaction contains only one S- and one R-action, the bar becomes somewhat superfluous and can just as well be omitted (Figure 4.2, right part).
Every interaction carries a name preceded by a character indicating the
mechanism type of the interaction: 'D' for the discrete mechanism and 'C'
for the continuous mechanism.

D: Interaction

C: Interaction

Figure 4.2 Representation of interactions.
Figure 4.3 presents the PRIND which describes the context of the bottling
system presented in the previous chapter. Each bubble in a PRIND can be
expanded into a new PRIND which is identified by the name of its bubble.
Through this concept of deepening a hierarchy of PRINDs can be created.
This hierarchy may resemble the system's hierarchy, but may correspond to
a modular or top-down structure as well.
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c:

llquldln

0: inBottle

c:

acldln

0: outBottle

Figure 4.3 PRIND Context.
Each PRIND constitutes the context of the processes (bubbles) it contains.
The bottling system, for example, can be explained as three associated
processes: a blending process, a bottling process and a control process (Figure 4.4 ). The generation of new PRINDs should stop when all processes can
be described in sequential routines.

Figure 4.4 PRIND BottlingSystem.
No R- or S-action may enter or leave a PRIND, other than those entering or
leaving the bubble of which the PRIND is a refinement.
When a new type of passive element is introduced, its type is known
within that PRIND only. The types of passive elements passed through
'fillSize' and 'botWeight', for instance, were first introduced in the PRIND
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BottlingSystem. Therefore, they can be used only for processes that are part
of this PRIND. The type of the passive element 'prodData' by contrast is
known to the environment and to the system, thus, it can be processed in
both of them.
It should be noted that the arrows in a PRIND do not represent flows, since
flows are accomplished by processes. The arrows only denote the nature of
the actions at the points of interaction.
A set of identical processes can be represented by a single bubble. The
number of processes involved is added to the name of the bubble in square
brackets. Likewise, a set of identical interactions can be represented by picturing a single interaction and adding the number of identical interactions
in the same way as above. Single members of a set of identical processes or
interactions can be indicated by means of their reference number.
D: flllOrder

D: flllData

Figure 4.5 Representation of identical processes.
To illustrate these notations, assume that the bottling system has been
equipped with a second bottling line. When both lines are identical, the bottling process should be represented as shown in Figure 4.5 . It should be
noted that, by definition, the processes have been numbered only. Their
numbering implies the multiplication of the interactions connected to them.
Giving references to the interactions too would have meant that each of the
bottling lines was associated with three 'pairs' of identical interactions.

4.3 The Diagram Documentation
Diagram Documentation (DIDOC) is a tool that is used to create a textual
representation of a system . Each PRIND is backed up by a DIOOC carrying
the same name as the PRIND. A DIOOC can be divided into an object
definition part, an interaction definition part and a process definition part.
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4.3.1 Object definitions

The object definition part contains the definition of the new objects which
have been introduced in the associated PRIND. Unlike programming
languages following the Pascal tradition, type definitions and instances of
objects are created according to a single mechanism. Consequently, objects
serve a twofold purpose. They can be used as a reference for other object
definitions, but they can be used as an instance too. Usually, the purpose of
a definition is easily understood from the context. Objects defined in the
object definition part of a DIDOC, for example, are intended for reference.
An object definition has the format:
objectNarne

@

appearance description;

where: the name of the object starts with a lower cast character. The object
description 'x @ integer', for example, should be read as "the object 'x'
appearing as the object 'integer'", where the appearance of the object
'integer' is already defined.
The appearance of an object can also be described as a structure of other
objects. Four structuring operators are provided to build up a new object
appearance, the sequence ('object ..end'), the selection (' I '), the (sub)range
('[from ..to] of') and the list operator which can be either indexed ('array
index range(s) of') or unindexed ('list of'). Examples are:
point

@

object x,y

day

@

mon I tue I wen I thu I fri I sat I sun;

workday

@

[rnon .. fri] of day;

matrix

@array [l .. m],[l ..n] of real;

aList

@

@

integer end;

list of record;

In general, object descriptions cJosely follow the syntax of the type
definitions in the Modula2 programming language [Wirth, 1985]. A few
exceptions, however, are listed below.
The reserved word record has been substituted by the word object.
Enumeration is done by means of the selection symbol 'I ',which should be
read as "or".
Subranges describe appearances of the object integer by default, but they
can be defined for other objects too using the extension 'of object'.
An object cannot appear as a pointer, since objects have already a dynamic
nature. Linking objects dynamically can be denoted by means of the operator 'list of'.
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The atomic appearance of an object is the appearance of the object 'void'.
Whenever the appearance of an object has not yet been described, the object
appears as 'void' by definition.
The purpose of objects with predefined appearances is to provide an unambiguous interpretation of these appearances. It is always possible to extend
the set of these objects, whenever the need requires. As follows from the
structure of the DIDOC, object appearances can be defined at any PRIND
level, which makes them available to that PRIND and to all PRJNDs arising
from it. The following objects with predefined appearances are suggested for
the PRIND Context: real, integer, cardinal, char, boolean, physical. Objects
appearing as 'real' are members of the set of real numbers R. Likewise,
objects with the appearance of 'integer' or 'cardinal' are respectively
members of the set of integer numbers Zand the set of cardinal (integer)
numbers N. All members of these sets are considered to be atomic in construction. The possible appearances of the objects 'char' and 'boolean' can
easily be enumerated by means of the selection operator, as for example
"boolean @ false I true" where the objects 'false' and 'true' have an atomic
construction. The appearance of the object 'physical' is considered as atomic
also and can be applied to describe an object without reference to its composite attributes.
4.3.2 Interaction definitions

The interaction definition part contains the definitions of the new interactions introduced in the associated PRIND. Interactions are described according to the format:
InteractionName@ mechanism I objectAppearance;
where: the first character of the interaction name should be a capital. Calling the name of the interaction with the first character in lower cast refers
to the object establishing the interaction. In the definition:
ProdData @dis I object
orderNum ber @ integer;
@ pHRange;
actual PH
averageCont @real
end;
for example, 'ProdData' is the name of the interaction, 'dis' refers to the
mechanism of interaction, and the remaining part describes the appearance
of the object 'prodData' passed by the interaction. The object pHRange is
assumed to be defined elsewhere.
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As stated earlier, interactions can be identified with the objects that establish them. For this reason, an interaction can be defined as an object, provided that the description of the object comprises two aspects, namely, the
way the object appears dynamically
i.e. discretely or continuously; and
the way it appears statically - i.e. its shape. The format of the definition
tends to retlect this understanding. Then, the dynamic appearance is denoted
by means of the predefined objects 'dis' and 'con', whereas the static appearance must be described as mentioned above.
4.3.3 Process definitions
The process definition part contains the process definitions. Their notation
has been inspired by several notations described in literature, in particular,
those mentioned in section 3.3. Since processes can be identified with the
active elements performing them, a process can be defined as an object
appearing as a process. As a result, a definition starts with the name of the
process followed by the symbol '@'. When a process has been expanded into
a PRIND, it appears as the predefined object 'expanded'. Also, processes with
a strictly physical nature can be marked as 'physical' instead of being
described in detail. Otherwise, the description continues with the keyword
process fol1owed by a declarative part, an initiation part and a work cycle
part, which appear according to the following format:
processName @
process
declarations
begin
initiations;

loop
work cycle
end;
end;
This format closely resembles the syntax of a procedure declaration in
Modula2. In the following, a pseudo code is introduced for further
refinement of the process description; this was inspired by Modula2 too.
The declarative part contains declarations of local objects and procedures.
Declaration of local objects follows the format described in section 4.3.1.
Procedure declarations appear according to the format:
procedureName

procedure
declarations;

@
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begin statementSequence end;
Just like a procedure body, the body of a process - i.e. its initiation and
work cycle parts - consists of a sequence of statements. Statements should
agree with the statement definition of Modula2, but may also be a so-called
TextStatement, GiveStatement, or TakeStatement. Please note that, as a
result, the pseudo code includes all the control structures of Modula2. The
extensions will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
The TextStatement permits informal texts to be used in process definitions.
The mood of these texts should be imperative, thus, agreeing with the mood
of other statements. TextStatements can be interpreted as calls on procedures which still have to be described. Consequently, an important
feature of the TextStatement is that its semantics are not bound to a single
context. A TextStatement may recall associations with concepts outside the
Modula2 language environment.
For both mechanisms the send- and
receive-actions can be invoked by means of a GiveStatement or TakeStatement, respectively, having the format:
give lnteractionName, or
take lnteractionName.
The purpose of the give operation in the discrete mechanism is to make an
object available for another process. This is done by placing the object in a
queue with, for example, a FIFO structure. The statement 'give AnObject'
can (informally) be interpreted as:
begin
append anObject to AnObject.queue
AnObject.avail := true
end;
where: AnObject.queue denotes the queue related to the interaction and
AnObject.avail indicates whether this queue is not empty. A give operation
can always be executed without delay due to the unlimited size of the
queue assumed earlier.
Other processes can retrieve passive elements from the queue by performing
a take operation. Obviously, a take operation cannot be completed without
delay always. When the queue is empty the operating process must wait
until the queue has been replenished. In such a situation, the process is said
to be blocked. The statement 'take AnObject' can be understood as:
begin
wait until AnObject.avail;
remove the first object from AnObject.queue;
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AnObject.avail := AnObject.queue not empty;
anObject := removed object
end;
Quite obviously, this sequence of statements should be executed indivisibly.
This requirement is met if all send- and receive-actions take place under
with mutual exclusion, as stated earlier.
Waiting time can be made conditional on a particular time limit according
to the format:

take InteractionName within timeSpan;
where: timeSpan defines the amount of time allowed before a timeout is
raised. This construction implies that the object involved appears as the
predefined object 'timeOut', after a timeout. By checking the appearance of
the object, it can be detected whether the take operation was completed
before a timeout or not. Then, the statement 'take AnObject within
aTimeSpan' then can be explained as:

begin
wait until (AnObject.avail or aTimespan elapsed);
if aTimeSpan elapsed
then anObject
timeOut
else
remove the first object from AnObject.queue;
AnObject.avail := AnObject.queue not empty;
anObject :=removed object
end
end;
Please note that the informal explanations above rely to great extent on the
use of the TextStatement defined earlier.
The purpose of the give operation in the continuous mechanism is to make
the contents of an object element available to other processes. This is done
by replacing the contents of the object with the contents of the interaction.
The statement 'give AnObject' should thus be interpreted as:
begin AnObject.contents := anObject end;
Just like its discrete counterpart, the continuous give operation is always
completed without delay. The take operation will not cause delay either, as
it only adds the contents of the interaction to another object and does not
remove the object. Analogous to its discrete version, the statement 'take
AnObject' can be explained as:
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begin anObject := AnObject.contents end;
The take operation can be extended with a time constraint. This construction, on the other hand, will never have any effect, as will be clear from the
previous comments.
4.3.4 Exception handling

Exceptions occur in situations which interfere with the normal activity of a
process or procedure. Separate facilities for modelling such situations are
suggested by the desired 'separation of concern' when modelling complex
systems. A proper set of primitives for handling exceptions enables all normal operations to be modelled prior to modelling the exceptional ones. It
should be noted that: whether a situation is normal or exceptional is not
absolute and depends on the context in which the situation arises. The
primitives presented below have been inspired on exception handling concepts applied in programming languages, such as Modular Pascal [Bron,
1982] and ADA [ANSI, 1983].
Exceptions can be raised either internally or externally. Internal exceptions
must be raised within the boundaries of a process and have the status of
errors which leave the process in an undefined state. These errors, however,
always appear at points in the process that are known in advance and, thus,
can be handled by means of the normal control structures. The error 'divide
by zero', for example, can be prevented as follows:
divider@
process
begin

loop
take Numerator;
take Denominator;
( * begin of error handler *)
while denominator = 0

do
create errorMessage;
give ErrorMessage;
take Numerator;
take Denominator
end;
(* end of error handler *)
result:= numerator I denominator;
give Result
end
end;
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This example clearly shows that the fundamental structure of the work
cycle is not affected by introducing the error handler. Removing the handler
makes the process less robust, but immediately restores its original structure.
External exceptions are triggered by the arrival of objects from other
processes. The triggering of an exception implies that the current activity is
interrupted and that the actions of the exception in question are executed
first. After handling the exception, normal activity is resumed at a point
defined by the exception. This mechanism is reflected by the declaration of
an external exception according to the format:
exceptionName @
exception
declarations;
begin statementSequence end;
Except for the word 'exception', the format is identical to the format of the
procedure declaration discussed previously. A typical application of the
exception mechanism is the modelling of an emergency stop:
stop@
exception
begin
take EmergencyStop;
do emergency actions;
break
end;
It wil1 be clear that the exception must involve at least one receive- action
as an entry point for being triggered by other processes. The associated
interaction must be defined in the interaction definition part. In this example, resuming normal activity is activated by the statement break. The
exact meaning of this statement will be discussed in relation to the EnableStatement.
The notions 'internal' and 'external' exceptions, are a little cumbersome. In
the remainder of this study, therefore, internal exceptions are called 'errors'
and external exceptions are referred to as 'exceptions'.
Exceptions usually concern a certain type of activity, which can be the complete work cycle, or it can be parts of the work cycle. The type covered by
an exception is defined by means of the EnableStatement, which has the
format:
enable exceptionList for StatementSequence end;
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where: the exceptionList contains one or more exceptions. The application of
the EnableStatement can be illustrated by the integration of the previously
defined exception 'stop' in the following process:
anExample@
process
stop@
exception
begin
take EmergencyStop;
do emergency actions;
break
end;

begin
enable stop for
initiate;
loop
do normal actions
end
end ( * enable *)
end;
The effect of the EnableStatement is that all enclosed statements become
susceptible to the occurrence of any exception of the exceptionList. Thus,
both the initiation and the work cycle in the example above will be interrupted by an occurrence of the interaction EmergengyStop. The invocation
of the statement break at the end of the exception causes normal activity to
be resumed at the first statement enclosed. In case of this example, it means
that the process is reinitiated, the effect of which can be compared to a 'cold
start'. The result, on the hand, would have been a 'warm start', when the
initiation would not have been covered by the EnableStatement.
Resumption can also be accomplished by invoking the statement return. In
that case, normal activity will be resumed from the point where it was
interrupted. A third option is to resume normal activity by means of an
exit statement; this will mean that resumption occurs at the end of the
current loop. This statement, however, should be used with extreme care,
since it may also terminate the work cycle and consequently abort the process.
It is possible to fit exceptions in other exception types as can be seen in the
example below:
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anExample@

process
stop@
exception
begin
take EmergencyStop;
do emergency actions;
break
end;
request@
exception
begin
take UpdateRequest;
do update actions;
return
end;
begin
enable stop for
initiate;
enable request for
loop
do normal actions
end
end
end
end;
The exception 'request' defines an update routine which can be triggered by
other processes. The interaction 'UpdateRequest' is assumed to be defined.
Cascaded exceptions cannot interrupt each other. Once an exception has been
triggered, its action is always completed. In the example above, this implies
that the exceptions 'stop' and 'request' are executed under mutual exclusion.
When both exceptions have been triggered, they are handled in a 'first come
first serve' manner.
The nature of an exception makes it impossible to predict the instant that
an exception will be raised; this implies that. an exception can occur at an
inconvenient point in the work cycle. In order to prevent such a situation, a
sequence of statements can protect against undesired interruption by means
of a DisableStatement having the format:
disable ExceptionList for StatementSequence end;
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In the previous example, the DisableStatement could appear as:
anExample@
process

begin
enable stop for
initiate;
enable request for
loop
do some actions;
disable request for
do protected actions
end;
do rest of actions
end
end
end
end;
As stated earlier, an exception is triggered by the transfer of an object
through regular send- and receive-actions. As a consequence, the sender process may never know the effect of its send-action, since this effect is solely
determined by the receiver process. When an error occurs, on the other
hand, the process is, fully aware of the effect of the actions taken, of course.

4.4 Examples
To illustrate the use of PRINDs and DIDOCs, and the use of send- and
receive-actions in particular, this section discusses three simple examples.
The first example concerns the control of an XY-plotter and demonstrates
the application of both the synchronous and asynchronous variant when
passing messages. The system consists of a 'plotterController' process and
two motor processes, one for the movements in the X-direction and one for
those in the Y-direction. This configuration can be modelled as processes and
interactions like that shown in the PRIND PlotterSystem.
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PRIND PlotterSystem
The 'plotterController' receives positions from the environment where the
pen is located. These positions arrive according to a discrete mechanism and
contain infonnation on the status of the pen too, i.e. whether the pen
should be up or down. The control sends pulses to the stepped motors in a
discrete manner and waits for a ready signal prior to releasing the next
pulse. The direction of a step is set by means of the pulse value. The
DIDOC PlotterSystem is shown below.

DIDOC PlotterSystem

*** Oh jects ***
point

@object
x @ [O ..maxX];
y@

[O .. maxY]

end;

*** Interactions ***
NewPosition @ dis I object
penStatus
newPoint
end;

@
@

up I down;
point
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XPulse,
YPulse

@ dis I plus I minus;

XPulseRead y,
YPulseReady @dis;

*** Prooesses ***
plotterController @ expanded;
xMotor, yMotor @ physical;
The 'plotterController' can be converted into a 'moveController', an 'xPulseGenerator' and an 'yPulseGenerator' and is presented below in the PRIND
PlotterController.

PRIND PlotterController
The 'moveController' calculates the movements in the X- and Y-direction
taking into account the pen's last position. An efficient algorithm for this
calculation is the plotting algorithm of Bresenham ( 1965) which only uses
integer arithmetic. It chooses a principal direction and maintains a variable,
the sign of which indicates when a move in the minor direction is required
as well. The calculated movements are sent to their respective generators
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according to a discrete mechanism. The same mechanism is used by the
pulse generators to report the completion of a movement.
DIDOC PlotterControl
***Interactions***
XMove, YMove @ dis I pos I neg I noMove;
XMoveReady,
YMoveRead y
@ dis;

*** Processes ***
moveController @
process
currentPosition @ point;
begin
resetPlotter;
loop
take NewPosition;
if newPosition.penStatus down
then lower pen
else raise pen;
repeat
determine xMove and yMove
according to Bresenham's algorithm;
give XMove; give YMove;
take XReady; take YReady;
update currentPosition
until currentPosition = newPosition
end
end;
xPulseGenerator@
process
numberOfPulses@ aConstant;
pulse Value@ plus I minus;
begin
loop
take XMove;
if xMove # noMove
then
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case xMove of
pos: pulseValue := plus;
neg: pulseValue :=minus
end;
for numberOfPulses
do
xPulse := pulseValue;
give XPulse;
take XPulseReady

end
end;
give XMoveReady
end·
end;
The process 'yPulseGenerator' is similar to the process 'xPulseGenerator'
except that each 'X' or 'x' should be read as a 'Y' or 'y' respectively.
The next example illustrates the modelling of a bounded buffer between
two processes, as a pair of discrete interactions. One interaction is necessary
to represent the places that have been filled and the other to represent the
empty ones.
FilledPlace
EmptyPlace

@
@

dis I anyObject;
dis;

fillBuff er @
process

begin
loop
produce filledPlace;
take EmptyPlace;
give FilledPlace;
end
end;
emptyBuffer
process

begin
loop

@
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take Filled.Place;
give EmptyPlace;
consume filledPlace;

end
end;
It should be noted that a correct initiation of both interactions is important,
since a wrong initiation can easily cause a deadlock situation.
The third and last example to be discussed in this section, concerns the
modelling of selective receive-actions. A selective receive-action means that
a process scans a number of receive-actions and selects an alternative that
can be completed immediately. When none of them can be completed at
once, the process will wait for the first alternative that can be completed.
Selective receive-actions resemble the select statement of Ada [ANSI, 1983]
and the alt statement of Occam [INMOS, 1984]. They can be modelled by
extending all receive-actions involved with a tirneout clause, setting the
timespan to zero, and testing for the timeout.
Al tOne @ dis;
AltTwo @dis;
selectProcess@

process
begin

loop
take AltOne within 0;
if altOne # timeOut
then
do actions of alternative one
end;
take AltTwo within 0;
if altTwo # timeOut
then
do actions of alternative two
end
end
end;

The example shows how alternatives are selected according to a 'busy waiting' strategy. Such a strategy is permitted, since all processes are performed
by their own 'processor'. Another feature of the strategy above is that the
selection is 'inclusive', this means that all alternatives that do not yield a
timeout will be executed.
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4.5 Final remarks

The most obvious approach to specify a system is to formulate its purpose
and functions in a natural language. Although this approach can be applied
successfully to relatively small and simple systems, it is inadequate for
large and complex systems. Such systems require a language which provides
better facilities for structuring the specification. The language presented in
this chapter is such a structured language. It should be noted, though, that
the models created with it are still rather informal, as the DIDOCs contain
a mixture of predefined constructions and natural language. The purpose of
the predefined constructions is to provide an unambiguous expression of the
coherence between operations in the system. The operations themselves can
usually be described more effectively by means of a natural language. The
language is supported by the software package D86 [Munneke, Overwater,
1986]. The package can run on a personal computer and should be regarded
as an experimental step towards an automated design environment. As a
result, it only supports the manipulation and verification of models to a
limited extent. The facilities provided include: a graphic editor for the generation of PRINDs, a text editor for the generation of DIDOCs, a file system
for the storage and retrieval of the structures of PRINDs and DIDOCs, and
facilities for the verification of PRINDs. Facilities for project management
and for verifying the consistency of DIDOCs are not yet available, a more
comp1ete version is under development.
A further point of interest is the validation of the models developed. 086
models, however, cannot be used for testing a system's behaviour, since the
natural language parts contained in them are not sufficiently explicit for
this purpose. As a consequence, validation requires the conversion of the
rather informal specification model into a more explicit simulation model.
This conversion will be discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter 5

Simulation of Industrial Systems

5.1 Introduction
Models built with D86 serve the purpose of specification and provide a
means to talk. and think about industrial systems, as well as, revealing the
processes and interactions in the system in a structured way. The processes
in the model not only relate to the activities on production level, but also to
all control activities needed to achieve this production. Although these
models yield a great insight into the functioning of an industrial system,
they can never guarantee that the system will work. as intended. For this
purpose the model must be validated.
Validation of models is a common practice in engineering and usually, it is
achieved with mathematics. This, however, is not always possible for
industrial systems. Many relations in industrial systems have a stochastic
nature and cannot be modelled mathematically so that they can be solved
analytically or numerically. One solution for this problem is the application
of discrete simulation. Discrete simulation is a validation technique which
can be applied to discrete systems. The characteristic feature of discrete systems is that their behaviour can be described as a sequence of events. At
each event, the state of the system alters; whereas, in the time between two
successive events, the state remains unchanged.
Simulation experiments require a model of the system based on the
system's layout and control strategies. It should be possible to describe the
model in terms of a computer program, thus, offering an opportunity to run
the experiment on a computer. The computer program is then referred to as
'simulation program'.
A simulation model is built according to a certain world view [Nance,
1981]. The simulation package S84 [Rooda et al., 1984] uses the process
interaction approach and, thus, it would appear to be appropriate for the
validation of models built with D86. The package provides facilities that
describe processes and interactions in much the same way as those presented
in the previous chapter. It is written in Modular Pascal [Bron, 1982; Bron,
Dijkstra, 1987); therefore, the S84 programs must be written in this
language too. The following sections will discuss the conversion of a D86
specification model into an S84 simulation program.
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5.2 The conversion to S84
Simulation programs in S84 require a different structure from those
specified in D86. The former must be structured in modules, whereas, the
latter is presented in PRINDs and DIDOCs. Therefore, one of the first decisions concerns the structure of the simulation program and mapping the
specification with this structure.
Although the choice of a module structure is free, the following global
structure is preferred for practical reasons and may serve as a guideline for
structuring simulation programs written in S84.
The base of this structure is formed by a layer of one or more modules containing the declarations of all definitions that can be used throughout the
program. This lower layer is called the type definition layer. The number of
modules required depends on the complexity of the system. On top of these
modules is placed a layer of modules which contain all the process declarations; it is referred to as the process definition layer. Again, it is hard to
give a general rule to define the number of modules required, or how the
process declarations should be distributed over these modules. This clearly
depends on the nature of the system. The third and uppermost layer is
formed of a single module, called the activation layer, which contains the
declaration and initiation for all required global variables, the creation and
activation of the processes and the start up of the actual simulation experiment.
5.2.1 Objects
Object descriptions in the object definition part of a DIOOC serve as a reference for other object descriptions and thus must appear as type definitions
in the bottom layer. Their conversion is quite straight-forward. A sequence
('object .. end') can be converted into a record type, a selection ('I') into an
enumeration type, a (sub)range ('[from .•to] of') into a subrange type, an
indexed list ('array index range (s) of') into an array type and an unindexed list ('list of') into a pointer type. After conversion, the examples
used in the previous chapter (see section 4.3.1) will appear as:
record x, y: integer end;

point
day

(mon, tue, wen, thu, fri, sat, sun);

workday

=

mon .•fri;

matrix

=

array [1..m, 1..n] of real;

aList

=

l aRecord;
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It should be noted that, unlike D86, Modular Pascal only uses subranges of
the ordinal type, where an ordinal type defines an ordered set of values.
Thus, in apparent cases, a D86 subrange must be converted either to a
subrange of an ordinal type or to the type of its original range. A subrange
appearance of the object 'real', for example, would be converted to the type
real. Attention must be paid to the conversion of list constructions too. The
example above assumes that the definition of the type 'aRecord' contains a
field 'next' which refers to the next element in the list. This field, however,
does not appear in the corresponding D86 definition.
The conversion of an interaction definition requires two steps; the first is
defining the type of object involved in it, in the lower layer. The second
step is the definition of the mechanism as a formal parameter in the process
declarations of the process definition layer and it will be discussed in the
next section.
With S84, objects involved in interactions are usually modelled as 'items'.
Items are dynamic variables and their lifetime will depend on an explicit
creation and deletion. They can be created by calling the function 'newltem'
declared as:

function newltem (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
size: integer): pltem;
The function requires the constant parameter 'title' to assign a name to the
item and an integer value indicating the space required by the item and, it
returns a pointer to a new item variable. Strings in Modular Pascal are constants of the type packed array [integer] of char and should be enclosed
between apostrophes. Apart from a few restrictions [Bron, 1982], a constant
parameter mechanism is semantically equivalent to a value parameter
mechanism.
An item can be deleted using the procedure 'delltem' with the declaration:

procedure delltem (pi: pltem);
However, by definition items are empty objects. Objects with contents must
be modelled as so called 'extended items'; for example:

type #objectRec = record
it
: item;
field 1 : fType 1;
field2 : fType2
end;
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A consequence of this construction is the need to convert extended to normal items and vice versa. This 'type conversion' can be accomplished
through a so-called variant record construction:

type #variant
#anObject

(one,two);

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two: (quaObject : iobjectRec)
end;

A creation function and a deletion procedure for extended items must be
introduced too:

function #newObject (ft: fTypel; f2: fType2): anObject;
var obj: anObject;
begin
obj.qualtem := newltem ('object', tsize (objectRec));
with obj.quaObjecti
do begin
field 1 := ft ;
field2 := f2
end;
newObject := obj
end;
procedure #delObject (obj: anObject);
begin delltem (obj.qualtem) end;
For each type of extended item, the four declarations must be available. It
is recommended to include them in the type definition layer, since their
existence does not arise from the simulation model itself, but from the
implementation of that model in Modular Pascal.
The declarations associated with an extended item are preceded by a socalled export symbol ('#') which denotes that they may be used by other
modules, provided that the module containing them is imported by them.
5.2.2 Processes
Process definitions must be translated into process declarations. Process
declarations show a similar syntax as the process descriptions in D86 which
can be described informally as:

process processName (formal parameters);
local declarations;
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beginproc
process body
endproc;
A process declaration is syntactically identical to the procedure declaration
in Modular Pascal, except for the use of the reserved words process,
beginproc and endproc. Each process declaration includes a parameter list,
which declares all the interactions associated with the process. The object
definitions in the declarative part of the D86 description should appear as
definitions of local types, or as instances of local variables. The procedures
requiring conversion must be declared here, too. The conversion of exceptions will be discussed later.
A description of the process body starts with the reserved word beginproc
followed by the initiation and work cycle description and end.s with the
reserved word endproc. A process declaration, however, does not necessarily contain a work cycle description, and, thus, the process declared may
have a temporary nature. All informally described actions must be formulated now, in proper Modular Pascal statements which usually require the
introduction of new types, variables and procedures. The process interaction
approach assumes that each process is executed by its own active element.
In a simulation environment though, all processes are executed by a single
active t'lement, namely, the processor; consequently, a process can only
proceed, after the execution of all other processes has been suspended. For
this reason, a process is made 'pending' between two successive events. As
soon as its next event occurs, a process is placed at the end of the current
waiting line for further execution. The execution of a process can be
suspended for two reasons: the process is performing a (simulated) 'realtime' activity, or it is waiting for a condition. In the former case, the process is suspended for a known time span and it can be modelled by means
of a 'hold' statement. In the latter case, the time span is not known in
advance, but results from the pattern of interaction between the processes.
Thus, from the processor's point of view, a process can be either in progress,
or suspended; whereas, from the process' point of view, it is said to be
either 'awake' or 'asleep'. A detailed explanation of the process transfer
mechanism underlying S84 can be found in Smedinga (1987).
Processes have to be created and activated in the activation layer. Creation
is achieved by means of the expression:
newProc := processName (title, stackSize, grafOption, procActuals);
where: 'newProc' is a variable of the type 'proc', 'title' is a parameter of the
type 'packed array [integer] of char' and, 'stackSize' is a parameter of the
type 'integer'. S84 provides faclities for creating and animating a graphical
representation of a system on a color screen. The parameter 'grafOption'
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indicates if the process will be represented graphically. Its type is 'pFigure'
which can be either 'grafic' or 'nil'. The parameter 'procActuals' stands for
the list of actual parameters associated with the process. Activation requires
invoking the procedure 'activate' with the declaration:
procedure activate (p: proc; offset: real);
where: the parameter 'p' represents the process to be activated and the
parameter 'offset' determines the instant of activation relative to the current
simulation time. When the offset is zero, the process is activated immediately. Usually, the creation and immediate activation of a process are combined into one using the same statement as shown in the example below.
activate (processName (title, stack.Size, grafOption, procActuals), 0.0);
5.2.3 Interactions
The conversion of send- and receive-actions into S84 depends on the kind of
primitive that is chosen. S84 offers a number of discrete interaction primitives from which patterns of interaction can be built. Only the four most
important primitives will be discussed here: the queue, the semaphore, the
trigger and the message. It should be noted that, as in a specification,
interactions in a simulation program only serve the purpose of condition
synchronization.
The interaction primitive 'queue' models a FIFO waiting line, to which
items can be appended by means of the procedure 'toQueue' and from which
items can be retrieved using the (function) procedure 'fromQueue'. These
procedures are declared as:
procedure toQueue (var q: queue; p: pltem);
function fromQueue (var q: queue): pltem;
The function 'fromQueue' does not imply waiting, but it returns the value
'nil' when the queue is empty. Queues are dynamic variables and, thus,
must be created explicitly. The procedure 'iniQueue' serves this purpose and
is declared as:
procedure iniQueue (
var q: queue;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
fig: pFigure);
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The value of the parameter 'fig' is either 'grafic' or 'nil'; it indicates whether
the queue is to be represented graphically or not.
The primitive 'semaphore' (sema) provides, analogous to Dijkstra (1965), a
p- and a v-operation. The effect of these operations is equivalent to that of
the discrete receive- and send-action with an empty object. The corresponding procedures are declared as:
procedure p (var s: sema);
procedure v (va.r s: sema);
The creation of a semaphore is achieved by means of the procedure 'iniSema'
with the declaration:
procedure iniSema (
var s: sema;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
initialValue: integer; fig: pFigure);
The parameter 'initialValue' indicates the number of objects that are available at the instant of the sema. A semaphore can be presented graphically
too.
The primitive 'trigger' (trig) causes an interaction by sending and receiving
signals. Sending a signal is achieved with the procedure 'signal' and receiving with the procedure 'wait'. The execution of a signal operation activates
all processes that are engaged in a wait operation of the corresponding
trigger. The operation has no effect on processes that are 'awake' at the
instant of triggering. The procedures 'signal' and 'wait' have the following
declarations:
procedure signal ( var t: trig);
procedure wait ( var t: trig);
Also, the waiting may depend on a condition when using the procedure
'waitCond', declared as:
procedure waitCond ( var t: trig; function c: boolean);
begin while not c do wait ( t) end;
where: the function 'c' is a parameterless function returning a boolean
value. A trigger is created by calling the procedure 'iniTrig':
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procedure iniTrig (
var t: trig;
const title: packed array [integer] of char);
The primitive 'message' (mesg) can be regarded as a combination of the
primitives 'queue' and 'semaphore'; it provides a FIFO queue where items
can be placed or retrieved, too. Storage and retrieval of an item requires the
procedure 'giveMesg' and the function 'takeMesg' respectively; they are
declared as:
procedure giveMesg ( var m: mesg; p: pltem);

function takeMesg (var m: mesg): pltem;
The procedure 'giveMesg' is always completed without delay. The function
'takeMesg', however, implies that the execution of a process is suspended
when the queue is empty. Its execution resumes as soon as some new items
arrive. The procedure 'iniMesg' is available for the creation of this primitive:
procedure iniMesg (
var m: mesg;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
fig: pFigure);
In general, discrete interactions can be modelled as a message, and the
objects that are involved in them, as extended items. There are some other
options, though: when the object is empty, it is often unnecessary to model
it as an item. In this case, the discrete interaction might as well be modelled
as a semaphore. One possible disadvantage of this conversion is that it no
longer reflects the original FIFO queue structure, because the semaphore is
based on varying the integer value. Another option is to model the discrete
interaction as the corn bination of a queue and a trigger. This construction is
very useful for modelling selective rereive constructions; then, several
queues can be connected to the same trigger.
Continuous interactions must be translated into shared variables, the type
of which has been defined in the type definition layer.
5.2.4 Exceptions

Exception handling is difficult to implement, because S84 does not provide
the facilities for handling exceptions. In a number of cases, an approximation can be achieved through the introduction of an extra process. Although
this construction does not produce exactly the same effect, it approximates
the original semantics best. The update request example can be converted in
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this way and will appear as:
process anExample (
var updateRequest: esg;
var aSema, anotherS a: sema);
process request;
procedure doUpdateActions; ...
beginproc
loop
req := takeMesg (updateRequest);
doUpdateActions
(*return*)
•
end
•
endproc;
•
beginproc
I
activate (request ('request', 0, nil{, O);
loop
I
p (aSema);
·
p (anotherSema);
hold (someTime);
v (anotherSema)
end
endproc;
The semantics of this construction diff r significantly from the D86 version.
The EnableStatement in D86 defined scope which could be interrupted at
any point immediately. In the S84 c nstruction, by contrast, interruption
can only take place when the executi~n of the surrounding 'father' process
is suspended. ln the example above, t is implies that the process 'request'
can only become active when the pr ess 'anExample' executes a receiveaction, or when it is engaged in a 'hold In the case of update processes, this
semantic difference does no harm, as ttie updates will always be 'in time'.
When an exception has the nature of an emergency stop, however, the construction will not function satisfactory, because interruptions are not handled immediately. Although the resulting time lag is not significant when
an interruption occurs during a rece ve-action, it is forbidden when an
interruption occurs during a 'hold' o ration, because then, an activity will
continue although it is the subject tot e interruption.
•

1
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5.3 Examples
The conversions described above can be illustrated by means of the examples from the previous chapter. In the plotter example, the structure of the
entire conversion is discussed. The discussion of the other two examples
only concerns the formulation of the type definitions and the process
declarations.

5.3.1 XY-Plotter
The conversion of the XY-Plotter example requires the definition of the
object 'point' and those involved in the discrete interactions NewPosition,
XPulse, YPulse, XMove and YMove. All these definitions appear in the
module 'plotDef' of the type definition layer. Except for the object 'point',
all the objects should be converted into extended items. As a result, the
module should import the system modules 's84def' and 's84'. The interactions XPulse and YPulse may use the same definition, just as the interactions XMove and YMove. Thus, the module 'plotDef' consists of the following declarations:
program plotDef (s84def, s84);

type #variant
#point
#penStat
#pulseDir
#moveDir

(one, two);
record x,y: integer end;
=(up, down);
= (plus, minus);
= (-1, o. l);

=
=

#nextPosRec = record
obj : item;
pen : penStat;
pos : point
end;
#nextPos

=

record case variant of
one : (qualtem: pltem);
two: (quaPos : inewPosRec)
end;

function #newPos (pn: penStat; ps: point): nextPos; ... ;
procedure #delPos (np: nextPos); ... ;

5

type #pulseRec

record
obj : item;
dir : pulseDit

end;
#pulse

=

record case va nt of
one : (qual
: pltem);
two: (quaPu se : ipulseRec)
end;

function #newPulse (pd: pulseDtr): pulse; ... ;
procedure #delPulse (p: pulse);
type #moveRec

#move

.J.;

'l

record
obj : item;
dir : moveD~
end;

=record
one : (qualte:µi : pltem);
two: (quaM ve : f moveRec)
end;

function #newMove (md: move ir): move; ... ;
procedure #delMove (m: move); ... ;

begin end.
The types 'penStat', 'pulseDir' and ' oveDir' have been introduced for reasons of programming.
The process definition layer also consi ts of a single module, called 'plotter'.
Quite obviously, this module must i port the modules 's84def', 's84' and
'plotDef'. Also, it must import the odule 'math' which defines a number
of arithmetic operations, including the function 'abs'.
program plotter (s84def, s84, plotOef, math);
process #moveControl (
til
var nextPosM, X oveM, YMoveM: mesg;
var xMoveReady, yMoveReady: sema);
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procedure lowerPen; •.. ;
procedure raisePen; ... ;
procedure resetPlotter; ••. ;
function step (z: integer): moveDir; .•. ;
: point;
varcurPos
: nextPos;
np
xm,ym
: move;
dx,dy,px,py,
sx,sy ,p,i
: integer;
beginproc
resetPlotter;

loop
np.qualtem := tak.eMesg (nextPosM);
with np.quaPosf, curPos
do begin
if pen= down
then lowerPen
else raisePen;
dx := pos.x - x; px := abs (dx); sx := step (dx);
dy := pos.y - y; py :=abs (dy); sy :=step (dy);
if px >PY
then begin ( * more horizontal line *)
p := px div 2;
for i := 1 to px
do begin
xm := newMove (sx); x:+ sx; p:- py;
if p < 0
then begin ym := newMove (sy ); y:+ sy; p:+ px end
else ym :=newMove (0);
giveMesg (xMoveM, xm.qualtem):
giveMesg (yMoveM, ym.qualtem);
p (xMoveReady ); p (yMoveReady)
end
end
else begin ( * more vertical line *)
p :=PY div 2;
for i := 1 to py
do begin
ym := newMove (sy ); y:+ sy; p:- px;
if p < 0
then begin xm := newMove (sx); x:+ sx; p:+ py end
else xm :=newMove (0);
giveMesg (xMoveM, xm.qualtem);
giveMesg (yMoveM, ym.qualtem);

I
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p (xMoveReady ); p (yMoveReady)
end
·
end
end;
delPos (np)
end
endproc;
process #pulseGenerator (
.
var moveM, pulseM: mesg;
var moveReady, pu~seReady: sema);
const numberOfPulses = ?:
·
var mov
: move;
pul
: pulse;
pulseVal : pulseDir;
i
: integer;
beginproc
.
loop
I
mov.qualtem := takeMesg (mqveM);
if mov.quaMovei .dir < > 0 ·
then begin
case mov.quaMovei.dir of
-1 : pulse Val := minus;
.
1 : pulse Val := plus
end;
'
for i := 1 to numberOfPulsb
do begin
i
pul := newPulse (pulseV~l);
giveMesg (pulseM, pul.qtaPulse);
p (pulseReady)
end
end;
·
v (moveReady );
delMove (mov)
end
endproc;
process #motor ( var pulseM: mes ; var pulseReady:sema);
const pulseTime = ?;
var pul: pulse;
beginproc
loop
.
pul.qualtem := takeMesg (pulsFM);
hold (pulseTime);
·
v (pulseReady );
I
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delPulse (pul)
end
endproc;
begin end.
The declaration of the process 'moveControl' contains an elaboration of the
Bresenham algorithm and clearly emphasizes the difference between a
specification model and a simulation model. In the case of the former, it is
sufficient to indicate the application of this algorithm, whereas, the latter
requires an explicit formulation. This requirement caused the original
repeat until construction to be substituted by a more refined one. The general structure of the process description, however, can still be recognized.
The procedures declared have not been worked out, as their meaning is
self-explanatory. The function 'step', on the other hand, needs some comment. The purpose of this function is to determine the direction of the
moves. Similar to the Algo160 function 'sign' [Naur, 1963], it should return
the value '-1' when z is less than zero, the value 'O' when z equals zero and
the value 'l' when z is greater than zero.
The processes 'pulseGenerator' and motor are described separately, although,
for the simulation model, it would have been sufficient to combine both
processes into one. Such a conversion, however, would have affected the original specification structure which made a clear distinction between the control processes and the physical ones. For this reason, the distinction was
retained.
The activation layer consists of a single module which imports all the previously defined modules. In this example, this module is called 'plotSim'. It
starts with the declaration of the global variables which serve as the actual
parameters for the creation and activation of the processes. The variables
representing the interactions, however, must be created first.
program plotSim (s84def, s84, plotDef, plotter);
const simulationTime = ?;
process posGenerator ( var nextPosM: mesg); ... ;
varnextPosM, xMoveM, yMoveM, xPulseM, yPulseM: mesg;
xMoveReady, yMoveReady, xPulseReady, yPulseReady: sema;
begin
iniS84;
iniMesg (nextPosM, 'nextPosM', nil);
iniMesg (xMoveM, 'xMoveM', nil);
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iniSema (xMoveReady, 'xMoveReady', 0, nil);
activate (moveControl ('moveControl', 0, nil,
nextPosM, xMoveM, yMoveM,
xMoveReady, yMoveReady), O);
activate (pulseGenerator ('xPulseGen', 0, nil,
xMoveM, xPulseM,
xMoveReady, xPulseReady ), 0);
activate (posGenerator ('posGen', 0, nil, nextPosM), O);
hold (simulationTime)
end.
The program listed above includes just a few of the statements required for
the creation and activation of the processes and interactions involved; however, the statements that have been omitted should follow the same pattern.
The module also contains the declaration and activation of the process 'posGenerator'. This process must simulate the environment of the plotter by
generating some new plotter positions. The 'hold' statement in the body
determines the duration of the simulation run.
5.3.2 Bounded buffer
The conversion of the bounded buffer example shows a combination of a
me-ssage that represents the places to be filled and a semaphore that indicates the number of empty places. The- lower layer must contain a type
definition of the extended item transferred by the interaction FilledPlace.
Quite logically, the interaction EmptyPlace does not require such a
definition.
?·
. '

type #contents
#placeRec

#place

=

record
obj : item;
con : contents
end;
record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two: (quaPlace: iplaceRec)
end;

function #newPlace (c: contents): place; ... ;
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procedure #delPlace (p: place); ... ;
The process definition layer should then contain the following process
declarations:
process #fillBuffer (var filledPlace: mesg; var emptyPlace: sema);
var aPlace: place;
procedure produce ( var pl: place); ..• ;
beginproc

loop
produce (aPlace); ·
p (emptyPlace);
giveMesg (filledPlace, aPlace.qualtem);
end
endproc;
process #emptyBuffer ( var filledPlace; mesg; var emptyPlace: sema);
var aPlace: place;
procedure consume ( var pl: place); ... ;
beginproc

loop
aPlace.qualtem := takeMesg (filledPlace);
v (emptyPlace);
consume (aPlace);
end
endproc;
The conversion in this example appears to be quite straightforward, since it
only requires the substitution of the give and take operations by the
appropriate send- and receive-actions in S84, and a proper description of the
procedures involved.

5.3.3 Selective receive actions
As previously stated, selective receive-actions require the combination of a
single trigger and several queues. The construction required for the example
presented in the previous chapter is shown in the process declaration below.
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process selectProcess (
var altOne, altTwo: queue;
var altA vail: trig);
var altl, alt2: pltem;
procedure actionsOf Alt 1; ... ;
procedure actionsOfAlt2; ... ;
beginproc
loop
while (queueAvail (altOne) = 0) and (queueAvail (altTwo)
do wait (altA vail);
if queueA vail (altOne) > 0
then
altl := fromQueue (altOne);
actionsOf Alt 1
end;
if queueAvail (altTwo) > 0
then
alt2 := fromQueue (altTwo);
actionsOf Alt2
end
end
endproc;

=

0)

Provided that both queues are empty, the process will wait for a signal
from replenishing processes. The function 'queueA vail' is provided by S84
and returns the length of the queue when the function is called. When one
or both of the queues is not empty, the process continues by removing an
object from the queues that are filled. The corresponding replenishing
processes should contain the statements 'toQueue (altOne, altl )' or 'toQueue
(altTwo, alt2)' followed by the statement 'signal (altAvail)'.

5.4 Mutual exclusion in S84
In section 5.2.3 it was stated that continuous interactions should be converted into shared variables. However, no attention has been paid to the
question whether this conversion guarantees the mutual exclusion of the
operations on these variables or not? An appropriate way to achieve this
mutual exclusion is to connect a semaphore to the variable. After conversion, a continuous interaction representing a real value, for example, will
consequently appear as:
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type #value= record
cont : real;
mutx : sema
end;
This conversion, however, also implies the introduction of associated sendand receive-actions for operating the interaction, as well as, a procedure for
its initiation. These can be declared as:

procedure #giveValue (var rv: value; x: real);
begin
p (rv .mutx);
rv.cont := x;
v (rv.mutx)
end;
function #takeValue (var rv: value): real;
begin
p (rv.mutx);
takeValue := rv.cont;
v (rv.mutx)
end;

procedure #iniValue (
var rv: value;
const title: packed array [integer]of char;
iniMutx: integer; iniCont: real;
fig: pFigure);
begin
iniSema (rv.mutx, title, iniMutx, fig);
rv.cont := iniCont
end;
For each continuous interaction, similar declarations must be included in
the type definition layer.
A second solution of the mutual exclusion problem is based on the
knowledge that processes can only be suspended when performing a receiveaction or a 'hold' statement. When such statements do not interfere with
the operations using shared variables, the mutual exclusion is guaranteed
automatically. Although this solution requires some discipline when programming, obviously, it is a less laborious one too. This advantage, in combination with the conviction that undesirable interferences can usually be
avoided, suggests that the latter option is preferred to the former. In deviant cases, however, the former solution should be selected.
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The conversion of selective receive-actions is based on the same principle.
The selection process will not be suspended until the next 'wait' statement
is executed, this guarantees that no other process will obtain access to the
queues. However, this control structure is inherently weak. In case of real
concurrency, for example, the construction will not function and this calls
for a more powerful primitive for handling selective receive-actions.

Apparently, the problem of mutual exclusion is not very important in S84,
as many problems of this kind are implicitly 'solved' by its process transfer
mechanism. As a consequence, S84 simulation models mainly address the
problem of condition synchronization. This, however, does not hold for
writing the programs for real-time control. The conversion of a D86 or S84
model to such a program will be discussed in the next chapter.

Olapter 6

Control of Industrial Systems

6.1 Introduction
Control forms an integral part of a system and determines the system's
overall behaviour in association with the processes to be controlled. Control processes are often referred to as internal processes, because they usually remain within the limits of a computer. In a similar way, the processes
to be controlled can be considered as external processes.
Control strategies are designed with the aid of a model of the external
processes plus a model of the control processes. Both models have been
defined in the specification of the system. In the previous chapter, simulation models have been described as a major tool for the validation of these
specifications. Due to their purpose, these models must contain the required
control strategies in a more or less explicit way. Acmrding to Rooda and
Boot (1983b), an interesting opportunity has arisen with respect to the
implementation of control. Fundamental to their idea is that the simulation
model, as well as, the necessary control system are computer programs, provided that a computer is used as the controller. From this perspective they
suggest that, if the simulation program is detailed enough, part of it is
exchangeable with the control program. In order to implement this strategy,
the simulation model should be divided into three parts: the model of the
control system, the model of the 'real world' and the synchronization
between these two. Ideally, the simulation model could be converted into a
control program as easy as replacing the 'real world' processes by interfaces
with this 'real world'. Signals would now be generated by the hardware
rather than by the simulation processes. The rest of the model should
remain unchanged.
Unfortunately, the conversion is not as simple as that. Complications arise
from the difference between simulation and control. Simulation programs
include a model of the 'real world', wl;lereas, control programs must function in the 'real world' itself. When the control program is executed on a
single processor machine, this difference requires mutually exclusive operations, for example. Other complications concern the scheduling of processes
which may require the introduction of priorities [Boot, 1983].
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The software package ROSKIT [Rossingh, Rooda, J 984] has been developed
in order to meet the real-time requirements mentioned above and it provides control facilities based on the process interaction approach. In the next
section the conversion of a specification model or a simulation program to a
ROSKIT control program is discussed.

6.2 The conversion to ROSKIT
ROSKIT programs are written in Modular Pascal; thus, when the simulation
program has been divided into the three parts suggested, the control program can usually be structured in a similar way to the simulation program.
6.2.1 Objects
Unlike D86 and $84, ROSKJT does not provide special facilities for the
modelling of objects, which is not surprising as control does not concern the
description of physical operations. The application of these facilities, on the
other hand, is not restricted to the modelling of physical objects. They can
be applied successfully to the modelling of data as well. For this reason, it
is assumed that ROSKIT offers similar possibilities for the creation and
deletion of objects as $84, this means that the following additional declarations become available:
type item
pi tern

?·
.,

Ti tern;

function new Itern (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
size: integer): pltem;
procedure delltem (obj: pltem);
Through these declarations, objects can be modelled in exactly the same
way as with S84.
6.2.2 Processes
Process descriptions follow the same syntax as processes in S84, using the
reserved words process, beginproc and endproc too. Process instances can
be created and activated by means of the procedure 'start' with the syntax:
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start (processName (
title, priority, dataStackSize,
returnStack.Size, procActuals));
Like in 584, several instances of the same process definition may exist at the
same time. The parameter 'title', which should be of the type 'packed
array [integer] of char', is used to assign a name to these instances. Since all
processes run in quasi-parallel, it might be necessary to impose different
priorities upon the processes in order to ensure their proper scheduling. The
parameter 'priority' can serve this purpose. Priorities may range from 1
(highest priority) to 255 (lowest priority). The parameters 'dataStackSize'
and 'returnStackSize' are two integer values, determining the amount of
stacksize to be reserved. The parameter 'procActuals', finally, stands for the
list of actual parameters associated with the process instance.
A process wil1 terminate as soon as it reaches the symbol endproc; in many
cases though, processes contain a work cycle (loop ... end) and thus will
never reach the word endproc. Processes can also interrupt their own execution by calling the procedure 'passivate'. Resuming, on the other hand,
requires another process to call the procedure 'activate (p: proc)', where p
denotes the process to be resumed. Another possibility is the suspension of a
process for a certain time. This can be achieved by calling the procedure
'wait (t: period)', where t is a positive integer value indicating the number
of 'ticks' to pass.
6.3.2 Interactions
ROSKIT provides two primitives for an interaction between internal
processes, the semaphore and the conditional critical section. Again the
primitive 'semaphore' (sema) provides for a p- and a v- operation, their
effects have been explained already. The corresponding procedures have been
declared as:
procedure p (var s: sema);
procedure v ( var s: sema);

A semaphore is created by means of the procedure 'iniSema' with the
declaration:
procedure iniSema (
var s: sema;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
initialValue: integer);
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ROSKIT can provide a non-blocking p-operation by means of the function
'plfFree' too. The effect of this function closely resembles the semantics of
the construction 'take AnObject within O' in 086 and is declared as:

function plfFree ( var s: sema): boolean;
The function attempts to complete a p-operation immediately and returns a
boolean value which indicates whether the operation was successful or not.
The primitive 'conditional critical region' (ccr) offers a higher level pattern
of interaction than the semaphore. The concept was originally proposed by
Brine h Hansen ( 19 72) and Hoare ( 1972) in order to overcome the difficulties
caused by the unstructured nature of the semaphore. ROSKIT implements
the concept of Brinch Hansen and, according to Bron (1975), provides the
procedures 'iniCcr', 'enterCcr', 'awaitCcr' and 'leaveCcr' which follow the
declarations:
procedure iniCcr (
var c: ccr;
const title: packed array [integer] of char);
procedure enterCcr ( var c: ccr ); .
procedure awaitCcr ( var c: ccr; function condition: boolean);
procedure leaveCcr ( var c: ccr);
The procedure 'iniCcr' initiates a new conditional critical region. The procedures 'enterCcr' and 'awaitCcr' have the nature of a receive-action. They
cause the calling process to remain suspended whenever the region is occupied or the condition is false. Processes waiting for a condition have already
entered the region and, consequently, will be served prior to the processes
still competing for entry; thus, the necesarry fair competition is always
met. After finishing the desired operations, the region can be released by
calling the procedure 'leaveCcr'. This procedure should be regarded as the
send-operation. When 'awaitCcr' is not called after entering the region, the
calls of 'enterCcr' and 'leaveCcr' are in fact semantically identical to a pand a v- operation. The benefit of conditional critical regions, however, is
that they solve the problem of achieving condition synchronization
elegantly in combination with mutual exclusion.
ROSKIT lacks any message passing primitives; however, such a primitive
can easily be constructed from a conditional critical region provided that
ROSKIT includes a queuing mechanism similar to the one in S84. For ease of
explanation it is assumed that the following declarations are available:
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type queue

=

?;

procedure iniQueue (
var q: queue;
const title: packed array [integer] of char);
procedure toQueue (var q: queue: obj: pltem);
function fromQueue (var q: queue): pltem;
function queueAvail (const q: queue): integer;
The meaning of these declarations is identical to their S84 equivalents.
Now, a message passing primitive can be defined according to the following
declarations:

type mesg = record
region : ccr;
buffer: queue
end;
procedure putMesg (var m: mesg; obj: pltem);
begin
with m do begin
enterCcr (region);
toQueue (buffer, obj);
leaveCcr (region)
end
end;
function getMesg ( var m: me8g): pltem;
var obj: pltem;
function avail: boolean;
begin avail:= (queueAvail (m.butfer) > 0) end;
begin
with m do begin
enterCcr (region);
awaitCcr (region, avail);
obj := fromQueue (buffer);
leaveCcr (region)
end;
getMesg := obj
end;
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It follows from the declarations that the primitive 'mesg' consists of a conditional critical region and a queue. The procedures 'enterCcr' and 'leaveCcr'
guarantee that the operations on the queue are mutually exclusive and the
combination of the procedure 'awaitCcr' and the function 'avail' take care of
the condition synchronization. Initiation of the new primitive is performed
by calling the procedure 'iniMesg'.

procedure iniMesg (
var m: mesg;
const title: packed array [integer] of char);
begin
with m do begin
iniCcr (region, title);
iniQueue (buffer, title)
end
end;
Another primitive not provided by ROSKIT is the 'trig'. In view of an easy
conversion of simulation programs, however, it seems to be practical to have
this primitive available. Hence, in analogy to S84, the following decalrations are assumed to be present:
type trig

?·

''

procedure signalTrig ( var t: trig);
procedure awaitTrig ( var t: trig);
procedure iniTrig (
var t: trig;
const title: packed array [integer] of char);
Interactions between internal and external processes require different primitives, such as writing data to and reading data from device registers. Writing can be achieved by means of the procedures 'putBit', 'putByte' and
'putWord', whereas, the functions 'getBit', 'getByte' and 'getWord' are
available for reading.
Two other interactions between internal and external processes are 'polling'
and 'interrupt handling'. Polling means that a certain input value is
inspected periodically in order to prevent 'busy waiting'. A rather straightforward implementation of this mechanism can be obtained by using the
procedure 'wait' as shown in the example below.
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procedure waitForlnput (address, value, delay: integer);

begin
while getByte (address)
do wait (delay)
end;

<>

value

where: the parameter 'address' denotes the address to be inspected, the
parameter 'value' contains the value to be waited for, and the parameter
'delay' determines the period of polling.
A disadvantage of this construction, however, is that the process must be
made active and passive over again, even though the input value may not
have changed yet. A more sophisticated solution is to apply the procedure
'waitFor', declared as:

procedure waitFor (contactBit: ioBit; state: boolean);
This procedure provides an elegant way of polling a single bit, its effect
being comparable to the effect of the procedure 'waitCond' of the 'trigger' in
S84. In fact, polling will have been taken over by the system and processes
will be activated only when the actual state of the parameter 'contactBit'
corresponds to the value of the parameter 'state'; otherwise they will
remain suspended.
Interrupts can be compared with exceptions in D86, the conversion of which
is discussed in the next section.
6.2.4 Exceptions

D86 offers a single mechanism for handling exceptions. In ROSKIT, however, two mechanisms - 'exceptions' and 'interrupts' - can be applied. The
exception mechanism is a standard feature of Modular Pascal. The interrupt mechanism is provided by ROSKJT.
Errors (or internal exceptions) in D86 can be converted to ROSKIT exceptions, although it is preferable to handle them with regular control constructions.
The conversion of D86 exceptions depends on the nature of the exception.
Four cases can be discerned, they are determined by the fact that the exception may be raised either by an internal process or an external process, and
that the process is resumed according to a return or a break statement.
Each case requires a different conversion as indicated in the table below.
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II
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II
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+
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I
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In the case of internal raising and resumption at the point of interruption,
the exception can be modelled by means of an extra process in much the
same \\'ay as in simulation. This conversion is rather trivial, although attention should be paid to the mutual exclusion of operations with shared data.
The conversion becomes more complicated when the exception description
ends with a break statement. In that case, the exception must be raised by
calling the procedure 'forceException' and handled by means of a but for
statement. The procedure 'forceException' is declared as:

procedure forceException (p: proc; exc: externalException),
where: the parameter 'p' defines the target process and 'exc' the nature of
the exception. The syntax of the but for statement can informally be
described as:
but for exception (s): exceptionStatements do
begin normalStatements end;
The effect of this construction can be explained as follows: when an exception is raised, the execution of 'normalStatements' is interrupted as soon as
it reaches a p-operation. At that point, the exception statements ate executed, after which the execution is resumed at the end of the block. enclosed
by the begin and end symbol.
The example of the emergency stop presented in Chapter 4 can now be converted, provided that it is raised by an internal process:
program intStopExample ( ... );

var aProcess: proc;
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process anExample (. .. );
procedure exceptionActions; ... ;
procedure normaIActions;
but for xAbort: exceptionActions do
begin
(*body with p-operations *)
end;
beginproc
loop normalActions end
endproc;
process excGenerator (. .. );
beginproc
loop
f orceException (aProcess, abort);

end
endproc;
begin
aProcess := anExamp1e (. ..);
start (excGenerator (. ..));
start (aProcess);
end.
Exceptions raised by external processes can be expressed as interrupts.
Interrupt routines must be described in a procedure which is then referred
to as the 'interrupt handler'. A 'handler' is installed by calling the procedure 'connectHandler', which is declared as:
procedure connectHandler (procedure handler; entry: intType);
Obviously, this procedure connects the handler to an interrupt entry point.
In many cases, the handler will operate on shared data. This, however,
implies the potential danger of deadlock. This problem can be avoided
through the introduction of an extra process to take care of the original
interrupt routine. This construction is illustrated by the example below.
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program intrExample ( ... );
var intrSema: sema;
procedure intrHandler;
begin v (intrSema) end;

process intrRoutine (. .. );
beginproc
loop
p (intrSema);
end
endproc;
begin
iniSema (intrSema, 'intrSema', O);
connectHandler (intrHandler, ... );
start (intrRoutine (. .. ));
end.
The construction shown above is an appropriate solution to the conversion
of exceptions raised by external processes that must be resumed at the point
of interruption. In case of resumption according to a break statement, the
interrupt handler should call the procedure 'forceException'. An extra process is not required then. Modification of the example presented earlier
results in:
program extStopExample ( ... );
var aProcess: proc;
procedure intrHandler;
begin forceException (aProcess, abort) end;
process anExample (. .. );
procedure exceptionActions; ... ;
procedure normalActions;
but for xAbort: exceptionActions do
begin
(*body with p-operations *)
end;
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beginproc
loop normalActions end
endproc;

begin
aProcess := anExample ( ... );
connectHandler (intrHandler, ... );
start ( aProcess);
end.
One of the aspects that has not been discussed yet that an exception in D86
is possibly raised by the arrival of a non-empty object. When raised by an
internal process, the problem can be solved by transferring an item via a
queue or a value via a shared variable simultaneously. In the case of external raising, a value must be communicated via one of the device registers.

6.3 Examples
As in the previous chapter, this section discusses the conversion of the
examples presented earlier.
6.3.1 XY-Plotter
For ease of explanation, it is assumed that the type definitions as used in
the simulation program of the XY-Plotter will suit the control program too.
The module 'plotDef' may then serve as the type definition layer.
The module 'plotter' requires a few adjustments to it. In the first place, all
the calls of 'giveMesg' and 'takeMesg' must be replaced by calls of the procedure 'putMesg' and the function 'getMesg'. These substitutions can even
be omitted when 'putMesg' and 'getMesg' are renamed to 'giveMesg' and
'takeMesg'. Secondly, the process 'motor' must be replaced by interface routines. Rooda and Boot ( 1983b) proposed the use of interrupt service routines
for the handling of incoming signals, since they conform best with the process interaction approach. Processes should be introduced to handle the outgoing signals; then, for example, the interface process can be declared as:
process #motorlnterface (
var pulseM: mesg;
var pulseReady: sema; ... );
var ready: sema;
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proce.dure inSignalHandler;
begin v (ready) end;
process outSignalHandler;
var pul: pulse;
procedure generateSignal (pd: pulseDir); ... ;
beginproc
loop
pul.qualtem := getMesg (pulseM);
generateSignal (pul.quaPulseT .dir );
p (ready); v (pulseRf'.ady)
end
endproc;
beginproc
iniSema (ready, 'ready', O);
connectHandler (inSignalHandler, ... );
start (outSignalHandler ( ... ));
passivate
endproc;
Declaration of the procedure 'generateSignal' and the actual parameter when
calling 'connectHandler' clearly depend on the actual hardware being used.
The need to use a surrounding process stems from the fact that an interrupt
sen-ice routine in ROSKIT must be a parameterless procedure. Another
option is defining the interrupt handler and signal generator in the activation layer. This, however, would disrupt the original program structure.
In the activation layer, the process 'posGenerator' should be replaced by an
interface process too. The new plotter positions may be communicated via a
terminal, for example. Several facilities are provided by ROSKIT to enable
such a communication; this communication process should take care of terminating the program too. The activation layer thus becomes:
program plotCon (roskit, plotDef, plotter);
process posCom ( var nextPosM: mesg: var terminal: line); ... ;
var terminal: line;
nextPosM, xMoveM, yMoveM, xPulseM, yPulseM: mesg;
xMoveReady, yMoveReady, xPulseReady, yPulseReady: sema;
begin
iniLine (terminal);
iniMesg (nextPosM, 'nextPosM');
iniSema (xMoveReady, 'xMoveReady', O);
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start (moveControl (. ..) );
start (posCom (. .. ))
end.
In the previous programs, the S84 message pnm1tive was replaced by its
assumed equivalent in ROSKIT. Another possibility is introducing 'dedicated' send- and receive-actions for the different types of objects involved.
In that case, each type of object would require its own type of queue or
data field where these actions should operate. A single data field, however,
should be applied only when the data field can be overwritten or when the
interaction is essentially synchronous in nature. The latter obviously holds
for the interactions XMove, YMove, XPulse and YPulse. According to this
conversion the module 'plotDef' would include, for example, the following
declarations for the type 'move':

type #move = record
avail : sema;
dir : moveDir
end;
procedure #putMove ( var m: move; md: moveDir );
begin m.dir := md; v ( m.avail) end;

function #getMove ( var m: move): moveDir;
begin p Cm.avail); getMove := m.dir end;
procedure #iniMove (
var m: move;
const title: packed array [integer] of char);
begin
iniSema Cm.avail, title, O);
m.dir := noMove
end;
Due to the synchronous nature of the interaction pattern between the process 'moveControl' and the 'pulseGenerator' processes, the mutual exclusion
on the field 'm.dir' is guaranteed automatically.
Similar declarations can be created for the type 'pulse'. The declarations
required for the type 'nextPos' would follow a similar pattern as those for
the primitive 'message' presented earlier.
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6.3.2 Bounded buffer
The conversion of the bounded buffer example is fairly
Once more, the necessary type definitions are assumed to
of those in the simulation program, in which case, they
from there. The declaration and activation of the processes

straightforward.
be an exact copy
can be imported
will appears as:

program bufProcs (bufDefs, ... );
process fillBuffer ( var emptyPlace: sema; var filledPlace);
var aPlace: place;
procedure produce ( var pl: place); .. ;
beginproc
loop
produce (aPlace);
p (emptyPlace);
putMesg (filledPlace, aPlace);

end
endproc;
process clearBuffer ( var filledPlace; mesg; var empty Place: sema);
var aPlace: place;
procedure consume ( var pl: place); ... ;
beginproc
loop
aPlace := getMesg (filledPlace);
v (emptyPlace);
consume (aPlace);

end
endproc;
const bufferSize = ? ;
var filledPlacc : mesg;
emptyPlace: sema;
begin
iniMesg (filledPlace, 'filledPlace');
iniSema (emptyPlace, 'emptyPlace', bufferSize);
start (fillBuffer (. .. , emptyPlace, filledPlace));
start (clearBuffer (. .. , filledPlace, emptyPlace));
end.
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The resemblance indicated above, however, is poorer than it appears and it
mainly results from the simplicity of the example. The conversion becomes
less trivial when the interaction with external processes have to be defined,
as could be seen in the previous example.

6.3.3 Selective receive actions
Another illustration of a non-trivial conversion is encountered when converting the selective receive example. It requires the introduction of two
interface processes to handle the incoming signals.
program selRec (selDefs, ... );

type altNumber
state
mutex

(1, 2);
array [altNumber] of boolean;
array [altNumber] of sema;

var altBit: array [altNumber] of ioBit;
process awaitAlt (i: integer; var altA vail: sema;
var altState: state; var altMutex: mutex);
beginproc
loop
waitFor (altBit [i], true);
altState [i] := true;
v (altA vail);
putBit (altBit [i], false);
p (altMutex [i])
end
endproc;
process select (
var altA vail: sema; var altState: state;
var altMutex: mutex);
procedure actionsOf Altl; ... ;
procedure actionsOf Alt2; ... ;
beginproc
loop
p (altAvail);
if altState [ 1]
then begin
altState [ 1] := false;
v (altMutex [ 1]);
actionsOf Alt 1
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end;
if altState [2]
then begin
altState [2] := false;
v (altMutex [2]);
actionsOf Al t2
end
end
endproc;

var altA vail : sema;
altState : state;
altMutex : mutex;
begin
altBit [1] := ?; altBit [2] := ?;
iniSema (altAvail, 'altAvail', O);
iniSema (altMutex [ 1], 'altMutex I', 0);
iniSema (altMutex [2], 'altMutex 2', O);
start (awaitAlt (. .. , 1, altAvail, altState, altMutex) );
start (awaitAlt (. .. , 2, altAvail, altState, altMutex));
start (select(. .. , altAvail, altState, altMutex));
end.

An advantage of this solution is that the program still reflects the structure
of its specification. Other conversions can be obtained by using interrupts or
conditional critical regions. These constructions, however, will affect the
original structure to a greater extent. All solutions require the introduction
of interface processes. In fact, they can be seen as translations of the
processes that generated the items and signals in the simulation program
and, thus, simulated the real time environment.

6.4 Remarks

When building control programs the problem of parallelism in real-time
operations is encountered to its full extent for the first time. Due to the fact
that the control program is executed on a single processor machine, the concurrency found within the computer does not correspond to the parallelism
in the 're.al world'. In fact, the control program just feigns parallelism. As a
consequence, timing problems must be solved by assigning priorities to
processes. The use of priorities, on the other hand, must be regarded as an
'escape' solution, as
strictly speaking - they conflict with the idea of
parallelism. Too many priorities will interfere with fair scheduling and
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may cause the starvation of processes, quite easily.
It should be noted that specification models do not suffer this discrepancy,
as they simply assume that each process is executed by its own processor. In
simulation modelling the problem is less apparent too, since a simulation
model contains its own 'real world' and, consequently, all processes are
based on the same kind of parallelism.

Chapter 7

Two Illustrations

This chapter describes two cases studies in order to illustrate the concept of
processes and interactions. The first case concerns the modelling of the bottling system presented earlier. It comprises both continuous and discrete
aspects. For practical reasons, the system has not been implemented, therefore, only the specification and the simulation program are presented here.
The second case describes the development of a double elevator system. Its
ROSKIT program was used to control a scale model.

7.1 The Bottling System
This case study was based upon the bottling system discussed by Ward and
Mellor ( 1985). The configuration of the system has been explained already
in Chapter 3. The PRINDs and DIDOCs, and the simulation program
referred to in this section can be found in Appendix III.
7.1.1 The Specification Model
According to the incoming production orders, batches of blended product
are produced from a basic liquid and an acid; then, bottles are filled with
this product. The production orders include both the required pH-number
and the quantity of bottles to be filled. Upon completion of an order, production data about the finished order is released. The PRIND Context shows
the interactions of the system with the environment. Their definitions are
found in the DIDOC Context. The basic liquid and acid are supplied continuously, whereas, the other interactions are discrete.
The bottling system can be expanded into three associated processes, as
shown in the PRIND BottlingSystem. The blending process prepares the
batches of blended product and the bottling process controls the filling of
bottles. These two processes interact through the intermittent exchange of
blended product which can be modelled with the aid of the continuous
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interaction TankPress. Another interaction between the blending and the
bottling process prevents filling the bottles whilst a new batch of blended
product is in progress. This mutual exclusion is effected through the interaction FillMutex. It includes a single object which serves as an item to be
acquired prior to refilling the tank. or filling a bottle. The blending process
aims to prepare a new batch as soon as it has received an order from the
control process. Batch orders are compiled from the incoming production
orders and include the required bottle size, the number of bottles to be
filled and the pH-number. The bottling process can be made active through
releasing a fillOrder which informs the process about the bottle size and the
number of bottles to be filled. The output production data is based on the
average pH and bottling weight received from the blending and bottling
process after their orders have been completed. The definitions of the
interactions and processes just mentioned will be found in the DIDOC
BottlingSystem. The interaction definitions are presented without comment,
as it is felt that they are self-explanatory. The definition of the bottling
control process is also straight forward and can be understood from the
previous description. The other two processes still need to be refined.
As shown in the PRIND Blending, the blending process can be divided into
five processes, two control processes and three physical processes. Already
during its initiation, the batch control process aims to obtain the object
fillMutex in order to prevent the bottling process from pre-emptive filling.
Next, it waits for a new batch order from the bottling control process, after
arrival of which, it sends a new setpoint to the pH-control process and calculates the required target volume from the order just received. The process
must take into account that the batch size may be larger than the volume of
the tank, in which case, the batch must be produced in stages. Both control
processes form part of a control loop. The pH-control process is continuously supplied with the current pH-value, as measured by the tank process.
From this value, the position of the pH-valve is determined. As defined in
the DIDOC Blending, this position can be either open, dribble or closed. The
interaction PHStatus shows whether the pH is within the specified range or
not and communicates the pH value attained. The tank process also measures the current tank contents which will be used by the batch control process to determine when the volume valve should be closed. Both valve
processes interact with the tank process in a strictly physical manner. It
may seem a unusual to model a valve as a process, but this follows from
the fact that a valve is constantly converting a differential pressure into a
flow rate. As soon as the tank has been filled, the object fillMutex is
released and is not required until the tank contents reaches a critical level.
The PRIND Bottling shows the expansion of the bottling process. The filling
control process monitors the supply, the filling and the removal of bottles.
It activates the bottle supply process by ordering it to move the next bottle
into the filling section. As soon as the empty bottle arrives, the control process is signalled by the supply process. The filling control process responds
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by acquiring the object fillMutex prior to opening the valve in the filling
section and checking the net weight continuously. When the required
weight has been reached the filling valve is closed, the object fillMutex is
released and the bottle removal process is activated. After the filling section
has been cleared, the removal process gives a 'ready' signal. The release of
filling data by the filling control process indicates that the bottling process
is waiting for its next order. The documentation of the processes and
interactions is found in the DIDOC Bottling.

7.1.2 The Simulation Program
The simulation program has been divided into four modules. The module
'botDef' contains the type definition layer, while the modules 'botCon' and
'bOtEqp' form the process definition layer and the module 'botSim' describes
the activation layer.
The creation of the module 'botDef' is quite straightforward. Most discrete
interactions can be modelled as a 'message' and, thus, require the introduction of an extended item. The discrete interactions NextBottle, EmptyBotAvail, FilledBotAvail and BottleReady exchange empty objects and, consequently, can be converted to a 'sema'. The objects pHRange and
weightRange must be coqverted to real types, since they cannot be
represented by a subrange of those types. The extended item pHData is used
for converting both the interaction BatchData and SetPH. The object
involved in the continuous interaction PHStatus has been declared as the
type status. The 'trig' in this declaration is needed to prevent the receiving
process from 'busy waiting'; for the same reason, the type 'valPos' contains
the field 'trg'.
The specification model must have made a clear distinction between the control processes and physical processes. The module structure of the simulation program reflects this distinction in an even more pronounced way. The
module 'botCon' contains the declarations of the control processes, whereas,
the module 'botEqp' defines all the physical processes. It should be noted
that this separation nicely meets the requirements for easy conversion of
simulation programs into control programs.
The simulation process 'bottleControl' follows the same pattern as its companion in the specification model and does not need to be explained.
Converting the process 'batchControl' is not very complicated either,
although a few remarks should be made here. The inspection of 'curVolum'
must be done intermittently according to the predefined time intervals 'controlTime' and 'checkTime' in order to prevent 'busy waiting'. For the same
reason, the continuous examination of the object pHStatus is replaced by a
conditional wait structure, it requires the introduction of the function
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'pHReached'. The type 'tally' - which is used for maintaining an average
pH - is provided by S84, as are the procedures 'reset' and 'update'. Instead
of releasing the batch data in the way presented, another option could have
been to apply the S84 procedure 'reportDcd'; then, the data could have been
sent to either the terminal or a file.
The simulation process 'pHControl' solves the problem of 'busy waiting' in
much the same way as the two previous processes. It intermittently checks
whether the current pH value is still within range, where the width of the
range is determined by the constant 'tolerance'. The setpoint is updated by
the process 'updateStp'. The structure of the process body has to be altered
slightly in order to prevent the process from sending the object valPosPH
unnecessarily. This also explains the introduction of the boolean variable
'dribble'.
The simulation process 'fillControl', finally, does not contain any new constructions and it is presented without further comment.
The specification i model did not give any detailed information of the physical processes; in fact, the model only mentioned their existence. The simulation model, though, needs an explicit description of their behaviour. The
module 'botEqp' contains these descriptions.
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Figure 7.1.1 The simulated pH-curve.
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The process 'tank' simulates the dynamics of the blend in the tank. These
dynamics are based on the simultaneous differential equations defined in the
function 'dVidT'. The separate volumes of liquid and acid, represented by
volum[1] and volum[2] respectively, are calculated from these equations.
Together with the procedure 'watchVi', the function 'dVidT' includes the
behaviour of a so-called continuous process, a 'coproc'. A more detailed
explanation on the use of 'coprocs' can be found in Rooda et al. (1984). The
procedure 'watch Vi' contains a number of update actions and is called a.t a
certain frequency. Quite obviously, the accuracy of the integration depends
on this frequency. The most important task of the procedure 'watchVi' is
calculating the current volume and the current pH. The pH calculation is
based on the curve presented in Figure 7.1.1; where: xAcid indicates the
ratio between the volume of acid and the volume of liquid [Shinskey, 1979].
The procedure 'maintains' the current pressure in the bottom of the tank
too.
The processes 'pHValve', 'volumValve' and 'fillValve' have all been worked
out according to the same principle. As soon as they receive a signal that a
new valve position is available, they adjust the outgoing flow. Calculating
the variable 'phiBal' is expressed in the form that flow is proportional to the
square root of the differential pressure over the valve. The constant
'pressToFlow' represents the proportional factor.
The processes 'bottleSupply' and 'bottleRemoval' simulate the movements
of bottles and the process 'weighing' represent the place where the bottle is
filled. This process defines a continuous process too, in which the incoming
flow 'phiBal' is integrated to the weight.
The simulation program shows two more interactions than the specification
model, namely, via the shared variable 'phiBal' between the processes 'tank'
and 'fi11Valve' and via the parameter 'weight' of the process 'bottleRemoval'. Respectively, these extensions are caused by the fact that calculating
the volume in the tank requires the rate of outgoing flow and, that the
weight must be reset after a bottle has been removed. The latter problem
could have been solved by resetting the weight in the process 'fillControl',
too. This solution, however, would have added an artificial element to the
control activity.
The module 'botSim' contains the declarations of all global variables
required, their initiation and the activation of the processes. Attention must
be paid to the sequence in which the processes are activated. A wrong
activation order may cause a program to be cancelled because not all variables were initiated yet. The simulation experiment is started by sending
the item 'testOrder' to the process 'bottleControl'. The experiment ends as
soon as the corresponding production data has been received. The output
generated by the program is shown in the table below.
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Title
avCont
avPH

Obs
17
2

Reset at
+0.000
+0.000

TALLYs
Average
Est.st.dv
+35.153
+0.063
+6.745
+0.003

Minimum
+35.020
+6.743

Maximum
+35.254
+6.746

The simulation program presented in Appendix III does not contain any
statements for obtaining graphic output from the experiment, since they
would only have confused the conversion. The original program, though,
did include these statements and produced the picture shown in Figure
7.1.2.

Figure 7.1.2 Graphical simulation of the Bottling System.

7.2 The Elevator System

The second case study concerns an elevator system consisting of a pair of
cars. The configuration of the system has been drawn in Figure 7.2.1. Due
to the nature of the problem - both cars may serve each floor and, thus,
must operate under mutual exclusion - great care has to be paid to the
design of a proper control strategy.
The following sections will discuss, firstly, the specification model of the
system, and secondly, the simulation program which enabled the validation
of the control strategy developed and, finally, the coritrol program. This
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latter runs on a personal computer, and is used to control a scale model of
the elevator system. The PRINDs, DIDOCs and programs referred to in this
section have been included in Appendix IV.

v
floor 3 _ _

floor 2 __
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b.
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floor 0 __
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Figure 7.2.1 The Elevator System.

7.2.1 The Specification Model
One of the first issues to be considered is how to recognize the system's
interactions with its environment. At first sight, this seems to be rather
trivial. Passengers are transported by the system and, thus, can be considered as passive elements. From this point of view, the system exchanges
passengers with the environment. Passengers, on the other hand, can also be
considered as active elements, as they make demands on the elevator system
and choose their destinations. This duality can be solved by assuming that
the generation of requests and destinations are outside the system's boundaries. This explains the PRIND Context. Passengers, as well as, their
requests and destinations are modelled as passive elements and are
exchanged in a discrete manner. The DIDOC Context shows how the
different objects are compiled.
The process 'elevatorSystem' can be expanded. Its PRIND contains only two
processes, 'elevatorControl' and 'car', the latter being provisionally
modelled as 'physical'. The pattern of interaction between these processes,
and the car movements resulting from it, can be explained as follows: each
time the car approaches a floor, it sends a commandRequest to the
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elevatorControl. The elevatorControl replies with a carCommand indicating
whether the car should continue moving 'up' or 'down', or should 'stop' at
this floor. As soon as it has stopped and its doors are opened, it sends a new
command request; the next command can be a command to continue in
either direction, or a second stop command - when a request for the opposite direction has been assigned - or, the command 'none' (which means
that no task is available yet). In the latter case, the car will wait stationary
for a signal from the control process to say that a new task may be available. In response to this signal, the car will release a new commandRequest.
The definitions of the processes and interactions, just mentioned, can be
found in the DIDOC ElevatorSystem.
The process 'elevatorControl' includes a circular arrangement, called 'routing', which retains all the current tasks of the system. Each car is associated
with one set of tasks - composed of destinations and requests of passengers
- that have been assigned to that car. Figure 7 .2.2 shows the structure of
the routing list when the system comprises two cars and four floors.
destination [2]
destination

[1]

request
floor 3
sector

up

I

~

floor 2

0

down
floor 2

J

CD

floor 1

~

®

floor 1

@

_)
floor 0

Figure 7.2.2 The routing list.
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The index 'carPosition' is related to both the floor number and the direction
in which the car moves. The field 'carDest' indicates if a car must stop at
that carPosition, i.e. if the position is a member of the set of tasks of one of
the cars. The fields 'carRequest' shows the requests at the different floors
which have not been assigned yet. The field 'floor' retains the corresponding
floor number in order to avoid repetitive calculations. The value of the field
'sector', lastly, can be either zero or any of the car numbers. In the case of
the former value, the position has not been claimed yet, whereas in all the
other cases, it belongs to the sector of the car with the corresponding
number. Claiming a sector is part of the control strategy and it is necessary
to prevent 'bunching'. 'Bunching' is the phenomenon of two or more cars
travelling in phase over a certain period.
The control strategy governs the way how the different requests are
assigned to cars. An review of various control strategies can be found in
Barney and Do Santos ( 1977). The strategy chosen in this case is known as
the 'longest route strategy' which aims to keep the cars travelling in the
same direction as far as possible. This also explains the data structure of the
routing. Each time the control process receives a commandRequest, it starts
to update the current position of the car in question whenever that car is
moving. Next, it inspects the corresponding position in the routing to see
whether a destination or an unclaimed request is available. If so, the field
'carRequest' is reset, a carCommand is generated and the search is terminated. Otherwise, the next position in the routing is inspected.
Apparently, the search must be terminated also when it returns to the
current car position, in which case, the carCommand 'none' is generated.
Another situation requiring attention occurs when the search arrives at the
position on the same floor from the opposite direction. At that point, the
original sector must be released and if a task is found in either of the successive positions of the routing, the current car position must be changed to
this position. After the search has been completed, a new sector is claimed
and the carCommand is released.
In the model above, the process 'car' was modelled physically, none-theless, it would seem to be in the interest of a proper understanding of the
control strategy to provide some further specification. For this reason, the
DIDOC contains an additional description of the process which reflects the
behaviour of the car from a control point of view. In the simulahon model,
the definition should be replaced by a process simulating the car movements
and in the control program it will appear as the process containing the
interface bet wcen the control and the actual car. As a result, the definition
does not include any detailed 'operations' involving passengers, since
'handling' them cannot be considered as a control task. The operation of the
process has already been explained in relation to the process 'elevatorControl'.
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7.2.2 The Simulation Program
Analogous to the program structure of the previous case, the simulation
program of the elevator system can be divided into four modules. Again,
the module 'eleDef' comprises the type definition layer, the modules 'eleCon' and 'eleEqp' form the process definition layer and the module 'eleSim'
describes the activation layer.
The first part of the type definition module follows almost directly from
the specification model. Quite obviously, the interactions Request and Destination require the declaration of extended items. The interactions Passengersln and PassengersOut, on the other hand , are of no concern to the simulation model and consequently have been left out. The second part contains
a few new declarations of which the extended item 'genComm' is most
important. The others have been introduced for reasons of programming.
The object type 'genComm', and its accompany ing declarations, is associated
with the message 'genCommM' which is used to activate the random generation of destinations each time the doors of a car are opened. The object conveys the current car position and the information to show whether a
request for the current direction is available or not, to the generator process.
The module 'eleCon' contains a definition of the process 'elevatorControl'.
The structure of this process closely resembles t he structure of its counterpart in the specification model. The processes 'updateDest' and 'updateReq'
represent conversions of the exceptions 'updateDestination' and 'updateRequest'. The function 'newCarMode' determines the next 'carMode' based
upon the new and the current position in the routing. Conversion of the
process body is rather straightforward; only a few additions are required to
complete the definition. It should be noticed that the sector size has been set
to four and that sectors are selected according to a dynamic strategy. Each
time the car passes, a floor it releases the position just passed and attempts
to claim the next four positions sequentially . A conversion of t he physical
processes appeared to be uncomplicated too. The declaration of the process
'car' followed the same pattern as the additional description of this process
given in the specification model; several 'hold ' statements have been
included in order to simulate the operations and movements of the car. The
TextStatement 'make passengers enter and leave' has been replaced by the
procedure 'signalDoorsOpen', which sends an object of the type 'genComm'
to the proceSs 'carPanel '. This process responds by generating new destinations for the corresponding car. Please note that the process takes into
account whether the car has stopped for a request or not. In the former case,
up to four destinations may be generated; where.as in the latter case, this
number is limited to two. At each floor an instance of the process 'fi.oorPanel' takes care of the random generation of requests. Through the parameter 'chance', it is possible to vary the pattern of arrivals over the floors.
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Figure 7.2.3 Graphical simulation of the Elevator System.
The module 'eleSim' contains a declaration of all the global variables, their
initiation and the activation of the processes. This module is mentioned
without further comment. When the program, as listed in Appendix IV is
compiled and executed, it will not produce any output. The original pro-gram, though, included statements to obtain graphical output f rom the
simulation experiment. Figure 7.2.3 gives an impression of this. Animation
of this diagram , makes it possible to detect deficiencies in the strategy; such
as: the phenomenon of bunching, for example, which has been descr ibed earlier.

7.2.3 The Control Program
The module structure of the control program is identical to that of the
simulation program. The module 'eleDef ' provides the type definitions. It
imports the module 's84Utl' which contains all the extensions of ROSKIT
assumed in Chapter 6. In contradiction to the simulated version, this
module lacks the declarations associated with the object type 'genComm'.
These declarations have been removed because the program no longer needs
to generate its own destinations. The module 'eleCon' differs little from its
simulation counterpart: the control version imports different modules, and
it uses the procedures 'putMesg' and 'getMesg' instead of 'giveMesg' and
'takeMesg'. The modules 'eleEqp' and 'eleRos', however, require less simple
conversions.
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The processes defined in the module 'eleEqp' describe the interactions with
the external processes. The process 'car' forms the interface with the car
motor, the door motor and the lamps on the floors which indicate the direction of the car and the request buttons that have been pressed. The speed
of the car motor is controlled via a D/ A convertor so that it can be set to
full or half speed in either direction. When the process receives a stop command, it awaits the operation of the approach contact before switching the
motor to half speed. The motor is switched off as soon as the position contact is operated. Further actions include opening the doors and resetting the
lamps. And, finally, the process waits in order to allow passengers to enter
or leave. The other commands are handled in a similar way.
The process 'floorPanel' constitutes the environment for one or two
instances of the process 'arrows' which are associated with the request button on each floor. The purpose of the process 'arrows' is to detect whether a
button has been pressed, if it has been the lamp in the button is lit and a
request is passed to the process 'elevatorControl'. The process 'carPanel'
establishes a similar function. It creates an instance of the process 'button'
for each destination button and recognizes whether it is being pressed or
not.
---- - ----------- ---- - - --- - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - r
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Figure 7.2.4 The scale model of the Elevator System.
The module 'eleRos', finally, contains the declaration and initiation of the
global variables and the activation of the processes involved. Not all variables are initiated however. As can be seen in the listing, the module leaves
the inputs and outputs still undefined. This can be explained as follows: up
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to now, it has been assumed that the ROSKJT could easily be extended with
the facilities offered by the module 's84Utl'. Although such extension
would indeed have been possible, it appeared to be more practical to create
an extended version of ROSKIT in Modula2 rather than adapt the current
Modular Pascal version. The new version provides an exact copy of the
interface, as provided by an extended version in Modular Pascal. As a
result, the control program presented in Appendix IV has been compiled
only. The operational version of the program was written in Modula2 and
runs on a personal computer. Figure 7.2.4 shows a picture of the scale
model.

7.3 Other applications
The process interaction approach has been applied successfully to a variety
of cases. A few of them will be mentioned for further illustration.
Some major examples, in the field of production and machines control, were
the development of a transport and storage system for a bicycle-tyre factory [Arentsen, 1981 ], the simulation of a modular internal transport system [Miert, 1984; Pont, 1984; Bergkamp, 1985], and the simulation and
control of a power-and-free conveyor system [Toet, 1986]. Another concerned the control of an automated machine for building up and breaking
down a stack of pallets [Rooda, Boot, 1986].
In the are.a of distribution and transportation, some characteristic examples
have included an examination of the operational characteristics of closedloop conveyors [Rooda, Nawijn, 1980; Nawijn, Rooda, 1982], a strategic
study concerning coal transshipment [Rooda, Schilden, 1982], an analysis
and simulation of a flower auction [Rooda et al., 1982], and the development of a planning system for various combinations of public transport services [Stiphout, 1983].
·
Other examples have included the development of an architecture of
loosely-coupled processors [Vuurboom, 1984) and the simulation of a local
area network in a highly automated production environment [Welmer,
1985].
Some recent (unpublished) case studies include the development of an order
picking system for a dairy factory, and a feasibility study for a conveyor
and storage system for fibre products.

Chapter 8

A Reflection
"Ik weet het niet", sprak heer Ollie dromerig.
"Het is mij vreemd te moede. Soros denk ik,
dat ik het weet, maar nee, als ik dan even nadenk,
weet ik het niet, als je begrijpt wat ik bedoel".
[Toonder, 1973]

This study introduced the concepts of process and interaction as a world
view for modelling industrial systems. The considerable experience gained
so far, demonstrated that the process interaction approach did indeed provide a suitable abstraction for the development of such systems. Its power
springs from the distinction between the cyclic, reversible phenomena (the
processes) and the non-cyclic, irreversible phenomena (the interactions) in
an industrial system. A system no longer needs to be modelled as a single
sequence of events, but it can be divided into a number of simultaneously
operating work cycles which can be considered independently. As a result,
it became possible to establish an integration between all kinds of activity
throughout the system, varying from machine operations to production control.
With respect to the integration of the tools, it must be concluded that there
exist considerable 'gaps' between them. A number of these gaps are purely
cosmetic, others have a more fundamental nature. Cosmetic gaps result
from the fact that the tools do not support the same set of primitives.
ROSKIT, for example, did not provide 'objects', nor did it support the
interaction primitives 'message' and 'trig'. The conversion of exceptions
from 086 to ROSKIT was rather complicated too, and largely depended on
the actual application, whereas, their conversion to S84 was not possible at
all. Making the languages of the tools more compatible, could remove many
obstacles. Actually, all these inconveniences can be understood from the
different back.grounds of the tools. Originally, S84 was developed in order
to overcome the inability of Operations Research techniques to handle the
stochastic nature of operations in complex industrial systems. Later, simulation not only appeared to be a powerful tool for analyzing existing systems, but for predicting the performance of systems under development too.
As a result, S84 gradually changed from an analysis to a design environment: new systems were modelled in terms of simulation programs, so that
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the strategies devised could be tested immediately. These programs, however, were often hard to explain to the potential user of a system, because
the user and the designer spoke a different language. This experience instigated the development of D86 in order to obtain an independent tool for
specification. Firstly, this tool had to provide a common base of understanding between the user and the designer, and secondly, it had to produce
models that could serve as a starting point for simulation. The first requirement could be met by developing a way of representing systems which was
infonnal and qualitative in nature and, would recall associations with the
real world instead of computer programs. The second requirement could be
fulfilled by choosing the concepts of process and interaction as a world view
for modelling. During the same period, the real-time control package
ROSKIT became operational. This pack.age was based on the concept of
processes and interactions too, and its purpose was to provide an answer to
the problems encountered when using PLCs for machine control. The successful application of the tools, and the parallels between them, suggested
to apply them throughout the entire development process of automated
industrial systems, so that the models produced in one phase could serve as
a starting point for the successive ones.
Gaps with a more fundamental nature result from the different purposes of
the tools and, therefore, they will be hard to remove. In some cases, however, a gap can be bridged by introducing an automatic conversion replacing
the necessary handwork. The conversion of 'objects' into 'extended items',
for example, and the declaration of the functions and procedures associated
with tht>m, can be accomplished in this way. However, the positive effects
of automatic conversions should not be overrated. Munneke ( 1985 ), for
instance, aimed to accomplish an automatic conversion of D86 specification
models into S84 simulation programs which could reduce the necessary
handwork to a minimum. On first sight, his efforts seemed to be rather successful, since it was relatively easy to convert all the explicit statements
and to produce a framework for the processes involved. These conversions,
on the other hand, did not turn the specification model into a simulation
program. The informal texts used in the specification, as well as the physical processes, still had to be converted. These translations not only involved
a lot of handwor&, but could demand a modification of the structure originally generated, too. Similar attempts were made by Schulein ( 1985) using
an applicative language for the specification and the validation model,
instead of an imperative one [Joosten, 1984]. These attempts, however,
rt>vealed the same problems.
When considering these problems more deeply, it had to be concluded that
they arose from the different natures of specification and simulation. Simulation modelling demands a knowledge of how to model the real world in
terms of a computer program, a quality not required for specification. A
specification model allows for a much fuzzier, less explicit way of modelling
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without becoming ambiguous, since both the writer and the readers of the
model already 'know' the real world. The context for simulation is dictated
by the computer, whereas, the context for specification is formed by the
perception of human beings. Similar discrepancies were found when converting a specification or simulation model into a control program, because
writing control programs nx:iuires a specific knowledge of how to implement
the interactions with the real world using the hardware applied.
This study dealt with the automation of industrial systems from the
viewpoint of machines and production control and it concluded that the
process interaction approach permits the desired integration. The tools, on
the other hand, need to be tuned better. At this moment, however, it is
known insufficiently well which gaps can be removed and which ones will
remain. Further research and still more experience are required to answer
this question. The context of travelling has changed and, inevitably, this
invites for new challenging journeys into the country of industrial automation.
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Appendix I

S84 Quick Reference Manual

This appendix contains a summary of the declarations provided by S84 and
it aims to be a quick reference manual. They are defined in the modules
s84Def and s84, where: the module s84Def exports all the type definitions
and the module s84 exports all he procedures and functions. Here, the contents of both modules have been mixed for the ease of reading.
Elements

type elem = ?;
pElem = Telem;
item = elem;
pltem
pElem;
pElem;
proc
function elemTitle (pe: pElem): alfa;
function timeln (pe: pElem): real;
function isAlive (pe: pElem): boolean;

function newltem (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
Size: integer): pltem;

procedure delltem (pi: pltem);
Processes
function current: proc;
function time: real;
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function instantiate (
procedure course (procedure ini);
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
stack.Size: integer; fig: pFigure): proc;
procedure activate (pe: proc; t: real);
procedure passivate;
procedure cancel (pe: proc);
procedure hold (t: real);
function isldle (pe: proc): boolean;
function isActive (pe: proc): boolean;
function isBusy (pe: proc): boolean;
Queues
type queue

=

?;

procedure iniQueue (
var q: queue;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
fig: pFigure);
procedure toQueue (var q: queue; pe: pElem);
procedure pushQueue ( var q: queue; pe: pElem);
function fromQueue (var q: queue): pElem;
function firstQueue (const q: queue): pElem;
function queueA vail (const q: queue): integer;
type prio

=

?;
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procedure iniPrio (
var pq: prio;
const title: pa.eked array [integer] of char;
fig: pFigure);
procedure toPrio (var pq: prio; pe: pElem; key: real);
function fromPrio (var pq: prio): pElem;
function firstPrio (const pq: prio): pElem;
function fromThisPrio ( var pq: prio; key: real): pElem;
function firstThisPrio (const pq: prio; key: real): pElem;
function prioA vail (const pq: prio): integer;
Continuous processes
type coproc

?·
.,

function install (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
function dXidT (
i: integer; t: real;
const x: array [integer] of real): real;
procedure watchdog (
currCp: coproc;
const x: array [integer] of real);
var state: array [integer] of real;
wdFreq, maxStep, minStep, maxError: real;
fig: pFigure): coproc;
procedure start (cp: coproc);
procedure stop (cp: coproc);
procedure kill (cp: coproc);
procedure noWatchdog (
cp: coproc;
const x: array [integer] of real);
begin(* dummy procedure*) end;
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Synchronizations
type sema

?·
.,

procedure iniSema (
var s: sema;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
init: integer; fig: pFigure);
procedure p (var s: sema);
procedure v ( var s: sema);
function semaAvail(const s: sema): integer;
type sync

?·
.,

procedure iniSync (
var s: sync;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
fig: pFigure);
procedure takeSync ( var s: sync; n: integer);
procedure giveSync (var s: sync; n: integer);
function syncAvail (const s: sync): integer;
type mutex

?·
.,

procedure iniMutex (
var m: mutex;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
initval: integer; fig: pFigure);
procedure takeMutex (var m: mutex; n: integer);
procedure giveMutex (var m: mutex; n: integer);
function mutexA vail (const m: mutex): integer;
type mesg

?·
.,
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procedure iniMesg (
var m: mesg;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
fig: pFigure);
function takeMesg (var m: mesg): pltem;
procedure giveMesg (var m: mesg; p: pltem);
function firstMesg (const m: mesg): pltem;
function mesgA vail (const m: mesg): integer;
type coop

= ?;

procedure iniCoop (
var c: coop;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
fig: pFigure);
function takeCoop ( var c: coop): proc;
procedure giveCoop (var c: coop; pe: proc);
function firstCoop (const c: coop): proc;
procedure waitCoop (var c: coop);
function coopA vail (const c: coop): integer;
type trig

=

?;

procedure iniT rig (
var t: trig;
const title: packed array [integer] of char);
procedure wait ( var t: trig);
procedure waitCond ( var t: trig; function condition: boolean);
procedure signal ( var t: trig);
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Data Colllection
?;
dcd;

type dcd
count

procedureiniCount(
var c: count;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
low, high, init: real; fig: pFigure);

type accu

=

dcd;

procedure iniAccu (
var a: accu;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
low, high: real; fig: pFigure;

type tally

=

dcd;

procedure iniTally (
var t: tally;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
low, high: real; fig: pFigure);

type histo

dcd;

procedure iniHisto (
var h: histo;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
lower, upper: real; ncels: integer;
low, high: real; fig: pFigure);
procedure update ( var d: dcd, value: real);
procedure resetDcd (var d: dcd);
procedure resetAUDcds;
procedure reportDcd (var repf: text; const d: dcd);
procedure reportAUDcds ( var repf: text);
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function dcdTitle (const d: dcd): alfa;
function dcdObs (const d: dcd): integer;
function dcdResetAt (const d: dcd): real;
function dcdValue (const d: dcd): real;
function dcdMinimum (const d: dcd): real;
function dcdMaximum (const d: dcd): real;
function dcdLastUpdate (const d: dcd): real;
function dcdA verage (const d: dcd): real;
function dcdEstStdDev (const d: dcd): real;
Random Number Generation
type dist
= ?;
distType = (constant, erlang, negexp,
normal, poisson, uniform);
procedure iniDist (var d: dist; k.ind: distType; a, b: real);
procedure resetDist ( var d: dist);
function realSample ( var d: dist): real;
function intSample (var d: dist): integer;
Han dies
type alfa

packed array [0 .. 11] of char;

function cone (const s, t: packed array [integer] of char): alfa;
function edit (
const s: packed array [integer] of char;
i: integer): alfa;
function mak.eAlfa (const s: packed array [integer] of char): alfa;
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Tracing
type status

=

(on, sometimes, off);

procedure trace ( var f: text; stat: status);
procedure procTrace (p: proc; stat: status);
function tracing: boolean;

Graphics
type color

figure
pFigure

(black, red, green, yellow,
blue, magenta, cyan, white);
?;
~figure;

function grafic: pFigure;
function newGraficElem (
const title: packed array [integer] of char): pElem;
procedure changeColor (pe: pElem; newColor: color);
procedure s84ged;
procedure instalEditor (procedure edit);
procedure loadDrawing (const s: packed array [integer] of char);

Main Program
procedure iniS84;

Appendix II

ROSKIT Quick Reference Manual

This appendix contains a quick reference manual of the ROSKJT version
available for M6809, M68000 en PDPl 1 processors.
program basys;
type #ioBit

=

0 .. ?;

function #getBit (bitNr: ioBit): boolean;
procedure #putBit (bitNr: ioBit; state: boolean);
begin
load modules
end.
==================================================~==========

program parlel (basys);

type #extemalException = ( timeOut, abort, kill);
exception #xTimeOut;
type #alfa
= packed array [1..8] of char;
#proc
= l procRecord;
procRecord = ?;
#priority = 1 .. 255;
(* 0 - priority interrupt-handlers
1 - highest priority processes
255 - lowest priority processes *)
function #makeAlfa (const s: packed array [integer] of char): alfa;
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function #newProcess (
procedure work (procedure iniWork);
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
prio: priority;
dataStack, returnStack: integer): proc;
var #root: proc;

function #currentProcess: proc;
procedure #start (p: proc);
begin(* This body is really empty*) end;
procedure #activate (p: proc);
procedure #passivate;
procedure #waitForChild (p: proc);
procedure #waitForAllChildren;
procedure #changePriority (newPrio: priority);
procedure #forceException (p: proc; exc: externalException);
?·
.,

type #sema

procedure #iniSema (
var s: sema;
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
iniVal: integer);

function #plfFree ( var s: sema): boolean;
procedure #p ( var s: sema);
procedure #v ( var s: sema);

type #ccr

=

?;
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procedure #iniCcr (
var c: ccr;
const title: packed array [integer] of char);
procedure #enterCcr (var c: ccr):
procedure #awaitCcr (var c: ccr; function b: boolean);
procedure #leaveCcr (var c: ccr):
type #intType
= (nmi, irq, firq);
#intrptEntry = ?;

(* M6809 *)
(:1: M68000, PDPll *)

procedure #connectHandler (
procedure handler;
t: intType);
(* M6809 *)
procedure #connectHandler (
procedure handler;
var ent: intrptEntry;
vect: integer);
(:1: M68000, PDPJ 1 :1:)
begin
start(root, ('ROSKIT', 10, ?, ?))
end.
======================~====================================

program clock (basys, parlel);

type #dayTime

record
month, day, minute, ticks: integer
end;
#timeText =packed array [1..12] of char;
(*Example: '03-dec 10:40' *)
=

function #getTime: dayTime;
function #timeString (const t: dayTime): timeText;
procedure #setTime (month, day, hour, minute: integer);
const #ticksPerSecond = 10;
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type #period
#timer
timerRecord

1 .. maxint;

i timerRecord;
?·
.,

var #currentTick: integer;
procedure #wait (p: period);

function #newTimer (p: period): timer;
procedure #stop Timer ( t: timer);
procedure #waitFor (bitNr: ioBit; state: boolean);

begin
(* start clock *)
end.

program lineio (basys, parlel);
exception #xNotAnlnteger;
type #line

record
length, curPos: integer;
buf: packed array [1..80] of char
end;

procedure #iniLine ( var 1: line);
procedure #putChar (var 1: line; c: char);
procedure #putString (
var 1: line;
const s: packed array [integer] of char);
procedure #putlnt ( var 1: line; i: integer);
procedure #putBin (var 1: line; b: integer);

function #getChar ( var 1: line): char;
function #getlnt ( var 1: line): integer;
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function #getBin ( var 1: line): integer;

procedure #outLine (var 1: line);
procedure #inLine ( var prompt, result: line; echo: boolean);
begin
(•install tty interrupt handlers*)
end.
·

program bytUtl;
function #getByte (addr: integer): integer;
procedure #putByte (addr, val: integer);
function #getWord (addr: integer): integer;
procedure #putWord (addr, val: integer);
begin end.

Appendix III

The Bottling System

ID.1 The PRINDS and DIDOCs

c:

C: llquldln

D: lnBottle

acldln

D: outBottle
PRIND Context

DIDOC Context
***Objects***
pHRange
sizeRange

@
@

[0.. 14] of rrel;
35 I 70 I 100;

***Interaction***
ProdOrder

ProdData

@

dis I object
orderNumber
num berOfBottles
pHValue
bottleSize
end;

@dis I object
orderNumber
actualPH
averageCont
end;

@
@
@
@

[O•• maxOrdNum];
integer;
pHRange;
sizeRange

@
@

[O•• maxOrdNum];
pHRange;
[0.. 100] of real

@
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lnBottle

@ dis I physical;

OutBottle

@dis I physical;

Acidln

@ con I physical;

Liquidln

@ con I physical;

*** Processes ***
bottlingSystem @ expanded;

PRIND BottlingSystem
DIOOC BottlingSystem

*** Objects ***
weightRange @ [O.•maxWeight] of real;
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*** Interactions ***
BatchOrder

@ dis I object
batchSize,
alarmVolum @ real;
new PH
@ pHRange
end;

BatchData

@ dis I pHRange

FillOrder

@ dis I object
bottleSize
amount
end;

FillData

@ dis I weightRange;

FillMutex

@dis;

TankPress

@ con I physical;

@ sizeRange;
@ integer

*** Processes ***
botControl@
process

begin
loop
take ProdOrder;
with batchOrder
do determine batchSize, alarm Volum and new PH end;
give BatchOrder;
with fillOrder
do determine bottleSize and amount end;
give FillOrder;
take BatchReady;
take FillReady;
with prodData
do update actualPH and averageCont end;
give ProdData
end
end;
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blending @expanded;
bottling @ expanded;
========================================~=

D: batchOrder

PRIND Blending
DIDOC Blending
***Interactions***
SetPH

@ dis I pHRange;

PHStatus

@con I object
@ boolean;
pH @ pHRange
end;

ok

ValPosPH

@ con I open I dribble I closed;

ValPosVolum @con I open I closed;

D: batchData
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CurPH

@

con I pHRange;

CurVolum

@

con I [O•• maxVolum] of real;

Acid

@

con I physical;

Liquid

@

con I physical;

.*** Processes ***
batchControl @
process
targetVolum.
averagePH @ real;
num be:rOfShifts@ integer;
begin
take FillMutex;
loop
take BatchOrder;
setPH := batchOrder.newPH; give SetPH;
determine numberOfShifts;
for numberOfShifts
do
determine targetVolum;
valPosVolum :=open; give ValPosVolum;
repeat takeCurVolum until curVolum >= targetVolum;
valPosVolum :=closed; give ValPosVolum;
repeat take PHStatus untilpHStatus.ok;
give FillMutex;
update averagePH;
repeat take CurVolum
until curVolum
batchOrder.alarmVolum;
take FillMutex
end;
batchData := averagePH;
give BatchData;
end
end;
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pHControl@
process
updateSetPoint @
exception
begin
take SetPH;
return
end;
begin
loop
take CurPH;
if curPH > setPH
then
pHStatus.ok := false; give PHStatus;
valPosPH :=dribble; give ValPosPH;
repeat
take CurPH;
if curPH > 1 1.O
then valPosPH := open
else valPosPH := dribble end;
give ValPosPH
until curPH = setPH;
valPosPH :=closed; give ValPosPH;
pHStatus.pH := curPH; pHStatus.ok :=true;
give PHOK
end
end
end;
pHValve

@physical;

tank.

@physical;

volumValve

@

physical;

==============~====================================~-=====
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D: flllOrder

D: flllData

D: flllMutex

PRIND Bottling
DIDOC Bottling

***Interactions***
NextBottle

@dis;

EmptyBotA vail @dis;
Empty Bottle

@ dis I physical;

ValPos

@con I open I closed;

Weight

@ con I weightRange;

FilledBotAvail

@dis;

BottleRead y

@dis;

FilledBottle

@ dis I physical;
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*** Processes ***
fillControl

@

process
counter
average Weight

@

@

integer;
real;

begin
loop
take FillOrder;
with ftllOrder

do
for counter := l to amount

do
give NextBottle;
take EmptyBotA vail;
give BottleAvail;
take FillMutex;
valvePos := open; give ValvePos;
repeat take Weight until weight= bottleSize;
valvePos :=closed; give Valvepos;
give FillMutex;
give FilledBotA vail;
update averageWeight;
take bottleReady
end
end;
fillData := averageWeight;
give FillData
end
end;
bottleSupply

@

physical;

filling

@

physical;

bottleRemoval

@

physical;
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III.2 The Simulation Program
program botDef (s84def,s84);
type #variant

(one, two);

(**type definitions DIDOC Context**)

type #pHRange
#sizeRange

=

#prodOrderRec

#prodOrder

real(* 0 .. 14 *):
35 .. 100;

record
it
ordNum,
amount
pHValue
botSize
end;
=

: item:
: integer;
: pHRange;
: sizeRange

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two : (quaOrder : iprodOrderRec)
end;

function #newProdOrder (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
oN, am: integer;
pH: pHRange; bS: sizeRange): prodOrder;
var nP: prodOrder;
begin
nP.quaJtem := newltem (title, 4);
with nP.quaOrderi
do begin
ordNum := oN;
amount:= am;
pHValue :- pH;
botSize := bS
end;
newProdOrder := nP
end;

procedure #delProdOrder (dP: prodOrder);
begin delltem (dP.qualtem) end;
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type #prodDataRec = record
: item;
it
ordNum : integer;
avPH,
avCont : real
end;
#prod.Data

=

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : phem);
two : (quaData : iprodDataRec)
end;

function #newProdData (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
oN: integer; avP, avC: real): prod.Data;
var nP: prod.Data;
begin
nP.qualtem := newltem (title, 3);
with nP.quaDatai
do begin
ordNum := oN;
avPH := avP;
avCon := avC
end;
newProdData := nP
end;
procedure #delProdData (dP: prod.Data);
begin delltem (dP.qualtem) end;
(**type definitions DIDOC BottlingSystem **)

type #weighRange

=

real;

#batOrderRec = record
: item;
it
batchSize,
alarmVolum : real;
newPH
: pHRange
end;
#batOrder

=

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two : (quaOrder : ibatOrderRec)
end;
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function #newBatOrder (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
batS, a Vol: real; nPH: pHRange): batOrder;
var nB: batOrder;
begin
nB.qualtem := newltem (title, 3);
with nB.quaOrderi
do begin
batchSize := batS;
alarmVolum := aVol;
newPH := nPH
end;
newBatOrder := nB
end;

procedure #delBatOrder (dB: batOrder);
begin delltem (dB.qualtem) end;
type #pHDataRec = record
it
: item;
value : pHRange
end;
#pHData

=

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two : (quaData : ipHDataRec)
end;

function #newPHData (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
v: pHRange): pHData;
var nPH: pHData;
begin
nPH.qualtem := newltem (title, l);
nPH.quaDatai .value:= v;
newPHData := nPH
end;
procedure #delPHData (dPH: pHData);
begin delltem (dPH.qualtem) end;
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type #fillOrderRec

#fillOrder

record
it
: item;
size
: sizeRange;
amount : integer
end;
record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two : (quaOrder : ifillOrderRec)
end;

function #newFillOrder (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
s: sizeRange; a: integer): fillSize;
var nF: fillOrder;
begin
nF.quaitem := newltem (title, 2);
nF.quaOrderi .size:= s;
nF.quaOrderi .amount := a;
newFillOrder := nF
end;
procedure #delFillOrder (dF: fillOrder);
begin delltem (dF.quaitem) end;
type #fillDataRec

#fillData

record
: item;
it
weight : weighRange
end;
record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two : (quaData : ifillDataRec)
end;

function #newFillData (
const title: packed array [integer] of char;
w: weighRange): fillData;
var nF: fillData;
begin
nF.qualtem := newltem (title, 1 );
nF.quaDatai .weight := w;
newFillData := nF
end;
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procedure #delFillData (dF: fillData);
begin delltem (dF.qualtem) end;
( ** type definitions DIDOC Blending **)

type #status

=

record
ok : boolean;
pH : pHRange;
tr : trig
end;

#position = (open, dribble, closed);
#valPos

=

record
pos : position;
trg : trig
end;

begin end.
=======================--===================~===============

program botCon (s84def, s84, botdef, math);
process #botControl (
var prodOrderM, prodDataM, batOrderM,
batDataM, fillOrderM, fillDataM: mesg);
var prO : prodOrder;
prD : prodData;
btO : batOrder;
btD : pHData;
tlO : fillOrder;
flD : fillData;
: integer;
beginproc
i := 0;
loop
prO.qualtem := takeMesg (prodOrderM);
i:+ 1;
with prO.quaOrderi
do begin
btO := newBatOrder (edit ('batOrder', i),
amount*botSize, botSize, pHValue);
giveMesg (batOrderM, btO.qualtem);
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flO := newFillOrder (edit ('fillOrder', i), botSize, amount);
giveMesg (fillOrderM, flO.quaJtem);
btD.qualtem := takeMesg (batDataM);
flD.qualtem := takeMesg (fillDataM);
prD := newProdData (edit ('prData', i), ordNum,
btD.quaDatai .value, flD.quaDatai .weight);
giveMesg (prodDataM, prD.qualtem)
end;
delProdOrder (prO)
end
endproc;

process #batchControl (
var batOrderM, batDataM, setPHM: mesg;
var pHStatus: status; var fillMutex: sema);
var curVolum: real; var valPosVolum: valPos);
const tank Vol um = 400;
controlTime = 0.1;
checkTime = 1.0;
var targetVolum,
last V ol um
: real;
nrOfFullTanks,
shiftsToGo
: integer;
btO
: batOrder;
stP, btD
: pHData;
avPH
: tally;
function pHReached: boolean;
begin pHReached := pHStatus.ok end;
beginproc
iniTally (avPH, 'pH', 0, 14, nil);
p (fillMutex);
loop
resetDcd (avPH);
btO.qualtem := takeMesg (batOrderM);
with btO.quaOrderi
do begin
stP := newPHData ('setPH', newPH);
giveMesg (setPHM, stP.qualtem);
nrOfFullTanks := trunc (batchSize/tankVolum);
lastVolum := batchSize - (nrOfFullTanks * tankVolum);
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shiftsToGo := nrOfFullTanks + 1;
while shiftsToGo > 0
do begin
if shiftsToGo > 1
then targetVolum := tankVolum
else targetVolum := lastVolum;
valPosVolum.pos :=open; signal ( valPosVolum.trg);
repeat hold (controlTime) until curVolum >= targetVolum;
valPosVolum.pos :=closed; signal (valPosVolum.trg);
waitCond (pHStatus.tr, pHReached);
v (fillMutex);
update (avPH, pHStatus.pH);
shiftsToGo:- 1;
repeat hold (checkTime)until curVolum < alarmVolum;
p (fillMutex)
end
end;
btD := newPHData ('batData', dcdAverage (avPH));
giveMesg (batDataM, btD.qualtem);
delBatOrder (btO)
end
endproc;
process #pHControl (
var setPHM: mesg; var pHStatus: status;
var valPosPH: valPos; var curPH: real);
const controlTime = 0.01;
checkTime = 1.0;
tolerance
= 0.05;

var dribbling

: boolean;
setpointPH : real;

process updateStp;

var stP: pHData;
beginproc

loop
stP.quaitem := takeMesg (setPHM);
setpointPH := stP.quaDatai .value;
delPHData (stP)
end
endproc;
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beginproc
setpointPH := 7.0;
activate (updateStp ('updateSpt', 0, nil), O);
loop
if abs (curPH - setpointPH) < tolerance
then hold (checkTime)
else begin
pHStatus.ok :=false;(* signal (pHStatus.tr); *)
valPosPH.pos :=dribble; signal (valPosPH.trg);
dribbling := true;
repeat
hold (controlTime);
if (curPH > 11.0) and dribbling
then begin
valposPH.pos :=open; signal (valPosPH.trg);
dribbling := false
end;
if (curPH <= 11.0) and not dribbling
then begin
valPosPH.pos :=dribble; signal (valPosPH.trg);
dribbling := true
end
until abs (curPH - setpointPH) < tolerance;
valPosPH.pos :=closed; signal (valPosPH.trg);
pHStatus.ok := true;
pHStatus. pH := curPH;
signal (pHStatus.tr)
end
end
endproc;
process #:fillControl (
var :fillOrderM, :fillDataM: .mesg;
var valPosBot: valPos; var weight: re.al;
var :fillMutex, nextBottle, emptyBottleA vail,
:filledBottleA vail, bottleReady: sema);
const controlTime = 0.01;

var flO
flD
avCont
counter

: :fillOrder;
: :fillData;
: tally;
: integer;
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beginproc
iniTally (avCont, 'contents', 0, 100, nil);
v (nextBottle);
loop
resetDcd (avCont);
fiO.qualtem := takeMesg (fillOrderM);
with flO.quaOrderi do
for counter := 1 to amount
do begin
p (emptyBottleA vail);
p (fillMutex);
valPosBot.pos := open; signal ( valPosBot.trg);
repeat hold (control Time) until weight >=size;
valPosBot.pos := closed; signal ( valPosBot.trg);
v (fillMutex);
update (avCont, weight);
v (filledBottleA vail);
v (nextBottle);
p (bottleReady)
end;
flD := newFillData ('fillData', dcdA verage (avCont));
giveMesg (fillDataM, fiD.qualtem);
delFillOrder (HO)
end
endproc;
begin end.

=======================================================--===
program botEqp (math, s84def, s84, botdef);
process #tank (
var phiAcid, phiLiquid, phiBal,
curPH, curVolum, tankPress: real);
const volumToPress
extraPress

=

2.5; (* p.g I A*)
2500;

var phiTank : real;
volum : array [1..2] of real;

function dVidT (
i: integer; t: real;
const volum: array [integer] of real): real;
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begin
case i of
1: dVidT := phiLiquid-(phiTank*volum[l ])/( volum[l]+volum[2]);
2: dVidT := phiAcid-(phiTank*volum[2])/(volum[I]+volum[2D
end
end;
procedure watchVi (
cp: coproc;
const volum: array [integer] of real);
var xAcid: real;
begin
phiTank := phiBal;
curVolum := volum [I]+ volum [2];
if volum [I]> 0.0
then xAcid := volum [2]/volum [ 1]
else xAcid := 0.0;
if xAcid < 0.00125
then curPH := -400 * xAcid + 11.5
else curPH := -16000 * xAcid + 31;
tankPress := extraPress + volumToPress * curVolum
end;
beginproc
phiTank := phiBal;
volum [I] := 200.0; volum [2] := 0.3;
start (install
('tanklnt', dVidT, watchVi, volum, 0.01, 0, 0, 0, nil));
passivate
endproc;

type rate

=

array [position] of real;

process #pHvalve (
var valPosPH: valPos;
var acidln, phiAcid: real);
const openRate =rate (0.6, 0.1, 0.0);
beginproc
phiAcid := 0.0;
loop
wait ( valPosPH. trg);
phiAcid := openRate [valPosPH.pos] * acidln
end
endproc;
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process #volumValve (
var valPosVolum: valPos;
var liquidln, phiLiquid: real);
const openRate =rate (1.0, 0.0, 0.0);
beginproc
phiLiquid := 0.0;
loop
wait (valPosVolum.trg);
phiLiquid := openRate (valPosVolum.pos]
end
endproc;

* liquidln

process #fillValve (
var valPosBot: valPos;
var phiBal, tankPress: real);
const openRate
rate ( 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 );
pressToFlow = 0.5; (* a..j (2/p) *)
beginproc
phiBal := 0.0;
loop
wait ( valPosBot. trg);
phiBal := openRate [valPosBot.pos] * pressToFlow
end
endproc;

* sqrt ( tankPress)

process #bottleSupply (
var nextBottle, inBottle,
emptyBottle, emptyBottleAvail: sema);
const moveinTime 1.0;
beginproc
loop
p (nextBottle);
p (inBottle);
hold (movelnTime);
v (emptyBottle);
v (emptyBottleAvail)
end
endproc;
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process #weighing
var
var
var

(
emptyBottle, filledBottle: sema;
phiBal: rea.l;
weight: array [integer] of real);

function dWdt (
i: integer; t: real;
const w: array [integerJof real): real;
begin dWdt := phiBal end;
beginproc
weight [ 1] := 0.0;
start (install (
'weightlnt', dWdt, noWatchdog,
weight, 0.01, 0, 0, 0, nil));
loop
p (emptyBottle);
v (filledBottle)
end
endproc;
process #bottleRemoval (
var filledBottleA vail, filledBot tle,
outBottle, bottleready: sema
var weight: real);
const moveOutTime = 1.0;
beginproc
loop
p (filledBot tleA vail);
p (filledBottle);
weight:= 0;
hold (moveOutTime);
v (bottleReady );
v (outBottle)
end
endproc;
begin end.
================.:.========================---~===============
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program botSim (output, s84Def, s84, botDef, botCon, botEqp);

var prod.OrderM, prod.DataM,
batOrderM, batDataM, fillOrderM,
fillDataM, setPHM
nextBottle, emptyBottleAvail,
filledBottleAvail, bottleReady,
inBottle, emptyBottle, fillMutex
filledBottle, ou tBot tle
valPosVolum, valPosPH, valPosBot
batStatus, pHStatus
curVolum, curPH, phiAcid,
phiLiquid, phiBlend,
tankPress, acidln, liquidln
weight
testOrder
testData

: mesg;

: sema;
: valPos;
: status;
: real;
: array [ 1.. 1] of real;
: prodOrder;
: prodData;

begin
iniS84; trace (output, on);
iniMesg (prod.OrderM, 'prod.OrderM', nil);
iniMesg (prod.DataM, 'prod.DataM', nil);
iniMesg (batOrderM, 'batOrderM', nil);
iniMesg (batDataM, 'batDataM', nil);
iniMesg (fillOrderM, 'fillOrderM', nil);
iniMesg (fillDataM, 'fillDataM', nil);
iniMesg (setPHM, 'setPHM', nil);
iniSerna (fillMutex, 'fillMutex', 1, nil);
iniSema (nextBottle, 'nextBottle', 0, nil);
iniSema (emptyBottleA vail, 'empBottAvail', 0, nil);
iniSema (filledBottleA vail, 'filBottAvail', 0, nil);
iniSema (bottleReady, 'bottReady', 0, nil);
iniSema (inBottle, 'inBottle', 20, nil);
iniSema (emptyBottle, 'emptyBott', 0, nil);
iniSema (filledBottle, 'filled.Bott', 0, nil);
iniSema (outBottle, 'outBottle', 0, nil);
iniTrig (valPosVolum.trg, 'volumValPos');
iniTrig (valPosPH.trg, 'pHValPos');
iniTrig ( valPosBot.trg, 'fillValPos');
iniTrig (pHStatus.tr, 'pHStatus');
addln := 0.2;
liquidln := 80.0;
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activate (pHValve ('pHValve', 0, nil,
valPosPH, acidln, phiAcid), O);
activate (volumValve ('volumValve', 0, nil,
valPosVolum, liquidln, phiLiquid), 0);
activate (fillValve ('fillValve', 0, nil,
valPosBot, phiBlend, tankPress), 0);
activate (tank ('tank', 0, nil,
phiAcid, phiLiquid, phiBlend,
curPH, curVolum, tank.Press), O);
activate (bottleSupply ('bottSupply', 0, nil,
nextBottle, inBottle,
emptyBottle, emptyBottleAvail), O);
activate (weighing ('weighing', 0, nil,
emptyBottle, filledBottle, phiBlend, weight), O);
activate (bottleRemoval ('bottRemoval', 0, nil,
:filledBottleAvail, :filledBottle,
outBottle, bottleReady, weight [I]), O);
activate (batchControl ('batchCon', 0, nil,
batOrderM, batDataM, setPHM, pHStatus,
fillMutex, curVolum, valPosVolum), O);
activate (pHControl ('pHControl', 0, nil,
setPHM, pHStatus, valPosPH, curPH), O);
activate (fillControl ('fillControl', 0, nil,
fillSizeM, fillDataM, valPosBot, weight [l],
:fillMutex, nextBottle, emptyBottleAvail,
filledBottleAvail, bottleReady ), O);
activate (botControl ('bottleCon', 0, nil,
prodOrderM, prodDataM, batOrderM,
batDataM, fillOrderM, fillDataM), 0);
testOrder := newProdOrder ('testOrder', 13, 17, 6.7, 35);
giveMesg (prodOrderM, testOrder.quaitem);
testData.quaitem := takeMesg (prodDataM);
reportAllDcds (output)
end.

Appendix IV

The Elevator System

IV.I The PRINDs and DIDOCs

0: request

0: destination

D: passengersln
[floorNumber]

0: passengersOut
[floorN umber)

PRIND Context

DIDOC Context

*** Objects ***
numberOfFloors

@

cardinal;

callDir

@

up I down;

floorNum ber

@ [ O.. num berOfFloors

number{)fCars

@

cardinal;

carNumber

@

[I..numberOfCars];

l ];
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***Interactions***
Request

@ dis I object
floor
dir
end;

@ fioorNum ber;
@ callDir

dis I object
carNr @ carNum ber;
floor @ floorNum ber
end;

Destination

@

Passengersln

@dis I array floorNumber of physical;

PassengersOut @ dis I array fioorNumber of physical;

*** Processes ***
elevatorSystem @ expanded;

===============================--======================O: destination

o:

car

Command

PRIND ElevatorSystem

o:

request

=
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DIOOC ElevatorSystem

*** Ohjects ***
* numberOfFJoors

carPosition

@ [0.. 2

carMode

@ stop I up I down I none;

3];

*** Interactions ***
TaskAvail

@ array carNumber of dis :

CommRequest @dis I carNumber;
CarCommand @array carNumber of dis I carMode;

*** Processes ***
elevatorControl @
process
currentCar @ carNum ber;
curCarMode @ array carNum ber of carMode;
@array carNumber of carPosition;
curCarPos
@ array carPosition of
routing
object
@ array carNurnber of boolean;
carDest
car Request @boolean;
@ fioorNum ber;
floor
@cardinal
sector
end;
curPos,
@ carPosition;
newPos
updateDestination@
exception
updatePosition @ carPosition;
begin
take Destination;
determine updatePosition;
routing [updatePosition].carDest [destination.carNr] := true;
if curCarMode [destination.carNr] none
then give TaskAvail [destination.carNr] end;
return
end;
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updateRequest @
exception
updatePosition@ carPosition;

begin
take Request;
determine updatePosition;
routing [updatePosition].carRequest :=true;
for each carNr do
if curCarMode [carNr] =none
then give TaskAvail [carNr] end
end;
return
end;

begin
initiate curCarPos, curCarMode and routing;
enable updateDestination, updateRequest
for loop
take CommRequest;
currentCar := commRequest;
if curCarMode [currentCar] is up or down
then
remove curCarPos [currentCar] from the sector;
curCarPos [currentCar] := next position in routing
end;
curPos := curCarPos [currentCar ];
newPos curPos;
ready:= false;
while not ready

do
if newPos is a destination for currentCar

then
determine curCarMode [currentCar];
update routing [newPos];
ready := true
elsif carRequest at newPos for currentCar and
sector not reserved
then
determine curCarMode [currentCar ];
update routing [newPos];
ready := true
else

newPos :=next position in routing;
if floor of curPos =floor of newPos

then
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if newPos # curCarPos [currentCar]
then release the sector claimed
else
curCarMode [currentCar] := none;
ready := true
end;
cur Pos := new Pos
end
end
end;
curCarPos [currentCar] := curPos;
claim a new sector;
carCommand [currentCar] := curCarMode [currentCar];
give CarCommand [currentCar]
endend
end;
car@ array carNumber of physical;

[[
process(* additional description*)
curCarMode @ mode;
begin
curCarMode := none;

loop
wait for approach signal;
commRequest := carNumber;
give CommRequest;
take CarCommand;
case carCommand of
stop : begin
if curCarMode # stop
then
slow motor down;
wait for position signal;
stop motor
open the doors;
end;
make passengers enter and leave
end;
up
: if curCarMode # up
then shut the doors and start motor upwards
else keep moving upwards end;
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down : if curCarMode # down
then shut the doors and start motor downwards
else keep moving downwards end;
none : loop
take DestAvail [carNumber] within 0;
if destA vail [carNumber] # timeOut then exit;
take RequestAvail [carNumber] within 0;
if requestAvail [carNumber] # timeOut then exit
end
end;
curCarMode := carCommand
end
end; ( * additional description *)
]]
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IV.2 The Simulation Program
program eleDef (s84Def, s84);

type #variant

=

(one, two);

(** type definitions DIDOC Context **)
6;
(arrowUp, arrowDown);
o.. num berOfFloors - 1;

const #numberOfFloors
type #callDir
#floorNum ber

record
it : item;
fir : floorNumber;
dir : callDir
end;

#requestRec

#request

=

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two: (quaReq : irequestRec)
end;

function #newRequest (fl: floorNumber; cd: callDir): request;
var rq: request;
begin
rq.qualtem := newltem ('request', 2);
rq.quaReqi .fir := fl;
rq.quaReqi .dir := cd;
newRequest := rq
end;
procedure # delRequest (rq: request);
begin delltem (rq.qualtem) end;

const #num berOfCars = 2;
type #carNumber
= 1..numberOfCars;
#destinationRec = record
it : item;
crn : carNumber;
fir : fioorNum ber
end;
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#destination

record case variant of
one : (qua]tem : pltem);
two: (quaDest : idestinationRec)
end;

function #newDestination (en: carNumber; fn: fioorNumber): destination;
var dt: destination;
begin
dt.qualtem := newltem ('destination', 2);
dt.quaDest i .cnr := en;
dt.quaDesti.flr := fn;
new Destination := dt
end;
procedure #delDestination (dt: destination);
begin delltem (dt.qualtem) end;

(** type definitions DIDOC ElevatorSystem **)
const #nrOfPos
type #carMode
#carPosition

2 * numberOfFloors 2;
(stop, up, down, none);
O.• nrOf Pos - 1;

#carCommRec

record
it : item;
md : carMode;
pos : carPosition
end;

#carComm

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two: (quaComm: TcarCommRec)
end;

function #newCarComm (cm: carMode; cp: carPosition): carComm;
var cc: carComm;
begin
cc.qualtem
newltem ('carComm', 2);
cc.quaCommT .md :=cm;
cc.quaCommT .pos := cp;
newCarComm := cc
end;
procedure #delCarComm (cc: carComm);
begin delltem (cc.qualtem) end;
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record
it : item;
cnr : carNurnber
end;

type #comrnRequestRec

#commRequest

=

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two : (quaReq : i cornmRequestRec)
end;

function #newComrnReq uest (en: carNum ber): commReq uest;
var er: commRequest;
begin
cr.qualtern := newltem ('eommRequest', I);
er.quaReqi.enr :=en;
newCornmRequest :=er
end;
procedure #delCommRequest (er: eommRequest);
begin delltem (er.qualtem) end;
(*additional type definitions*)

type #genComrnRee

#genComrn

record
it : item;
pos : carPosition;
req : boolean
end;
record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two: (quaComm: i genCommRec)
end;

function #newGenComrn (cp: earPosition; rq: boolean): genComm;
var gc: genComm;
begin
ge.qualtem := newltem ('genCornm', 2);
gc.quaCommi .pos := ep;
ge.quaCommi .req := rq;
newGeuComm := ge
end;
procedure #delGenComm (gc: genComm);
begin delltem (ge.qualtem) end;
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type #commMesg
#task Trig

array [carNumber] of mesg;
array [carNumber] of trig;

begin end.

program eleCon (s84def, s84, eleDef);
process #elevatorControl (
var requestM, destinationM, commRequestM: mesg;
var carCommM: commMesg;
var taskAvail: taskTrig);
var curCarPos
curCarMode
routing

array (carNumber] of carPosition;
array [carNumber] of carMode;
array [carPosition] of
record
carDest
: array [carNumber] of boolean;
carRequest : boolean;
floor
: fioorNum ber;
sector
: integer
end;

process updateDest;
var dt
: destination;
dFloor : integer;
beginproc
loop
dt.qualtem := takeMesg (destinationM);
with dt.quaDestT
do begin
dFloor := fir - routing [curCarPos [crn]].floor;
if dFloor > 0
then begin
routing [fir ].carDest [cm] := true;
signal ( taskA vail [crn])
end else
if dFloor < 0
then begin
routing [(nrOfPos-fir) mod nrOfPos].carDest [cm]:= true;
signal ( taskA vail [cm])
end
end;
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delDestination (dt);
end
endproc;
process updateReq;
var rq: request;
i : integer;
beginproc
loop
rq.qualtem takeMesg (requestM);
with rq.quaRegT do
if dir = arrowUp
then routing [fir ].carRequest :=true
else routing [(nrOfPos-fir) mod nrOfPos].carRequest :=true;
i := 1 to num berOfCars do signal ( taskA vail [i]);
delRequest (rq)
end
endproc;

for

function newCarMode (newPos, curPos: carPosition): carMode;
var dPos: integer;
begin
dPos :=routing [newPos].floor - routing [curPos].floor;
if dPos = 0
then newCarMode := stop else
if dPos > 0
then newCarMode := up else newCarMode := down
end;
const sectorSize = 4;

var secPos, newPos, curPos
i, j
ready
er
cc

: carPosition;
: integer;

: boolean;
: commRequest;
: carCommand;

beginproc
for i := 1 to numberOfCars
do begin
curCarPos [i] := 0;
curCarMode [i] := none
end;
for j := 0 to nrOfPos - l do
with routing [j]
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do begin
for i := 1 to num berOfCars do carDest [i] := false;
carRequest := false;
if j < numberOfFloors
then floor := j
else floor := nrOf Pos j;
sector:= 0
end;
activate (updateDest ('updateDest', 0, nil), O);
activate (updateReq ('updateReq', 0, nil), O);
loop
cr.quaitem := tak.eMesg (commRequestM);
with er .q uaReq i
do begin
if (curCarMode [cnr] =up) or (curCarMode [cnr] =down)
then begin
if routing [curCarPos [cnr ]].sector := cnr
then routing [curCarPos [cnr]].sector := O;
curCarPos [cnr] := (curCarPos [cnr] + 1) mod nrOfPos
end;
curPos := curCarPos [cnr];
newPos := curPos;
ready := false;
while not ready do
if routing [newPos].carDest [cnr]
then begin
if routing [newPos].carRequest
then routing [newPos].carRequest :=false;
curCarMode [cnr] := newCarMode (newPos, curPos);
if curCarMode [cnr] = stop
then routing [newPos].carDest [cnr] := false;
ready :=true
end
else
if ((routing [newPos].sector = O) or
(routing [newPos].sector cnr))
and routing [newPos].carRequest
then begin
routing [newPos].carRequest :=false;
curCarMode [cnr] := newCarMode (newPos, curPos);
if curCarMode [cnr] < > stop
then routing [newPos].carDest [cnr] :=true;
ready :=true
end
else begin
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newPos := (newPos + 1) mod nrOfPos;
if routing [newPos].fioor routing [curPos].fioor
then begin
if newPos < > curCarPos [cnr]
then
for j := 1 to sectorSize
do begin
secPos := (curPos + j) mod nrOfPos;
if routing [secPos].sector = cnr
then routing [secPos].sector := 0
end
else begin
curCarMode [cnr] := none;
ready := true
end;
curPos :=newPos
end
end;
curCarPos [cnr] := curPos;
for j := 1 to sectorSize
do begin
secPos := (curCarPos [cnr] + j) mod nrOfPos;
if routing [secPos].sector 0
then routing [secPos].sector := cnr
end;
cc:= newCarComm (curCarMode [cnr], curCarPos [cnr]);
giveMesg (carCommM [cnr], cc.qua1tem)
end;
delCommRequest (er)
end
endproc;
begin end.
======--=====~==============================================

program eleEqp (s84Def, s84, eleDef);

type #fioorLamp =array [carPosition] of boolean;
process #car (
cnr : carNum ber;
var commRequestM, carCommM, genCommM: mesg;
var taskAvail: trig; var lamp: floorLamp);
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const slowTime = 1.25;
openTime = 4.5;
shutTime = 5.5;
moveTime = 6.0;
someTime = 1.5;

var curCarMode : carMode;
er
C('

reqAvail

: commRequest;
: carComm;
: boolean;

procedure signalDoorsOpen (cp: carPosition; rq: boolean);
var gc: genComm;
begin
gc := newGenComm (cp, rq);
giveMesg (genCommM, gc.qualtem)
end;
beginproc
curCarMode := none;
loop
er:= newCommRequest (cnr );
giveMesg (commRequestM, cr.qualtem);
cc.qualtem := takeMesg (carCommM);
with cc.quaComm i
do begin
case md of
stop : begin
if curCarMode < > stop
then begin
( * switch motor to low speed *)
hold (slowTime);
( * stop motor and open doors *)
hold (openTime)
end;
signalDoorsOpen (pos, lamp [pos]);
lamp [pos] := false;
hold (someTime)
end;
up
: begin
if curCarMode < > up
then(* shut doors*) hold (shutTime);
(*move upwards*)
hold (moveTime)
end;
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down: begin
if curCarMode < > down
then (:i: shut doors :i:) hold (shutTime);
(:i: start motor downwards :i:)
hold (moveTime)
end;
none : wait (taskAvail)
end;
curCarMode := md
end;
delCarComm (cc)
end
endproc;
process #fioorPanel (
ft: floorNum ber; chance: integer;
var requestM: mesg; var lamp: fioorLamp);
: integer;
var sample
reqDist,
waitTime : dist;
: request;
rq
: callDir;
newDir
: floorNumber;
flrNum
beginproc
iniDist (reqDest, uniform, 0, 100);
iniDist ( waitTime, negExp, 0.04, O);
loop
sample := intSample (reqDist);
if sample < chance
then begin
if ((sample mod numberOfFloors) < fl) or
(fi last (flrNum))
then begin
newDir := arrowDown;
lamp [(nrOfPos - fl) mod nrOfPos] :=true
end
else begin
newDir := arrowUp;
lamp [fi] := true
end;
rq := newRequest (fi, newDir );
giveMesg (requestM, rq.qualtem)
end;
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hold (realSample (waitTime))
end
endproc;
process #carPanel (
cnr: carNum ber;
var genCommM, destinationM: mesg);
var gc
: genComm:
passDist,
destDist
: dist;
i, nrOfPass : integer;
procedure makeSelectionAt (carPos: carPosition);
var dt
: destination;
ftrNum : ftoorNumber;
begin
if carPos < last (ftrNum)
then dt := newDestination (cnr, carPos + 1 +
(intSample (destDist) mod (last (flrNumb) - carPos)))
else dt := newDestination (cnr, (nrOfPos - carPos) - 1 (intSample (destDist) mod (nrOfPos - carPos)));
giveMesg (destinationM, dt.qualtem)
end;
beginproc
iniDist (passDist, unifonn, 1, 4 );
iniDist (destDist, uniform, 0, 100);
loop
gc.qualtem
takeMesg (genCommM);
if gc.quaComml .req
then nrOfPass := intSample (passDist)
else nrOfPass := intSample (passDist) mod 2;
for i := 1 to nrOfPass
do makeSelectionAt (gc.quaCommi.pos);
delGenComm (gc)
end
endproc;
begin end.
=======================================================~===
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program eleSirn (ouput, s84Def, s84, eleDef, eleCon, eleEqp);
var requestM,
destinationM,
cornrnRequestM
carCommM,
genCornmM
taskAvail
lamp
chance
l

flrNum
crPos

: mesg;
: commMesg;
: taskTrig;
: floorLamp;
: array [fioorNum ber] of integer;
: integer;
: floorNum ber;
: carPosition;

begin
iniS84; trace (output, off);
iniMesg (requestM, 'requestM', nil);
iniMesg (destinationM, 'destinationM', nil);
iniMesg (commRequestM, 'commRequestM', nil);
for i := 1 to num berOfCars
do begin
iniMesg (carComrnM [i], edit ('carComrnM', i), nil);
iniTrig ( taskA vail [i], edit ('taskAvail', i) );
iniMesg (genCommM [i], edit ('genCommM', i), nil)
end;
for i := first (crPos) to last (crPos)
do lamp [i] :=false;
chance [first (flrNum)] := 40;
for i := first (firNum) + l to last (FlrNurn)
do chance [i] := I O;
chance [last (firNum)] 30;

1

activate (elevatorControl ('eleControl', 0, nil,
requestM, destinationM,
cornmRequestM, carCornmM, taskA vail), O);
for i := 1 to num berOfCars
do begin
activate (car (edit ('car', i), 0, nil,
i, commRequestM, carCommM (i],
genCommM [i], taskAvail [i], lamp), O);
activate (carPanel (edit ('carPanel', i), 0, nil,
i, genCommM (i], destinationM), 0)
end;
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for i := first (firNum) to last (flrNum) do
activate (fioorPanel (edit ('floorPanel', i), 0, nil,
i, chance [i], requestM, lamp), O);
hold (1500)
end.
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IV.3 The Control Program
program eleDef (s84utl);
type #variant = (one, two);
( ** type definitions DIDOC Context **)
const #number0fF1oors = 4;
type #callDir
= (arrowUp, arrowDown);
#floorNumber
= O•. numberOfFloors - 1;

= record

#requestRec

it : item;
fir : fioorNumber;
dir : callDir
end;
#request

=

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two: (quaReq : irequestRec)
end;

function #newRequest (fi: fioorNumber; cd: callDir): request;
var rq: request;
begin
rq.qualtem := newltem ('request', 2);
rq.quaReqt .fir := fi;
rq.quaReqt .dir := cd;
newRequest := rq
end;

procedure #delRequest (rq: request);
begin delltem (rq.qualtem) end;
const #num berOfCars = 2;
type #carNumber
= 1..numberOfCars;
#destinationRec

=

record
it : item;
cm : carNumber;
fir : fioorNumber
end;
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#destination

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two: (quaDest : TdestinationRec)
end;

function #new Destination (en: carNum ber; fn: OoorNum ber): destination;
var dt: destination;
begin
dt.qualtem := newltem ('destination', 2);
dt.quaDestT .crn :=en;
dt.quaDestT .fir:= fn;
newDestination := dt
end;
procedure #delDestination (dt: destination);
begin delltem (dt.qualtem) end;
(u type definition DIDOC ElevatorSystem **)

const #nrOf Pos
type #carMode
#car Position

= 2 * num berOfFloors - 2;
(stop, up, down, none);
O•. nrOf Pos - 1;

#carCommRec = record
it : item;
md : carMode;
pos : carPosition
end;
#carComm

record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltem);
two: (quaComm: TcarCommRec)
end;

function #newCarComm (cm: carMode; cp: carPosition): carComm;
var cc: carComm;
begin
cc.quaitem := newitem ('carComm', 1);
cc.quaCommT.md :=cm;
cc.quaCommT .pos := cp;
newCarComm := cc
end;
procedure #delCarComm (cc: carComm);
begin delitem (cc.qualtem) end;
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type #cornmRequestRec

#cornrnRequest

=

record
it : item;
cm : carNurn ber
end;
record case variant of
one : (qualtem : pltern);
two: (quaReq : TcornrnRequestRec)
end;

function #newComrnRequest (en: carNurnber): comrnRequest;
var er: comrnRequest;
begin
cr.qualtem := newltem ('comrnRequest', 1);
cr.quaReqT .cm := en;
newCommRequest :=er
end;

procedure #delComrnRequest (er: commRequest);
begin delltem (cr.qualtem) end;
type #commMesg
#task Trig

=
=

array [carNumberl of mesg;
array [carNumber] of trig;

begin end.

-

=======================--================~~===========

program eleCon (parlel, s84utl, eleDef);

process #elevatorControl (
var requestM, destinationM, cornmRequestM: mesg;
var carCornmM: commMesg;
var taskAvail: taskTrig);
var curCarPos : array [carNumber] of carPosition;
curCarMode: array [carNumber] of carMode;
routing
: array [carPosition] of
record
carDest
: array [carNumber] of boolean;
carRequest : boolean;
fioor
: fioorNumber;
sector
: integer
end;
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process updateDest;
var dt
: destination;
dFloor : integer;
beginproc
loop
dt.qualtem := getMesg (destinationM);
with dt.quaDesti
do begin
dFloor :=fir routing [curCarPos [crn]].fioor;
if dFloor > 0
then begin
routing [fir ].carDest [crn] := true;
signalTrig (taskAvail [cm])
end else
if dFloor < 0
then begin
routing [(nrOfPos-fir) mod nrOfPos].carDest [crn] :=true;
signalTrig ( taskA vail [cm])
end
end;
delDestination (dt)
end
endproc;
process updateReq;

var rq: request;
i : integer;
beginproc

loop
rq.qualtem := getMesg (requestM);
with rq.quaReqi do
if dir = arrowUp
then. routing [fir].carRequest :=true
else routing [(nrOfPos-flr) mod nrOfPos].carRequest :=true;
for i := 1 to numberOfCars do signalTrig (taskAvail [i]);
delRequest (rq)
end
endproc;
function newCarMode (newPos, curPos: carPosition): carMode;
var dPos: integer;
begin
dPos :=routing [newPos].fioor - routing [curPos].fioor;
if dPos = 0
then newCarMode := stop else
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if dPos > 0
then newCarMode := up else newCarMode := down
end;

const sectorSize = 3;
var secPos, newPos, curPos : carPosition;
: integer;
i, j
: boolean;
ready
: commRequest;
er
: carComm;
cc
beginproc
for i := 1 to numberOfCars
do begin
curCarPos [i] := O;
curCarMode [i] := none
end;
for j := 0 to nrOf Pos - 1 do
with routing [j]
do begin
for i := I to numberOfCars do carDest [i] :=false;
carRequest :=false;
if j < num berOfFloors
then floor := j
else floor := nrOf Pos - j;
sector:= 0
end;
start (updateDest ('updateDest', 60, 100, 50));
start (updateReq ('updateReq', 60, 100, 50));
loop
cr.qualtem := getMesg (commRequestM);
with cr.quaReqi
do begin
if (curCarMode [cm]= up) OR (curCarMode [cm]= down)
then begin
if routing [curCarPos [crn]].sector := crn
then routing [curCarPos [cm]].sector := O;
curCarPos [cm] := (curCarPos [cm] + 1) mod nrOfPos
end;
curPos := curCarPos [cm];
newPos := curPos;
ready := false;
while not ready do
if routing [newPos].carDest [crn]
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then begin
if routing [newPos].carRequest
then routing [newPos].carRequest :=false;
curCarMode [crn] := newCarMode (newPos, curPos);
if curCarMode [cm] stop
then routing (newPos].carDest [cm] := false;
ready := true
end
else
if ((routing [newPos].sector = 0) or
(routing [newPos].sector = crn))
and routing [newPos].carRequest
then begin
routing [newPos].carRequest :=false;
curCarMode [crn] := newCarMode (newPos, curPos);
if curCarMode [crn] < > stop
then routing [newPos].carDest [cm] := true;
ready := true
end
else begin
newPos := (newPos + 1) mod nrOfPos;
if routing (newPos].floor = routing [curPos].fl.oor
then begin
if newPos < > curCarPos [crn]
then
for j := 1 to sectorSize
do begin
secPos := (curPos + j) mod nrOfPos;
if routing [secPos].sector = cm
then routing [secPos].sector := 0
end
else begin
curCarMode [cm] := none;
ready := true
end;
curPos := newPos
end
end;
curCarPos [cm] := curPos;
for j := 1 to sectorSize
do begin
secPos := (curCarPos [cm]+ j) mod nrOfPos;
if routing [secPos].sector = 0
then routing [secPos].sector :=cm
end;
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cc := newCarComm (curCarMode [cm], curCarPos [crn]);
putMesg (carCommM [cm], cc.qualtem)
end;
delCommRequest (er)
end
endproc;
begin end.

program eleEqp (parlel, basys, clock, bytUtl, s84utl, eleDef);

type #fioorLamp = array [carPosition] of boolean;
#tReqLamps = array [carPosition] of ioBit;
#tDestLamps =array [fioorNumber] of ioBit;

process #car (
cnr: carNumber;
var commRequestM, carCommM: mesg;
var taskA vail: trig; var lamp: floor Lamp;
var doorShut, doorOpen: ioBit;
var approachSwitch, positionSwitch: ioBit;
var reqLamp: tReqLamps;
·
var destLamp: tDestLamps;
var motor: integer);

type speed

=array karMode] of integer;

const shutTime

= 27;
someTime = 30;
halfSpeed =speed ( 0, 128, -128, O);
fullSpeed = speed ( 0, 256, -256, O);

var curCarMode
er
cc
reqAvail
i
fioorPos

: carMode;
: commRequest;
: carComm;
: boolean;
: integer;
: array [carPosition] of integer;

procedure iniHard ware;
begin(* initiate hardware*) end;
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beginproc
curCarMode :=none;
for i := 0 to numberOfFloors - 1
do begin
fioorPos (i] := i;
floorPos ((nrOfPos-i) mod nrOfPos] := i
end;
iniHardware;
loop
waitFor (approachSwitch, true);
er:= newCommRequest (cnr ):
putMesg (commRequestM, cr.qualtem);
cc.qualtem := getMesg (carCommM);
with cc.quaComm i
do begin
case md of
stop : begin
if curCarMode < > stop
then begin
(* switch motor to low speed *)
putByte (motor, halfSpeed [curCarMode]);
waitFor (positionSwitch, true);
(* stop motor and open doors *)
putByte (motor, 0);
putBit (doorShut, false);
wait (shutTime);
putBit ( doorOpen, true)
end;
lamp [pos] := false;
putBit (reqLamp [pos]. false);
putBit (destLamp [fioorPos [pos]], false);
wait (someTime)
end;
up
: if curCarMode < > up
then begin (ii: shut doors and accelerate*)
putBit (doorOpen, false);
wait (shutTime);
putBit (doorShut, true);
putByte (motor, halfSpeed [up]);
waitFor (approachSwitch, false);
putByte (motor, fullSpeed [up]);
end
else waitFor (approachSwitch, false);
down : if curCarMode < > down
then begin ( * shut doors and accelerate *)
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putBit (doorOpen, false);
wait (sbutTime);
putBit (doorSbut, true);
putByte (motor, balfSpero [down]);
waitFor (approachSwitch, false);
putByte (motor, fullSpeed [down]);
end
else waitFor (approachSwitch, false);
none : awaitTrig (task.Avail)
end;
curCarMode := md
end;
delCarC.omm (cm)
end

endproc;

proceu #ttoorPanel (
ft: tloorNumber;
var requestM: mesg; var lamp: floorLamp;
var u~witch, downSwitch : ioBit;
var reqLamp: tReqLamps);

proceu arrows (dir: callDir; num: ftoorNumber; varswitch: ioBit);
var rq: request;
beginproc
loop
waitFor (switch, true);
lamp [num] :• true;
putBit (reqLamp [num], true);
rq :• newRequat (ft, dir);
putMesg (requestM, rq.qualtem);
waitFor (switch, false)
end
endpl'Oc;
beginproc
if ft < > numberOfFloors - 1 then
start (arrows ('arrowUp', 60, 100, SO,
arrowUp, ft, u~witch));
if fl. <> Otben
start (arrows ('arrowDown', 60, 100, SO,
arrowDown, ((nrOfPos-0.) mod nrOfPos), downSwitcb));
passivate

endproc;
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process #carPanel (
cnr : carNum ber; var destinationM : mesg;
var destLamp: tDestLamps;
var destSwitch : tDestLamps);
process button (0: OoorNumber; var switch, lamp: ioBit);
var dt: destination;
beginproc
loop
waitFor (switch, true);
putBit (lamp, true);
dt := newDestination (cnr, O);
putMesg (destinationM, dt.qualtem);
waitFor (switch, false)
end
endproc;
var i
: integer;
OrNum : OoorNumber;
beginproc
for i :.. first (firNum) to last (firNum) do
start (button (edit ('button', i), 60, l 00, 50,
i, destSwitch [i], destLamp [i]));
passivate
endproc;
begin end.

program eleRos (basys, parlel, s84utl, eleDef, eleCon, eleEqp);
var requestM,
destinationM,
commRequestM: mesg;
carCommM
: commMesg;
taskAvail
: taskTrig;
lamp
: floorLamp;
: integer;
i
crPos
: carPosition;
firNum
: fioorNumber;
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( * inputs and outputs *)
motor
doorShut
doorOpen
approachSwitch
positionSwitch
destLamp
destSwitch
upSwitch
downSwitch
reqLamp

: array [carNumber] of
: array [carNumber] of
: array [carNumber] of
: array [carNumber] of
: array [carNumber] of
: array [carNumber] of
: array [carNumber] of
: tDestLamps;
: tDestLamps;
: tReqLamps;

integer;
ioBit;
ioBit;
ioBit;
ioBit;
tDestLamps;
tDestLamps;

procedure iniIO;
begin ( * initiate all inputs and output *) end;
begin
iniIO;
iniMesg (requestM, 'requestM');
iniMesg (destinationM, 'destinationM');
iniMesg (commRequestM, 'commRequestM');
for i := 1 to numberOfCars
do begin
iniMesg (carCommM [i], edit ('carCommM', i));
iniTrig (task.Avail [i], edit ('task.Avail', i))
end;

for i :=first (crPos) to last (crPos)
do lamp [i] := false;
start (elevatorControl ('eleControl', 60, 400, 200,
requestM, destinationM,
commRequestM, carCommM, task.Avail));
for i := 1 to numberOfCars

do begin
start (car (edit ('car', i), 60, 200, 100,
i, commRequestM, carCommM [i], task.Avail [i],
lamp, doorShut [i], doorOpen [i],
approachSwitch [i], positionSwitch [i],
reqLamp, destLamp [i], motor [i]));
start (carPanel (edit ('carPanel', i), 60, 200, 100,
i, destinationM, destLamp [i], destSwitch [i]))
end;
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for i := first (firNum) to last (firNum) do
start (fioorPanel (edit ('fioorPanel', i), 60, 200, 100,
i, requestM, lamp,
upSwitch [i], downSwitch [i], reql..amp));
passivate

end.
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